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Abstract

This thesis examines the dynamics of estuarine macroalgae blooms of the genus

Ulva and the environmental factors controlling them, using process-based mathe-

matical models as well as observation data from Tauranga Harbour (North Island,

New Zealand).

Based on long-term monitoring datasets of water column nutrients, temperature

and irradiance, the Ulva tissue nitrogen concentration is modelled using an algebraic

short-term equilibrium solution to a classic set of ordinary differential equations de-

scribing tissue nutrient dynamics. A detailed sensitivity analysis of this equilibrium

solution shows that although the variability in ambient concentration of inorganic

nitrogen explains 60% of model output variance, the uncertainty in two of the most

influential physiological parameters has a similar magnitude of influence (32% of

variance). Repeated calibrations using an algorithm with random starting points and

evolutionary adaptions lead to broad and in some cases multimodal distributions of

physiological parameters. Although the model performs well in reproducing obser-

vations, calibrated parameter values from individual calibrations should therefore

not be interpreted as reliable estimates of physiological properties.

Using a zero-dimensional simulation model of Ulva tissue nitrogen and phos-

phorus concentrations and biomass, seasonal and long-term population dynamics

of Ulva are examined. Calibrating against a combination of all three state vari-

ables, long-term tissue nitrogen and biomass dynamics are reproduced well, while

the seasonal amplitude of tissue phosphorus variability is underestimated. From

the long-term observation datasets, seasonal scenarios are derived based on annual

cosine fits to monthly percentiles of the observed forcing data. These scenarios

represent above and below average seasons in the environmental conditions of am-

monia, nitrate and phosphate concentrations in the water as well as temperature and

irradiance. Comparison of the different scenarios points to the inorganic nitrogen

concentrations (both ammonia and nitrate) as most influential in determining Ulva

seasonal peak biomass and timing.

To improve upon the existing long-term observations of water column nutrients

available for Tauranga Harbour, a sampling programme was designed taking into

account the challenges of accurately measuring nutrients in a tidally dominated es-

tuary with complex geometry. Samples were taken at consecutive ebb and flood

tides at the same local tidal phase at sites representing distinct subregions within

the estuary. Bimonthly samples at eight sites and fortnightly samples at two sites

over one year show that the statistical distributions of nutrient fractions vary be-
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tween sites and between tides. At the estuary mouth, phosphate is exported, while

at site further upstream, ammonia and nitrate are exported. Modelling the passive

transport of nutrients using a numerical hydrodynamical model shows differences in

the connectivity between subregions, and in some cases mid-term upstream trans-

port. The contribution of upstream subregions to individual sites changes rapidly

during the tidal cycle, emphasising the importance of the local tidal phase. The

data collected may help to improve the sampling design of the long-term monitor-

ing programmes in Tauranga Harbour and provide a more accurate basis for future

modelling studies of Ulva population dynamics.
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Chapter 1

General introduction

1.1 Background and relevance

The presence of unusually large amounts of benthic macroalgae in coastal and es-

tuarine habitats, usually occurring seasonally, is often referred to as a “green tide”

(Fletcher, 1996). Such events are drawing increasing attention both from the sci-

entific community as well as the general public. Especially the accumulation and

subsequent decomposition of macroalgae on the shoreline is a particularly conspic-

uous symptom. Green tides are now widespread, occurring regularly in several

dozen countries around the world (Schramm and Nienhuis, 1996), and in extreme

cases can lead to densities of accumulated biomass of up to 400 kg (wet weight) m−2

(Morand and Briand, 1996). This is not only a recent phenomenon. In 1911, Cotton

reported “On the growth of Ulva latissima in excessive quantity with special ref-

erence to the Ulva nuisance in Belfast Lough” (Cotton, 1911) to the United King-

dom’s “Royal Commission on Sewage disposal”. While ecological consequences

where apparently not of much interest at this time, concerns had been raised both

about the “health of the population” and that “property in the vicinity is depreci-

ated” (Cotton, 1910). This shows that already more than a century ago, excessive

growth of benthic macroalgae such as Ulva spp. (sea lettuce) was an issue of pub-

lic concern. Local residents as well as other recreational and commercial users of

the affected areas often perceive green tides as a “nuisance” (Cousins, 2007, 2009,

2010; SunLive, 2010). The reasons for this are numerous and include macroalgae

clogging boat motors, becoming entangled in fishing lines and nets, accumulating

and decomposing on the shoreline (leading to unpleasant or even harmful concen-

trations of hydrogen sulphide in the air) or suppressing the desired growth of edible

benthic fauna.

The different macroalgae species that contribute to nuisance blooms are not nec-
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1. General introduction

essarily closely-related. For example, both the phylum Chlorophyta (green algae) as

well as Rhodophyta (red algae) include species involved in such blooms (Fletcher,

1996; Raven and Taylor, 2003). Nonetheless, most do share common characteris-

tics, including a high ratio of surface area to volume and high growth rate (Raven

and Taylor, 2003) as well as broad physiological tolerance (Fletcher, 1996). These

are characteristics often co-occurring with “ephemeral” population dynamics, in

other words blooms that usually include both an initial fast increase in population

biomass as well as a similar magnitude of decrease at the end of the season, year or

event (Raven and Taylor, 2003). In a list of world-wide reports of green tides com-

piled by Fletcher (1996), the majority of cases involve species of the genera Ulva

or Enteromorpha (both Chlorophyta), the latter of which has since been reduced to

synonymy with Ulva (Hayden et al., 2003).

Ephemeral species of Ulva and other genera of the family Ulvaceae have been

introduced to a number of non-native habitats by human activities. Due to undesired

ecological or economical impacts of their presence, they are then often referred to

as “invasive” (in contrast to the less judgemental “introduced”) species (Williams

and Smith, 2007). In a global review of introduced seaweeds, Molnar et al. (2008)

found the number of invasive species from the family Ulvaceae to be significantly

higher than expected by chance. In contrast to species which grow excessively

only in their role as an introduced species (usually due to the absence of predators

or competitors in the new habitat), many Ulvaceae show this behaviour in their

native habitat and are therefore sometimes also referred to as “proliferating” algae

(Morand and Briand, 1996). In New Zealand, at least 19 distinct taxa of Ulva have

been identified, including both native and introduced taxa (Heesch et al., 2007).

The research presented in this thesis is motivated by the documented but un-

explained high interannual variability of Ulva abundance in Tauranga Harbour, an

estuary on the east coast of the North Island of New Zealand. It seems unclear ex-

actly which species of Ulva are involved in these blooms. Park (1996) found and

identified U. laetevirens, U. lactuca and U. rigida based on morphological features,

while Heesch et al. (2007) found and identified only U. pertusa and the unnamed

“U. species 1” based on molecular sequencing data. Anecdotal reports of Ulva

blooms in Tauranga Harbour can be traced back to around 1950, with first newspa-

per reports in 1988 (Park, 1996, p. 32). During seasons of particularly strong blooms

(for example 1992), accumulations of up to 20 kg (wet weight) m-2 have been doc-

umented at individual sites (Park, 1996, p. 18). In response to public concerns, es-

pecially “about accumulations of algae on beaches” (Bioresearches, 1989), both the

communal (Tauranga City Council, TCC) as well as regional administration (Bay
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of Plenty Regional Council, BOPRC) have undertaken or commissioned a number

of studies in this context (including: Bioresearches, 1989, 1991; de Winton et al.,

1996; de Winton et al., 1998; Park, 2007, 2011). The factors that predominantly

control or trigger blooms of Ulva in Tauranga Harbour are still unknown. Past and

current hypotheses include the sporadic input of nutrients from coastal upwelling

events (Park, 2007) as well as terrestrial, catchment-derived inputs (Bay of Plenty

Polytechnic, 2010).

The aim of the research presented in this thesis is to help identify the role and

relative importance of factors contributing to Ulva abundance in Tauranga Harbour,

and more specifically further our understanding of why Ulva blooms have devel-

oped irregularly in only some years but not others since the early 1990s. The anal-

ysis is based on both empirical observations (pre-existing and collected within the

scope of this thesis) as well as output from mathematical models. To complement

previous work carried out using statistical analyses (Park, 1996, 2007, 2011), mech-

anistic / process-based mathematical models are now implemented and used both

to recreate time series of biomass and tissue nutrients from the pre-existing data as

well as to examine idealised scenarios derived from these data.

1.2 Thesis outline

In addition to this general introduction (Chapter 1), this thesis contains three main

research chapters (Chapters 2, 3 and 4) as well as a general discussion (Chapter 5).

Each of the three main research chapters is written to be as self-contained as pos-

sible within the thesis, to facilitate their separate publication as articles in peer-

reviewed journals.

Based on a submodel of a classic, dynamic simulation model of Ulva growth and

nutrient dynamics, Chapter 2 explores the influence of environmental conditions

(nutrients, temperature and light) as well as uncertainty in physiological model pa-

rameters on the tissue nitrogen quota, a crucial component in biomass development.

To this end, a unique algebraic solution of the short-term equilibrium of the tissue

nitrogen quota is derived from the classic ordinary differential equation description

using a computer algebra system.

The model for which the algebraic equilibrium solution was derived in Chapter 2

was also re-implemented as a zero-dimensional simulation model including Ulva

biomass as a state variable. Forced with data from Tauranga Harbour, it was not

able to reproduce the locally observed dynamics. It is possible that this is due to

the strong coupling between dissolved oxygen concentrations and mortality in this
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model, which in Tauranga Harbour may be less relevant due to relatively strong

tidal mixing. Since historic data on dissolved oxygen are not available for Tauranga

Harbour, this discrepancy was not explored further here. In the following chapter, a

different model was therefore used, in which the description of Ulva mortality does

not rely on dissolved oxygen concentrations.

In Chapter 3, a zero-dimensional simulation model which in addition to tis-

sue nitrogen also includes tissue phosphorus and absolute biomass of Ulva as state

variables is used to recreate time series of pre-existing observation data of these

variables and examine different calibration strategies. Realistic annual scenarios

representing years of unusually high and low values in the environmental forcing

variables are derived from the pre-existing observation data and compared to deter-

mine which of these environmental factors are likely to have caused the difference

in Ulva biomass dynamics between bloom and non-bloom years.

Both Chapter 2 and 3 highlight the importance of accurate observation data of

water column nutrient concentrations for any Ulva modelling effort. Fieldwork was

carried out over one year to address several shortcomings in the pre-existing nutrient

data available for Tauranga Harbour, and these new nutrient data are presented and

discussed in Chapter 4. A sampling programme was designed to assess both the

short-term to seasonal as well as spatial variability of nutrient concentrations at

different sites and in different subregions within the harbour. Physical transport

processes influencing the nutrient dynamics are further explored with passive tracer

modelling using a numerical hydrodynamical model. The data presented in this

chapter are expected to be used in future work to improve the sensitivity analyses

carried out in Chapter 2, the scenarios currently derived from only the pre-existing

data in Chapter 3, and potentially also facilitate the calibration of a spatially explicit

biogeochemical model of Tauranga Harbour.

Alongside the nutrient sampling programme described in Chapter 4, further

fieldwork was carried out to collect data to support the future development of more

detailed Ulva simulation models. Macroscopic characteristics of drifting Ulva pop-

ulations were examined in samples captured in nets mounted in a rigid cage in a tidal

channel (Appendix A), and the inter- and subtidal abundance of Ulva was recorded

along cross-channel transects using a submersible video camera (Appendix B).
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Chapter 2

Algebraic equilibrium solution of
tissue nitrogen quota in algae and the
discrepancy between calibrated
parameters and physiological
properties

Abstract

Tissue nutrient concentrations are a key factor in determining primary production in

a variety of algae, for example the marine macroalga Ulva. We present a novel alge-

braic solution to calculate the equilibrium tissue nitrogen concentration or “quota”

Q. The solution is derived from a classical mechanistic description of “luxury up-

take” in marine macroalgae using a computer algebra system. Forced by ammo-

nium (NH+
4 ) and nitrate plus nitrite (NO−x ) concentrations, water temperature and

irradiance, equilibrium Q can be calculated directly without the need for numeri-

cal integration, and the model performs well in reproducing observations of Q in

frondose Ulva spp. A Sobol’ global sensitivity analysis reveals that the degree of

uncertainty in physiological parameters has a similar magnitude of influence on

model output as the typical environmental range of nutrient forcing data. The en-

vironmental forcing variables NH+
4 and NO−x together account for 60% of variance

in model output, while the two most influential physiological parameters together

account for another 32% of variance. Repeated parameter calibrations with random

first guesses and evolutionary adaptations lead to broad and even multimodal dis-

tributions for some parameters, as well as values at the extremes of their literature
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ranges. This shows that although model performance as quantified by statistical

measures is high, individual calibrations are not sufficient to give reliable parameter

estimates that can be interpreted as physiological system properties.

Keywords: Ulva; tissue nitrogen; sensitivity analysis; calibration uncertainty

2.1 Introduction

Nuisance blooms of benthic marine macroalgae in coastal and estuarine environ-

ments have long been a cause for concern (Cotton, 1911) and lead to ecological,

economic and societal problems, such as noxious odours, replacement of seagrass

meadows or loss of benthic fauna due to anoxia (Valiela et al., 1997; Teichberg et

al., 2010). In many cases, these blooms are dominated by species of the genus Ulva,

including species previously classified as Enteromorpha (Hayden et al., 2003). For

management and mitigation that goes beyond symptomatic treatment (e.g., bulk

removal of macroalgae accumulations from the shoreline Liu et al., 2013), it is nec-

essary to understand the diverse environmental factors leading to the high standing

stocks observed. More recently, commercial harvest of Ulva spp. is also being ex-

plored as the basis for bioenergy production (Bruhn et al., 2011), where the chemi-

cal composition of the tissue (e.g., the ratio of carbohydrate to protein) determines

yield and efficiency of the conversion.

For these and related questions, a number of process-based (or “mechanistic”)

mathematical models of Ulva spp. growth dynamics have been developed and ap-

plied for general scenarios (e.g., primary production regime shifts, Zaldívar et al.,

2009) as well as specific case studies (e.g., Bendoricchio et al., 1994; Salomon-

sen et al., 1999; Brush and Nixon, 2010; Ren et al., 2014). For most applications,

the model output of primary interest is either net primary production (growth) or

absolute biomass (standing stocks). In both temperate and tropical waters ambient

nutrient concentrations are often the limiting factor on these variables (Teichberg

et al., 2010).

Ulva spp. is capable of “luxury uptake”, (Fujita, 1985; Viaroli et al., 2005), an

ability frequently found in ephemeral macroalgae (Campbell, 2001) that offers a

competitive advantage in habitats with highly variable water column nutrient con-

centrations (Pedersen and Borum, 1997). For any dynamic model of such macroal-

gae, it is therefore crucial to describe this two-step process which potentially decou-

ples nutrient uptake and growth in time. Droop (1968) first described this process

for vitamin kinetics in microphytoplankton, where growth is based on the tissue or

cell-internal concentration of a substance (“quota”), which in turn is based on the
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external concentration in the medium. This concept was further developed first for

phytoplankton (Nyholm, 1978) and later for macroalgae, leading to formulations

such as the model developed by Solidoro et al. (1997) for Ulva rigida. Formula-

tions equivalent or similar to the latter are now commonly implemented in marine

macroalgae growth models (e.g., Coffaro and Bocci, 1997; Martins and Marques,

2002; Aldridge and Trimmer, 2009).

The submodel concerned with tissue nutrient concentrations is often parame-

terized based on controlled experiments in the laboratory. Solidoro et al. (1997)

compared their submodel to laboratory data of nutrient concentrations in macroal-

gae tissue and the surrounding medium, on time scales of hours to days. Brush and

Nixon (2010) compared simulation output from a similar submodel to field data

with sampling intervals of weeks to months or two consecutive years. Comparisons

with field data spanning the wide range of environmental conditions experienced

on seasonal to interdecadal timescales, however, is rare, due to the labour- and

cost-intensive requirement of collection and analysis of tissue nutrient samples. In

addition, model studies on the time scale of years to decades usually explicitly sim-

ulate nutrient cycling and are analysed with regard to aggregate output variables

such as standing stock biomass rather than tissue nutrient concentrations. Detailed

analysis of individual submodels such as that describing tissue nutrient dynamics

with long-term field data is therefore less likely to be carried out. Furthermore,

the high computational cost of numerical integration schemes of mechanistic sim-

ulation models often prohibits extensive sensitivity analysis or repeated calibration

procedures. Although individual calibrations may lead to high numerical model

performance, the optimised set of parameters may not be sufficiently constrained,

leading to “non-unique” calibrations (Janssen and Heuberger, 1995) and unrealis-

tic values for some or all parameters, potentially determined by biases in the input

data or deficiencies in model structure (Clark and Vrugt, 2006). Such “sloppy pa-

rameter sensitivities” have been found to be almost universal in systems biology

models (Gutenkunst et al., 2007) and have recently also been identified in marine

biogeochemical models (Ward et al., 2010). To date, they have not been examined

in the context of macroalgae growth models, where individual calibrations prevail

(e.g., Solidoro et al., 1997; Martins and Marques, 2002; Ren et al., 2014). A bet-

ter understanding of how these issues influence macroalgae growth and especially

tissue nutrient models will benefit both more complex coastal ecosystem models as

well as potential stand-alone applications, e.g., examining macroalgae as suitable

indicator organisms for environmental nutrient conditions (e.g., Ho, 1975; Barr,

2007) or computational metabolic modelling in the context of biofuel production
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from macroalgae (Golberg et al., 2014).

The objective of this study is to assess whether the ranges of relevant physio-

logical parameters for Ulva spp. models are known well enough to allow model

applications without site-specific measurements of these parameters, and whether

site-specific calibrations will in turn lead to well-constrained estimates of these pa-

rameters which can be interpreted as biological or ecological system properties,

e.g., physiological adaption. To this end, we examine the tissue nitrogen quota

submodel used in the Ulva spp. growth model of Solidoro et al. (1997). First we

present a novel algebraic equilibrium solution obtained using a computer algebra

system, which is valid for short-term (days to weeks) equilibrium conditions under

the assumption of constant (laboratory) or averaged (field) water column dissolved

inorganic nitrogen concentrations. We then analyse the sensitivity of this algebraic

equilibrium solution to the range of uncertainty in physiological parameters as well

as the range of variability in environmental conditions. Finally, we examine the un-

certainty in site-specific parameter calibrations caused by underdetermined model

behaviour.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Model description

Biomass of Ulva populations is difficult to estimate due to the advective transport

of free-floating thalli and their frequent layered or clumped occurrence, leading to

high-frequency variability in both space and time. Especially estimates of intertidal

abundance should be interpreted as qualitative or relative rather than absolute values

(e.g., as a “biomass index”; Ren et al., 2014). In contrast, the tissue nitrogen quota

Q responds more slowly (averaging conditions over space and time), and is easily

measured as an absolute concentration. We therefore focus on Q, which is better

suited to the long-term but zero-dimensional (box-model) approach taken in this

study, and do not explicitly model biomass. Changes in ambient concentrations

of ammonium (NH+
4 ) and nitrate plus nitrite (NO−x ) caused by changes in biomass

(uptake and decay/remineralisation) are consequently not represented in the model,

and NH+
4 and NO−x are considered only as environmental forcing (rather than state)

variables. Figure 2.1 shows a conceptual diagram of the main model elements used

in the present study, and a full list of variables and parameters is given in Table 2.1.

Solidoro et al. (1997) developed one of the first growth models for species of the

genus Ulva, and similar or equivalent formulations are commonly used in macroal-

8



2. Algebraic equilibrium solution of tissue nitrogen quota

Table 2.1: Model parameter/variable symbols, descriptions, default values and units, adopt-

ing the notation of Solidoro et al. (1997) where possible. Symbols in italic script (NH+
4 ,

NO−x , Q, Temp and Irr) denote environmental forcing data, variables which in a simula-

tion model would be continuously variable in time, and in the short-term equilibrium model

presented here are variable between independent evaluations for each date of a time series.

Symbols in non-italic (roman) script denote parameters which are assumed to be constant

over the time span of a simulation or evaluation period.

symbol description default value unit

µmax maximum growth rate 0.016 h−1

NH+
4 external ammonium concentration 0.025 mg l−1

VmNH+
4

maximum uptake rate for NH+
4 5.2 mg N (g dw)−1 h−1

kNH+
4

half saturation constant for NH+
4 0.7 mg N l−1

NO−x external nitrate + nitrite concentration 0.05 mg l−1

VmNO−x maximum uptake rate for NO−x 0.9 mg N (g dw)−1 h−1

kNO−x half saturation constant for NO−x 0.07 mg N l−1

Q tissue nitrogen quota − mg N (g dw)−1

Qmin minimum Q 10 mg N (g dw)−1

Qmax maximum Q 45 mg N (g dw)−1

kc Q growth limitation factor 8 mg N (g dw)−1

Temp temperature 16.7 ◦C

ζP temperature factor 0.3 ◦C−1

ϑP reference temperature 10 ◦C

Irr irradiance 60000 lux

I0 irradiance factor 5800 lux

9



2. Algebraic equilibrium solution of tissue nitrogen quota

Figure 2.1: Conceptual diagram of the model structure, with elements defining the uptake

and growth processes as used in the ordinary differential equations taken from Solidoro et

al. (1997). Boxes indicate elements which in a dynamic implementation would be consid-

ered (nitrogen) mass balance compartments. Under the equilibrium assumption that uptake

is equal to growth (Q has reached a steady state), we can derive an algebraic equilibrium

solution for Q, termed Q∗. The dashed box around “biomass” indicates that in the formu-

lation used in this study, biomass is not explicitly considered. For symbol definitions see

Table 2.1.

gae growth models. Following this structure, the evolution over time of Q is de-

termined by the rate of external nutrient uptake for tissue nitrogen quota and in-

corporation of nitrogen into new tissue biomass. For the simplest case of just one

external nutrient, namely NH+
4 , the flux of external nutrients to tissue nutrient quota

may then be defined as

VNH+
4

= VmNH+
4
·

NH+
4

kNH+
4

+ NH+
4
·

Qmax − Q
Qmax − Qmin

(2.1)

where VmNH+
4

is the maximum uptake rate for NH+
4 , kNH+

4
the half-saturation con-

stant for NH+
4 uptake, and Qmin and Qmax the tissue nitrogen quota minimum and

maximum concentrations, respectively. VNH+
4

is thus dependent on NH+
4 via a rect-

angular hyperbolic (Monod / Michaelis-Menten / Holling type II) function, and on

Q by a linear decrease from 1 to zero over the interval Qmin to Qmax. Ignoring any

other potentially limiting factors for now, the flux of nitrogen from tissue quota to

new tissue biomass depends on Q through

g1(Q) =
Q − Qmin

Q − kc
(2.2)

where kc is the growth limitation factor for Q. The relative growth rate µ when

limited only by Q may thus be defined as

10



2. Algebraic equilibrium solution of tissue nitrogen quota

µ = µmax · g1(Q) (2.3)

where µmax is the maximum growth rate. The evolution over time of Q is determined

by the difference between uptake and growth:

dQ
dt

= VNH+
4
− µ · Q (2.4)

dQ
dt

= VmNH+
4
·

NH+
4

kNH+
4

+ NH+
4
·

Qmax − Q
Qmax − Qmin

− µmax ·
Q − Qmin

Q − kc
· Q. (2.5)

We now consider the equilibrium state in which the increase in Q due to the

uptake of external nutrients is balanced by the decrease due to the incorporation

into new tissue material:

dQ
dt

= VNH+
4
− µ · Q = 0 (2.6)

VNH+
4

= µ · Q (2.7)

VmNH+
4
·

NH+
4

kNH+
4

+ NH+
4
·

Qmax − Q
Qmax − Qmin

= µmax ·
Q − Qmin

Q − kc
· Q. (2.8)

Additional terms influencing the flux of external (ambient) nutrients to Q may

now be added on the left side of Eq. (2.8), and further terms influencing the flux of

Q to new biomass to the right side of Eq. (2.8). We add terms for uptake of NO−x on

the left and for the effect of temperature and irradiance on growth on the right. The

second nutrient uptake term for NO−x is

VNO−x = VmNO−x ·
NO−x

kNO−x + NO−x
·

Qmax − Q
Qmax − Qmin

(2.9)

where VmNO−x is the maximum uptake rate and kNO−x the half-saturation constant for

NO−x . Growth limitation by the (water) temperature Temp is described by

f1(Temp) =
[(

1 + e−ζP·(Temp−ϑP)
)]−1

(2.10)

where ζP is the temperature coefficient and ϑP the reference temperature. Growth

limitation by irradiance Irr is described by

f2(Irr) = 1 − e−
I0
Irr (2.11)

The final description of the evolution over time of Q is thus

dQ
dt

= (VNH+
4

+ VNO−x ) − µ · Q · f1(Temp) · f2(Irr) (2.12)

11



2. Algebraic equilibrium solution of tissue nitrogen quota

and in equilibrium

VNH+
4

+ VNO−x = µ · Q · f1(Temp) · f2(Irr). (2.13)

Solving for Q using a computer algebra system (“Sage”; Stein et al., 2013), we

obtain the algebraic equilibrium solution Q∗ (available in the online supplementary

material). Preliminary simulations with the ODE model showed that equilibrium

concentrations of Q were reached after a maximum of approximately 10 days sim-

ulation time. We therefore consider Q∗ to represent a “short-term” equilibrium,

under the assumption of constant or rather averaged environmental conditions of

NH+
4 , NO−x , Temp and Irr over a time scale of days to weeks. Although it is rather

unwieldy, it is a unique solution and may easily be evaluated directly for any given

values of environmental conditions and parameters.

2.2.2 Case study location, organism and data sources

Our case study is based on an approximately bimonthly dataset documenting the

high seasonal and interannual variability of Ulva spp. tissue nitrogen quotas over

20 years in Tauranga Harbour, a mesotidal estuarine lagoon on the east coast of the

North Island of New Zealand. It is unclear which species of Ulva are involved in

the blooms occurring here, with Park (1996) reporting U. laetevirens, U. lactuca

and U. rigida based on morphological features, while Heesch et al. (2007) found

and identified only U. pertusa and the unnamed “U. species 1” based on molecular

sequencing data. We will therefore consider frondose Ulva spp. in general, hereafter

referred to simply as Ulva.

Observation data of Ulva tissue nitrogen quota and water column dissolved inor-

ganic nitrogen (DIN, comprising NH+
4 and NO−x ) concentrations were provided by

the Bay of Plenty Regional Council. For the water column DIN concentrations, the

observation period spans 18 years from 1991 to 2009, while the Ulva tissue nitrogen

quota data extend from 1991 to early 2012. For details of the relevant sampling and

analysis methodology see Park (1996).

Tissue nitrogen quota data were from site 1a in the northern basin of Tauranga

Harbour and sites 2 and 3 in the southern basins, as shown in Figure 2.2. Water

column DIN data were from the same sites except for the case of site 1a, where

water column DIN data were not available, and data from the separate site 1b were

used instead. This site was chosen since among those available, it is expected to be

most similar in environmental conditions to site 1a. Water column DIN data from

three additional monitoring sites in Tauranga Harbour were added to the dataset

12
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only to obtain a more reliable estimate of the 95th percentile upper bounds for the

sensitivity analysis described below.

Water column DIN and Ulva tissue nitrogen samples were not always available

from the same date. In such cases, the Ulva tissue nitrogen data were linearly

interpolated in time if samples from dates within 90 days of the missing date were

available. If no such samples were available, this date was not considered for the

analysis. Water column DIN data were not interpolated, and only dates when both

NH+
4 and NO−x data were available were considered.

Solar irradiance was measured by an automated weather station at Tauranga air-

port (see Figure 2.2) and was freely available via New Zealand’s National Climate

Database (“CliFlo”, http://cliflo.niwa.co.nz, station agent number 1615 / “Tauranga

Aero AWS”). Irradiance is reported for the 400 to 700 nm photosynthetically active

radiation (PAR) band in units of MJ m−2 day−1. Data were converted to lux assum-

ing a photoperiod of 12 hours and the equivalences of 1 MJ = 4.6 mol as well as

1 µmol m−2 s−1 = 56 lux. To account for vertical attenuation of irradiance in the wa-

ter column to derive approximate in situ values from these surface measurements,

we assumed an attenuation coefficient of 0.4 m−1 and a water depth of 0.9 m, corre-

sponding to the approximate depth at which the Ulva tissue samples were collected.

Water temperature data were provided by the Port of Tauranga and were based on

measurements from a sensor at “Salisbury Wharf” (see Figure 2.2). The same solar

irradiance and water temperature data were used to “force” the algebraic equilib-

rium solution at all three sites examined.

The time series of environmental forcing variables solar irradiance, water tem-

perature and water column DIN concentrations are shown together in Figure 2.3.

13
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Figure 2.2: Map of the southern basin of Tauranga Harbour (inset: location of Tauranga

Harbour on the North Island of New Zealand) and location of sites for water column DIN,

Ulva abundance and Ulva tissue nitrogen data. From north to south, the sites are: 1a (“On-

gare”), 1b (“Omokoroa”), 2 (“Otumoetai”) and 3 (“Town Reach” or “Grace Street”). Water

temperature was measured at “Salisbury Wharf” and irradiance at the (Tauranga) “Airport”.

Map projections are NZTM2000, main map with coordinates in metres, inset map with

coordinates in degrees.
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Figure 2.3: Time series of the environmental forcing variables, from top to bottom: water

column dissolved inorganic nitrogen species NH+
4 and NO−x for each of the three Tauranga

Harbour sites, as well as water temperature and irradiance from Salisbury Wharf and the

airport, respectively, and assumed to be representative for all three sites. Dashed vertical

lines show the 1st of July of each calendar year to indicate average winter minima timing of

temperature and irradiance.
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2.2.3 Calibration and sensitivity analysis

The model was calibrated using the “controlled random search with local mutation”

(CRS2-LM) global optimisation algorithm (Kaelo and Ali, 2006; Johnson, 2013).

CRS2-LM is randomly initialised and introduces random “mutations” in further

iterations, so that repeated calibrations may lead to different local optima. The pa-

rameters’ distributions from repeated calibrations can be examined to give insight

into the reliability of any individual calibration. Since this algorithm does not allow

for the consideration of “inequality constraints” (e.g., the constraint of Qmin < Qmax,

or kc < Qmin), care must be taken when choosing lower and upper bounds for the pa-

rameter ranges, so that meaningless combinations of parameter values are excluded.

The years 1991 to 1999 were used as the calibration period, and the years 2000

to 2009 as the validation period. The objective function was defined to be the mean

absolute deviation between modelled and observed values, which here is deemed the

preferred measure of model performance, compared to, for example, the root mean

square deviation (Willmott, 1982; Willmott and Matsuura, 2005). The algorithm

was terminated when the relative change in the cost function, one or more of the

parameters, or both, was less than 0.1%, or when the number of model evaluations

was ≥ 20 · k.

The tissue nitrogen quota equilibrium solution Q∗ was evaluated independently

for each point of the timeseries of NH+
4 , NO−x , Temp and Irr data for the sensitivity

analysis and calibration as well as the final model evaluations. Absolute values of

model Q∗ are shown as time series, however, to ease interpretation and comparison

with the observation data time series.

Model parameter ranges (Table 2.2) and default values (Table 2.1) were sur-

veyed in the literature, from published models utilising the same mathematical

description of tissue nitrogen quota dynamics as described here. Ranges for the

environmental forcing nutrient concentrations (NH+
4 and NO−x ) were based on the

local observation data from Tauranga Harbour. The lower bounds were set to zero,

and the upper bounds to the maximum of the 95th percentiles calculated separately

for six different sites around the harbour, from nutrient monitoring data based on

samples taken in the period from April 1991 until August 2009. Arithmetic mean

values for for Tauranga Harbour were used as defaults for other forcing variables

(NH+
4 = 0.025 mg l−1, NO−x = 0.05 mg l−1, Temp = 16.7 ◦C and Irr = 60000 lux).

To assess the relative importance of uncertainty in physiological parameters of

the model, as well as uncertainty and natural variability in the environmental forcing

data (NH+
4 , NO−x , Temp and Irr), a sensitivity analysis (SA) was carried out (Saltelli

et al., 2000; Loucks et al., 2005). Due to the relatively low number of parameters
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Table 2.2: Model parameter ranges derived from the literature. Rates per day were con-
verted to rates per hour for calculations. In cases where only a single value was found, the
range was set to that value ±10%.

symbol value unit reference

VmNH+
4

2 mg N (g dw)−1 h−1 Coffaro and Bocci (1997), Bendoricchio et al.
(1994), Guimaraens et al. (2005)

5.2 mg N (g dw)−1 h−1 Solidoro et al. (1997)
8.5 mg N (g dw)−1 h−1 Solidoro et al. (1995)

kNH+
4

0.1 mg N l−1 Solidoro et al. (1995)
0.5 mg N l−1 Coffaro and Bocci (1997), Bendoricchio et al.

(1994), Guimaraens et al. (2005)
0.7 mg N l−1 Solidoro et al. (1997)

VmNO−x 0.45 mg N (g dw)−1 h−1 Solidoro et al. (1995)
0.7 mg N (g dw)−1 h−1 Coffaro and Bocci (1997), Guimaraens et al. (2005)
0.9 mg N (g dw)−1 h−1 Solidoro et al. (1997)

kNO−x 0.05 mg N l−1 Solidoro et al. (1995)
0.07 mg N l−1 Solidoro et al. (1997)
0.25 mg N l−1 Coffaro and Bocci (1997),Guimaraens et al. (2005)

Qmax 42 mg N (g dw)−1 Solidoro et al. (1995)
45 mg N (g dw)−1 Solidoro et al. (1997)
40 mg N (g dw)−1 Coffaro and Bocci (1997), Bendoricchio et al.

(1994)
Qmin 10 mg N (g dw)−1 Solidoro et al. (1995), Solidoro et al. (1997), Coffaro

and Bocci (1997), Bendoricchio et al. (1994)
µmax 0.3 day−1 Öberg (2005)

0.36 day−1 Lapointe and Tenore (1981), Guimaraens et al.
(2005)

0.4 day−1 Coffaro and Bocci (1997)
0.45 day−1 Solidoro et al. (1995), Solidoro et al. (1997), Ben-

doricchio et al. (1994)
0.5 day−1 Henley and Ramus (1989)

kc 8 mg N (g dw)−1 Solidoro et al. (1997)
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in the model, an initial screening to reduce the number of parameters considered in

further analyses was not necessary. Following Wainwright et al. (2013), we carry

out a local, one-(factor-)at-a-time (OAT) SA as a first step, followed by the global,

variance-based method of Sobol’ (1990, 1993). This method has been successfully

applied to similar models examining Ulva in coastal lagoon systems, for example

by Pastres et al. (1999) to a dynamic simulation model with higher complexity (15

state variables) on a shorter time scale (one year). Although computationally more

efficient algorithms are available, for example the Fourier amplitude sensitivity test

(FAST, Cukier et al., 1973), since evaluating the algebraic steady-state solution in

this study requires very little computation time, preference was given to the straight-

forward sampling and analysis procedure of Sobol’.

Sobol’ first-order sensitivity indices S i for each of the k model parameters may

be interpreted as quantifying the fraction of total model output variance which

would disappear if that parameter were fixed. In this method, all S i values are

normalised by the total variance of model output, so that their sum is equal to one.

“Total-order” or “total-effect” sensitivity indices S Ti indicate the total contribution

of a parameter to model output variance including all interaction effects with other

parameters. A sample size of N = 10000 was deemed adequate after examining

both the convergence of the sensitivity indices for increasing N (in intervals up to

N = 20000) as well as the absolute values of the indices’ bootstrapped (1000 resam-

ples) 95% confidence intervals. Using the modified quasi-Monte Carlo sampling

method of Saltelli (2002), estimates for first-order as well as total sensitivity indices

were calculated for the k = 10 model parameters using N · (2 · k + 2) = 220000

model evaluations.

The Sobol’ SA was performed for four different scenarios. In scenario 1, the

physiological parameters were varied by ±10% around their default values, while

the DIN concentrations were held fixed at default values for Tauranga Harbour. In

scenario 2, both the physiological parameters as well as the DIN concentrations

were varied by ±10% around their default values. In scenario 3, the physiological

model parameters were varied over their literature range, while the DIN concentra-

tions were again fixed at default values as in scenario 1. In scenario 4, the physio-

logical parameters were varied over their literature range as in scenario 3, and the

DIN concentrations were varied over the range for Tauranga Harbour. Scenario 4

thus represents most accurately the degree of uncertainty in our present knowledge

of the physiological model parameters as well the range of variability in environ-

mental conditions at the study sites.

To examine the uncertainty in the calibration results, the calibration procedure
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with the initial setup was repeated 100 times with random initialisation and local

mutation. Additionally, 100 calibrations were run with “scaling factors” sNH+
4

for

NH+
4 and sNH+

4
for NO−x added to the set of existing parameters. The NH+

4 and NO−x
values were multiplied by the corresponding scaling factor. The calibration range

for both scaling factors was set to the interval between 0 and 2.
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2.3 Results

Ulva tissue nitrogen quota observations are shown in Figure 2.4, together with cal-

ibrated model results. In the observation data, most seasons show a winter maxi-

mum, followed by a sharp decrease to lower levels within two to four months. Some

individual seasons deviate from this general pattern, for example in 1997/1998,

when site 2 shows a decrease relatively late in summer. In the same season, site

1a shows no clear summer minimum, with values instead fluctuating just below

20 mg N (g dw)−1 over almost the entire season. Seasonal minima show much lower

variability between years than seasonal maxima. Summer minima at site 1a are of-

ten lower than at the other two sites, and repeatedly fall below 10 mg N (g dw)−1.

Average values and winter maxima are highest at site 3, at up to 40 mg N (g dw)−1.

2.3.1 Individual calibrations and model performance

Optimised values of the model parameters after separate calibration for each site

against data from the calibration period are shown in Table 2.3. For all three sites,

VmNH+
4

is at the minimum and kNH+
4

at the maximum of the prescribed range. VmNO−x

for sites 2 and 3 is at the maximum, and at an intermediate value for site 1a/b, while

kNO−x for site 1a/b and 2 is at the minimum and for site 3 at the maximum. A large

proportion of calibrated values is at or near the limit of the assigned range, with only

a few intermediate values. The latter occur also for several parameters for which

the model shows a very low sensitivity, e.g., ζP and I0.

After calibration for each site separately, the model was evaluated again for

all dates with the parameter values optimised for the respective site. The results

are shown together with the observation data and model validation performance

statistics in Figure 2.4. Until 1994 the vast majority of observations were below

15 mg N (g dw)−1 at site 1a/b, with short periods of rapid increase in summer, while

during this period the model predicts values approximately 10 mg N (g dw)−1 higher,

with very little seasonal variation. From 1994 until the end of the calibration period

in 1999, the observed seasonal variation is higher, and is closely matched by the

model. During the validation period, the model follows most seasonal variations

well, but keeps summer minima at a similar level as during the calibration period,

while multiple observations of summer minima are now below 10 mg N (g dw)−1).

At the same time, winter maxima are also overestimated, leading to a Pearson cor-

relation coefficient of 0.48 (p<0.01) or r2 of 0.23, mean relative error (MeanRE) of

29% and positive bias of 2.4 mg N (g dw)−1. At site 2, with the exception of several

individual winter maxima, the model again generally overestimates in the first half
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Table 2.3: Results of individual model calibrations for each of the three Tauranga Harbour

sites separately, using the CRS2-LM algorithm and calibration period 1991-1999.

symbol unit default value site 1a/b site 2 site 3

VmNH+
4

mg N (g dw)−1 h−1 5.2 2.000 2.000 2.000

kNH+
4

mg N l−1 0.7 0.700 0.700 0.700

VmNO−x mg N (g dw)−1 h−1 0.9 0.656 0.900 0.900

kNO−x mg N l−1 0.07 0.050 0.050 0.250

Qmin mg N (g dw)−1 10 11.000 11.000 11.000

Qmax mg N (g dw)−1 45 40.000 40.000 45.000

kc mg N (g dw)−1 8 7.200 7.200 7.200

µmax h−1 0.016 0.017 0.017 0.011

ζP
◦C−1 0.3 0.270 0.330 0.275

ϑP
◦C 10 11.000 9.000 11.000

I0 lux 5800 5220.000 5220.000 5658.269

of the calibration period. During the validation period, the majority of summer min-

ima are still slightly overestimated, while some winter maxima are underestimated,

resulting in the model’s seasonal range in most cases being smaller than that of the

observations. At site 2, the Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.43 (p<0.01) and r2 is

0.18, the MeanRE 23% and there is a small positive bias of 0.2 mg N (g dw)−1. Site

3 also shows relatively high observation values in the first years of the observation

period, which at this site are well reproduced by the model, while the second half

of the calibration period has very few observation data points compared to the other

sites. In the validation period, observation values are generally higher than at the

other sites, with several summers staying above 15 mg N (g dw)−1, but also the high-

est number of missing values of all three sites. Although the model underestimates

a number of observation dates, the Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.66 (p<0.001)

or r2 of 0.44 is still the highest of the three sites together with the lowest MeanRE

of 19% and a negative bias of -1.9 mg N (g dw)−1.
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Figure 2.4: Calibrated tissue nitrogen model Q∗ compared with tissue nitrogen observations

at 3 sites. The same Temp and Irr data were used for all three sites. The calibration period

(1991 to 1999) is indicated by a black horizontal bar. Corresponding calibrated parameter

values are given in Table 2.3. Summary statistics for the validation period (2000 to 2009) are

given for each site: bias, median absolute deviation (MedianAD), mean absolute deviation

(MeanAD), mean relative error (MeanRE), Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Pearson, with

p-value), r2 and number of samples (N).
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2.3.2 Sensitivity analysis

Results of the OAT SA are shown in Table 2.4 in the form of parameter sensitivity

“ranks” and corresponding absolute as well as relative change in the model output

of tissue nitrogen concentration. Ranks were assigned according to decreasing val-

ues of relative change in model output. For the parameter default values ±10%,

the top ranks are occupied by Qmax, µmax and Qmin, and the environmental forcing

variables all occupy lower ranks (Temp at rank 5, NO−x at rank 7, NH+
4 at rank 12

and Irr at rank 14). For the calculations at the minimum and maximum of the range

reported in the literature (for physiological parameters) or based on the 18 years of

observations in Tauranga Harbour (for the environmental forcing variables), NO−x
and NH+

4 occupy ranks 1 and 2, followed by kNH+
4

and kNO−x at ranks 3 and 4. Temp

occupies rank 8 and Irr rank 12. Increasing the width of the OAT SA interval step-

wise from 10% to 80% leads to a monotonic increase in relative change in model

output for all parameters, but in a clearly nonlinear fashion for several parameters,

leading to changes in rank (Figure available in the online supplementary material).

The convergence of first-order (S i) and total (S Ti) sensitivity indices based on

the Sobol’ SA was initially analysed for a range of different sample sizes. Changes

in the ranks of indices were observed only for relatively small sample sizes of up to

600 model evaluations, and S i and S Ti values converged quickly for sample sizes

greater than about 800. A sample size of 10000 was therefore deemed adequate and

used in all subsequent analyses. The results of the Sobol’ SA are shown in Table 2.5.

Confidence intervals (data omitted in table for sake of brevity) were ≤ 10% of the

mean in all cases. In scenario 1, values of S i and S Ti for each model parameter

are nearly identical. The model showed highest sensitivity to Qmax, µmax and Qmin,

which together accounted for 71% of model output variance, and lowest sensitivity

to kNH+
4
, ζP and I0, which together account for only 3% of model output variance. In

scenario 2, values of S i and S Ti for each model parameter are again nearly identical.

The ranking of parameter sensitivity is identical to that obtained in scenario 1 for

those parameters present in both scenarios, and still dominated by Qmax, µmax and

Qmin. The environmental forcing variables are spread out, with Temp contributing

8%, NO−x 3%, NH+
4 2% and Irr < 1%. The differences between S i and S Ti values

increase slightly in scenario 3 compared to scenario 1, but S i values still account for

87% or more of S Ti for the leading four ranks. The highest ranks are given to kNH+
4

and VmNH+
4
, together accounting for 80% of model output variance, followed by µmax

and kNO−x with 8% each, and the remaining parameters contributing ≤ 3% each. In

scenario 4, the differences between S i and S Ti values again increase compared to

the previous scenarios. The four most sensitive parameters and variables together
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Table 2.4: Results of the one-factor-at-a-time (OAT) sensitivity analysis. The absolute

change in the model’s output value is given by OATabs, the relative change by OAT and ranks

were assigned by decreasing value of OAT. All calculations were carried out once at the

parameters’ default values ±10%, and a second time at the minimum and maximum of the

range reported in the literature (for physiological parameters) or based on Tauranga Harbour

data (for the environmental forcing variables NH+
4 , NO−x , Temp and Irr). Parameters are

listed in the order of rank as determined in the analysis of default values ±10%.

default value ±10% min./max. of range

symbol OATabs OAT rank OATabs OAT rank

mg N (g dw)−1 mg N (g dw)−1

Qmax 2.08 0.08 1 1.23 0.05 10

µmax 2.05 0.08 2 4.43 0.17 5

Qmin 1.91 0.08 3 1.91 0.08 9

VmNO−x 1.38 0.05 4 4.16 0.16 6

Temp 1.24 0.05 5 3.15 0.12 8

kc 0.94 0.04 6 0.94 0.04 11

NO−x 0.81 0.03 7 15.33 0.60 1

kNO−x 0.81 0.03 8 6.49 0.26 4

ϑP 0.73 0.03 9 0.73 0.03 13

VmNH+
4

0.66 0.03 10 4.16 0.16 7

kNH+
4

0.64 0.03 11 8.80 0.35 3

NH+
4 0.64 0.03 12 8.86 0.35 2

ζP 0.49 0.02 13 0.49 0.02 14

Irr 0.00 0.00 14 0.80 0.03 12

I0 0.00 0.00 15 0.00 0.00 15
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account for 92% of model output variance, with NH+
4 at rank 1 and NO−x at rank 3

together contributing 60%. kNH+
4

and VmNH+
4

are at ranks 2 and 4, respectively, and

together contribute 32%. All other parameters and variables contribute ≤ 4%.
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Table 2.5: Estimates of Sobol’ first order (S i) and total (S Ti) sensitivity indices for four different scenarios of parameter/variable ranges, sorted in order of

decreasing values of S Ti for scenario 4. In scenarios 1 and 2, parameters were varied over the range of their default values ±10%, while in scenarios 3 and 4 they

were varied over the full range of literature values. In scenarios 1 and 3, environmental forcing variables were fixed at local empirical mean values (based on

Tauranga Harbour data; NH+
4 = 0.025 mg N l−1, NO−x = 0.05 mg N l−1, Temp = 16.7 ◦C, Irr = 60000 lux), while in scenario 2 they were varied over the range of

their local empirical mean values ±10%, and in scenario 4 over the local empirical ranges (based on Tauranga Harbour data). Values ≥ 100 are rounded to zero,

others to two decimal places.

scenario 1 scenario 2 scenario 3 scenario 4

symbol unit min max S i S Ti S i S Ti min max S i S Ti S i S Ti

NH+
4 mg N l−1 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.08 0.39 0.44

kNH+
4

mg N l−1 0.63 0.77 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.70 0.48 0.49 0.16 0.18

NO−x mg N l−1 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.36 0.13 0.16

VmNH+
4

mg N (g dw)−1 h−1 4.68 5.72 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 2.00 8.50 0.29 0.31 0.12 0.14

µmax h−1 0.01 0.02 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.21 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.04

VmNO−x mg N (g dw)−1 h−1 0.81 0.99 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.45 0.90 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03

kNO−x mg N l−1 0.06 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.25 0.07 0.08 0.02 0.03

Temp ◦C 15.03 18.37 0.08 0.08 13.00 21.50 0.02 0.02

Qmax mg N (g dw)−1 40.50 49.50 0.25 0.26 0.22 0.22 40.00 45.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02

Qmin mg N (g dw)−1 9.00 11.00 0.21 0.21 0.18 0.18 9.00 11.00 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01

kc mg N (g dw)−1 7.20 8.80 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 7.20 8.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ϑP
◦C 9.00 11.00 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 9.00 11.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Irr lux 54000 66000 0.00 0.00 15000 120000 0.00 0.00

ζP
◦C−1 0.27 0.33 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.27 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

I0 lux 5220 6380 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5220 6380 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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2.3.3 Calibration uncertainty

Examples of results from the two calibration (uncertainty) analyses are shown in

Figure 2.5 for the NH+
4 and NO−x uptake parameters kNH+

4
, VmNH+

4
, kNO−x and VmNO−x .

In the initial setup without scaling factors, the optimal kNH+
4

and VmNH+
4

values are

entirely concentrated at the upper and lower end of their range, respectively. kNO−x

is concentrated at the lower end of its range, with slightly higher spread then kNH+
4
,

and VmNO−x shows a multimodal distribution, with the highest frequencies occurring

at the upper end, second-highest at the lower end and a third peak at intermediate

values. The scaling factors show very strong concentration at the lower end of

the range when applied to NH+
4 (sNH+

4
) and strong concentration with slightly more

spread at the upper end of the range when applied to NO−x (sNO−x ). Both kNH+
4

and

VmNH+
4

show bimodal distributions in the presence of scaling factors, with slightly

higher frequencies at the respective higher and lower end of their range. kNO−x shows

frequencies decreasing away from the lower end of the range, similar to the results

without scaling factors but with slightly higher spread over the entire range. VmNO−x

shows the least amount of change from the results without scaling factors, but with

almost equal frequencies at the lower and upper end of the range.
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Figure 2.5: Histograms showing results from 100 independent calibrations with no scaling

factors (solid green bars) compared to those with added scaling factors sNH+
4

for NH+
4 and

sNH+
4

for NO−x (hatched orange bars). Frequency refers to the number of calibrations that

led to the respective value of the physiological model parameter or scaling factor. Shown

here are only the half-saturation constants and maximum uptake rates for NH+
4 (kNH+

4
and

VmNH+
4
) and NO−x (kNO−x and VmNO−x ) for both cases, as well as the scaling factors themselves

for the latter case.
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2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Equilibrium solution and individual calibration performance

An algebraic solution Q∗ to the equilibrium state of the tissue nitrogen quota model

was easily obtained using a computer algebra system. The computational cost of

evaluating Q∗ is much lower than numerical integration, which in this study allowed

a comprehensive application of sensitivity analysis and calibration algorithms than

would otherwise have been possible. For the case of an equilibrium solution, nu-

merical integration would additionally require checking when the equilibrium has

been approximated. Furthermore, the algebraic solution requires only basic math-

ematical functions and could thus easily be implemented in spreadsheet software,

facilitating its application by a wider group of users. We therefore believe that it

would be beneficial to routinely consider the use of computer algebra systems as an

alternative or complementary approach to numerical simulations and manual alge-

braic analysis.

After calibration for each site, median absolute deviation was≤ 4.3 mg N (g dw)−1,

MeanRE between 19% and 29% and r2 between 0.18 and 0.44 for all three sites.

Since it is an intermediate variable in most model setups, output statistics for Q are

usually not reported, making a direct comparison with the performance of similar

models difficult. Compared to the performance statistics for mechanistic aquatic

(planktonic) biogeochemical models compiled by Arhonditsis and Brett (2004), the

performance for Q found in this study lies in a similar range as that commonly

found for state variables of ammonia or phytoplankton biomass (much higher than

for bacteria, much lower than for physical variables such as dissolved oxygen or

water temperature). Given the low density of data available (20-40 points of data

for each calibration period) and the fact that these were spread over a wide range

environmental conditions (seasonal to interdecadal), this is a satisfactory result. The

novel algebraic equilibrium solution derived from the classic model formulation is

accurate and flexible enough to be applied to interannual and interdecadal datasets.

Regarding the individual, site-specific calibrations, the most prominent feature

is shown by the uptake parameters VmNH+
4

and kNH+
4

which are calibrated at the lower

(maximum uptake rate) and upper (half-saturation constant) bound, respectively,

for all three sites. Since the literature ranges considered here are already relatively

wide, and we have no reason to believe that the nutrient uptake kinetics of Ulva

found in Tauranga Harbour are fundamentally different from Ulva elsewhere, it

seems unlikely that these calibrated parameters are realistic estimates of the phys-

iological properties of Ulva specific to the sites. Likewise, for all three sites, kc is
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calibrated at the lower end of the considered range, and the growth “affinity” for

Q is reduced. This results in higher equilibrium values of Q, but with the largest

differences compared to a higher value of kc occurring at low values of Q close to

Qmin, as usually occurs in summer. In contrast to, for example, Qmin or VmNH+
4
, kc

cannot be measured directly. Instead, it can only be derived from related empirical

data under the assumption of a specific functional relationship as given in eq. 2.2.

Further research is necessary to determine whether alternative formulations of this

relationship could provide a more structurally realistic model.

The model’s performance might be improved further if a better approximation

of the average conditions in the period preceding each individual evaluation date

were used instead of instantaneous measurements. This would require forcing data

at higher frequencies, which for NH+
4 and NO−x are not available during the pe-

riod examined here. Output from a spatially explicit biogeochemical model should

therefore be considered as an alternative data source.

2.4.2 Sensitivity analysis

The results of the OAT SA to a certain degree match those of the Sobol’ SA sce-

nario 2 in terms of the ranks of the influential parameters. This indicates that for the

relatively small interval of ± 10% around the default values used in scenario 2, the

response in model output is close to linear, and the local OAT SA not misleading.

For the Sobol’ SA scenario 4, varying over the entire parameter ranges considered,

there is little agreement in ranks (e.g., NO−x ranks above NH+
4 in the OAT SA, while

NH+
4 accounts for almost three times the variance of NO−x in the corresponding

Sobol’ SA scenario 4). This emphasises again that care must be taken when inter-

preting results of OAT SA, and, whenever possible, preference should be given to

global, for example variance-based, SA methods.

The marked differences between the Sobol’ SA scenarios 1 and 3 show the im-

portance of obtaining reliable ranges for physiological parameters. “Global” SA for

process-based, applied ecological models is rarely performed for the full range of

mathematically valid parameter values, which in many cases would be unbounded

and therefore difficult to analyse with numerical methods. Instead, it is often based

upon and must be considered in the context of the limited empirical data available to

constrain parameter ranges. For the case of frondose Ulva, this is especially difficult

due to taxonomic revisions and difficulties in species identification (Hayden et al.,

2003). Together with the fact that closely related and in many cases morphologi-

cally similar species of Ulva exhibit marked differences in physiology (e.g., Han

et al., 2008; Rautenberger and Bischof, 2006), this makes it especially challenging
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to extract accurate physiological parameter ranges from empirical studies.

Results from the Sobol’ SA scenario 4, which most accurately represents the

degree of uncertainty in our present knowledge of the physiological model param-

eters as well the range of variability in environmental conditions at the study sites,

show the strong influence of uncertainty in physiological parameters. Although the

dominant environmental forcing variables NH+
4 and NO−x together account for 60%

in model output variance, the two highest-ranking physiological parameters, kNH+
4

and VmNH+
4
, together still contribute 32%. This finding again emphasises the need

for more autecological research to constrain the physiological parameters used in

modelling Ulva spp. (Brush and Nixon, 2010), in the present case especially on a

lower taxonomic level, site-specific or if possible both.

We assumed uniform distributions in the SA not only for the physiological pa-

rameters, but also for the environmental forcing variables NH+
4 , NO−x , temperature

and irradiance. If sufficient data are available, non-uniform distributions derived

from observations should be used instead. The distributions of water temperature

and surface irradiance are relatively well known, as they can be routinely sampled

at high frequency compared to the expected frequency of variability, and they are

measured well within the limit of the sensors’ ranges. Estuarine water column NO−x
and NH+

4 concentrations, in contrast, are often measured near the lower limits of

analytical detection and at relatively low frequency. Among other uncertainties, it

is unclear what distribution properties to assume when approaching a concentration

of zero. Based solely on the long-term, bimonthly dataset of NH+
4 and NO−x used

here, these issues seem unlikely to be resolved. Additional short-term studies us-

ing alternative sampling and analysis methods would be necessary to obtain reliable

distribution estimates for NH+
4 and NO−x .

2.4.3 Calibration uncertainty

The repeated, randomly initialised calibrations of the base model (without the ad-

dition of DIN scaling factors) show that some of the most influential DIN uptake

parameters are well-determined (kNH+
4
, VmNH+

4
), while other, less influential param-

eters exhibit broader (kNO−x ) or even multimodal distributions (NO−x ). Model perfor-

mance may be quite satisfactory as indicated by quantitative measures of agreement

between model output and observations, but even the relatively intensive individual

calibration procedure applied here cannot be relied upon to provide unique opti-

mised parameter values. This issue has also been referred to as “underdetermina-

tion” (Ward et al., 2010) or the problem of “practical identifiability” (e.g., Raue et

al., 2009), and has been found to occur in chemical (Brodersen et al., 1987), systems
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biology (Gutenkunst et al., 2007) and marine biogeochemical models (Ward et al.,

2010), and is especially likely in models with closely correlated parameters such as

maximum uptake rate and half-saturation constants (Li and Vu, 2013). At present,

this effect is not routinely quantified nor checked in ecological models. This study

shows that if differences in calibration results between datasets (sites, time periods,

species, etc.) are to be interpreted as system properties, further research is needed

to alleviate this “sloppy” calibration behaviour (Gutenkunst et al., 2007) and ensure

that the model is not just “getting the right answers for the wrong reasons” (Ward

et al., 2010).

After the addition of scaling factors for NH+
4 and NO−x , the calibration almost

entirely dampens the influence of NH+
4 , and correspondingly the NH+

4 uptake pa-

rameters show broader distributions as they now have very little, if any, influence on

the model output. NO−x , on the other hand, is amplified to the maximum of the per-

mitted range (factor 2), with little change in the quality of the distribution of kNO−x

and VmNO−x , but rather only a slightly more even distribution being visible for both

uptake parameters. Further research is necessary to determine whether this effect

is due to a more noisy character of the NH+
4 forcing (higher spatial and temporal

variability, higher relative measurement error due to low absolute values near the

chemical analytical detection limits), or possibly an inadequate description of NH+
4

uptake in the model.

2.5 Conclusion

Using a computer algebra system, we derived a novel algebraic solution to calculate

equilibrium tissue nitrogen quotas in frondose Ulva spp. from a classic description

formulated as ODEs. The algebraic solution performed well in predicting quotas

based on measured NH+
4 , NO−x , temperature and irradiance from an 18 year dataset

of approximately bimonthly estuarine tissue samples, confirming the capacity of

both the algebraic solution as well as the classic ODE formulation to predict equi-

librium tissue nitrogen quotas. A global sensitivity analysis revealed that although

NH+
4 and NO−x forcing explained 60% of model output variance, the uncertainty

in key physiological parameters also had a high contribution of over 30%, show-

ing that literature ranges for the parameters controlling tissue nitrogen dynamics in

Ulva spp. are not well-constrained. These findings emphasise the need for further

autecological studies to constrain the physiological parameters used in growth mod-

els of Ulva spp. Repeated, randomly initialised calibrations lead to broad and even

multimodal distributions for some parameters, showing that calibration uncertainty
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analysis should be a routine procedure since individual calibrations do not neces-

sarily lead to reliable estimates of the considered biological or ecological system

properties.
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2.A Supplementary material: Algebraic solution for

equilibrium Q*

The algebraic solution for equilibrium Q* obtained via Sage is reproduced below,

together with the steps needed to obtain it (tested in Sage version 5.11). Variable

and parameter names contain only upper- and lowercase letters of the Roman/Latin

alphabet, numerals as well as underscores, and are defined in Table 2.6. The fol-

lowing operators and special characters are used: +-*/^ for addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, and exponentiation, as well as () for grouping and function

arguments. The square root function is denoted by sqrt(). The backslash is used

as the line continuation character. This format should be easy to transfer to most

programming languages, the most common adaptation necessary being replacement

of e^ by exp for languages that do not recognise e as Euler’s number in this context.

Two solutions exist, only the first of which lies in the relevant interval between Qmin

and Qmax.

Table 2.6: Algebraic solution variable names, description, default values and units.

variable name description default value unit

mumax maximum growth rate 0.016 h−1

nh external ammonium concentration 0.025 mg l−1

vmnh maximum uptake rate for NH+
4 5.2 mg N (g dw)−1 h−1

knh half saturation constant for NH+
4 0.7 mg N l−1

no external nitrate + nitrite concentration 0.05 mg l−1

vmno maximum uptake rate for NO−x 0.9 mg N (g dw)−1 h−1

kno half saturation constant for NO−x 0.07 mg N l−1

qmin minimum Q 10 mg N (g dw)−1

qmax maximum Q 45 mg N (g dw)−1

kc Q growth limitation factor 8 mg N (g dw)−1

T temperature 16.7 ◦C

zeta_P temperature factor 0.3 ◦C−1

theta_P reference temperature 10 ◦C

I irradiance 60000 lux

I_0 irradiance factor 5800 lux

# define variables
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vmnh,nh,knh,vmno,no,kno,qmax,q,qmin,mumax,kc,T,zeta_P, \

theta_P,I,I_0 = var('vmnh','nh','knh','vmno','no','kno \

','qmax','q','qmin','mumax','kc','T','zeta_P','theta_P \

','I','I_0')

# define equation

eq = ( vmnh*nh/(knh+nh)*(qmax-q)/(qmax-qmin) + vmno*no/(kno \

+no)*(qmax-q)/(qmax-qmin) == mumax*((q-qmin)/(q-kc)*q) * \

((1+exp(-zeta_P*(T-theta_P)))^(-1)) * (1-exp(-I/I_0)) )

# solve equation

solve(eq, q)

# first solution as returned by Sage

q_solution_1 = 1/2*(((knh*kno*mumax + kno*mumax*nh + (knh* \

mumax + mumax*nh)*no)*qmax*qmin - (knh*kno*mumax + kno* \

mumax*nh + (knh*mumax + mumax*nh)*no)*qmin^2 - ((knh*kno \

*mumax + kno*mumax*nh + (knh*mumax + mumax*nh)*no)*qmax* \

qmin - (knh*kno*mumax + kno*mumax*nh + (knh*mumax + \

mumax*nh)*no)*qmin^2 + (kc*kno*nh + kc*nh*no + (kno*nh + \

nh*no)*qmax)*vmnh + ((knh + nh)*no*qmax + (kc*knh + kc* \

nh)*no)*vmno)*e^(I/I_0))*e^(T*zeta_P - theta_P*zeta_P) - \

((kc*kno*nh + kc*nh*no + (kno*nh + nh*no)*qmax)*vmnh + \

((knh + nh)*no*qmax + (kc*knh + kc*nh)*no)*vmno)*e^(I/ \

I_0) + sqrt(((knh^2*kno^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno^2*mumax^2* \

nh + kno^2*mumax^2*nh^2 + (knh^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*mumax \

^2*nh + mumax^2*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh^2*kno*mumax^2 + 2* \

knh*kno*mumax^2*nh + kno*mumax^2*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2*qmin^2 \

- 2*(knh^2*kno^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno^2*mumax^2*nh + kno \

^2*mumax^2*nh^2 + (knh^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*mumax^2*nh + \

mumax^2*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh^2*kno*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno* \

mumax^2*nh + kno*mumax^2*nh^2)*no)*qmax*qmin^3 + (knh^2* \

kno^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno^2*mumax^2*nh + kno^2*mumax^2* \

nh^2 + (knh^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*mumax^2*nh + mumax^2*nh^2) \

*no^2 + 2*(knh^2*kno*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno*mumax^2*nh + \

kno*mumax^2*nh^2)*no)*qmin^4)*e^(2*T*zeta_P - 2*theta_P* \

zeta_P + 2*I/I_0) - 2*((knh^2*kno^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno \

^2*mumax^2*nh + kno^2*mumax^2*nh^2 + (knh^2*mumax^2 + 2* \

knh*mumax^2*nh + mumax^2*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh^2*kno*mumax \

^2 + 2*knh*kno*mumax^2*nh + kno*mumax^2*nh^2)*no)*qmax \
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^2*qmin^2 - 2*(knh^2*kno^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno^2*mumax \

^2*nh + kno^2*mumax^2*nh^2 + (knh^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh* \

mumax^2*nh + mumax^2*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh^2*kno*mumax^2 + \

2*knh*kno*mumax^2*nh + kno*mumax^2*nh^2)*no)*qmax*qmin \

^3 + (knh^2*kno^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno^2*mumax^2*nh + kno \

^2*mumax^2*nh^2 + (knh^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*mumax^2*nh + \

mumax^2*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh^2*kno*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno* \

mumax^2*nh + kno*mumax^2*nh^2)*no)*qmin^4)*e^(2*T*zeta_P \

- 2*theta_P*zeta_P + I/I_0) + ((knh^2*kno^2*mumax^2 + \

2*knh*kno^2*mumax^2*nh + kno^2*mumax^2*nh^2 + (knh^2* \

mumax^2 + 2*knh*mumax^2*nh + mumax^2*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh \

^2*kno*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno*mumax^2*nh + kno*mumax^2*nh \

^2)*no)*qmax^2*qmin^2 - 2*(knh^2*kno^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh* \

kno^2*mumax^2*nh + kno^2*mumax^2*nh^2 + (knh^2*mumax^2 + \

2*knh*mumax^2*nh + mumax^2*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh^2*kno* \

mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno*mumax^2*nh + kno*mumax^2*nh^2)*no)* \

qmax*qmin^3 + (knh^2*kno^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh*kno^2*mumax \

^2*nh + kno^2*mumax^2*nh^2 + (knh^2*mumax^2 + 2*knh* \

mumax^2*nh + mumax^2*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh^2*kno*mumax^2 + \

2*knh*kno*mumax^2*nh + kno*mumax^2*nh^2)*no)*qmin^4 + \

((kc^2*kno^2*nh^2 + 2*kc^2*kno*nh^2*no + kc^2*nh^2*no^2 \

+ (kno^2*nh^2 + 2*kno*nh^2*no + nh^2*no^2)*qmax^2 - 2*( \

kc*kno^2*nh^2 + 2*kc*kno*nh^2*no + kc*nh^2*no^2)*qmax)* \

vmnh^2 + ((knh^2 + 2*knh*nh + nh^2)*no^2*qmax^2 - 2*(kc* \

knh^2 + 2*kc*knh*nh + kc*nh^2)*no^2*qmax + (kc^2*knh^2 + \

2*kc^2*knh*nh + kc^2*nh^2)*no^2)*vmno^2 - 2*(2*(kc*knh* \

kno^2*mumax*nh + kc*kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh*mumax*nh \

+ kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno* \

mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 + (kc*knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kc*kno \

^2*mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + \

2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no + (knh* \

kno^2*mumax*nh + kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (knh*mumax*nh + \

mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh*kno*mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2) \

*no)*qmax)*qmin^2 - ((knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kno^2*mumax* \

nh^2 + (knh*mumax*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh*kno* \

mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 + 3*(kc*knh*kno^2* \

mumax*nh + kc*kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc* \
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mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax \

*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin)*vmnh - 2*(2*((kc*knh^2*mumax + 2* \

kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh^2*kno* \

mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)* \

qmax^2 + ((kc*knh^2*mumax + 2*kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax \

*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax* \

nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no + ((knh^2*mumax + 2*knh*mumax \

*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*knh*kno* \

mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin^2 - (((knh^2* \

mumax + 2*knh*mumax*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (knh^2*kno* \

mumax + 2*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 \

+ 3*((kc*knh^2*mumax + 2*kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh \

^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + \

kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin - ((kc^2*knh*nh + kc \

^2*nh^2)*no^2 + ((knh*nh + nh^2)*no^2 + (knh*kno*nh + \

kno*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 + (kc^2*knh*kno*nh + kc^2*kno*nh^2) \

*no - 2*((kc*knh*nh + kc*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh*kno*nh + \

kc*kno*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*vmnh)*vmno)*e^(2*I/I_0) + 2*((2*( \

kc*knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kc*kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh* \

mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh \

+ kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 + (kc*knh*kno^2*mumax*nh \

+ kc*kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh \

^2)*no^2 + 2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)* \

no + (knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (knh*mumax \

*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh*kno*mumax*nh + kno*mumax \

*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin^2 - ((knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kno^2* \

mumax*nh^2 + (knh*mumax*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh* \

kno*mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 + 3*(kc*knh* \

kno^2*mumax*nh + kc*kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh*mumax*nh \

+ kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno* \

mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin)*vmnh + (2*((kc*knh^2*mumax + \

2*kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh^2*kno \

*mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)* \

qmax^2 + ((kc*knh^2*mumax + 2*kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax \

*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax* \

nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no + ((knh^2*mumax + 2*knh*mumax \

*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*knh*kno* \
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mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin^2 - (((knh^2* \

mumax + 2*knh*mumax*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (knh^2*kno* \

mumax + 2*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 \

+ 3*((kc*knh^2*mumax + 2*kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh \

^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + \

kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin)*vmno)*e^(I/I_0))*e \

^(2*T*zeta_P - 2*theta_P*zeta_P) + 2*(((kc^2*kno^2*nh^2 \

+ 2*kc^2*kno*nh^2*no + kc^2*nh^2*no^2 + (kno^2*nh^2 + 2* \

kno*nh^2*no + nh^2*no^2)*qmax^2 - 2*(kc*kno^2*nh^2 + 2* \

kc*kno*nh^2*no + kc*nh^2*no^2)*qmax)*vmnh^2 + ((knh^2 + \

2*knh*nh + nh^2)*no^2*qmax^2 - 2*(kc*knh^2 + 2*kc*knh*nh \

+ kc*nh^2)*no^2*qmax + (kc^2*knh^2 + 2*kc^2*knh*nh + kc \

^2*nh^2)*no^2)*vmno^2 - (2*(kc*knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kc* \

kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no \

^2 + 2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)* \

qmax^2 + (kc*knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kc*kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + \

(kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(kc*knh*kno* \

mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no + (knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + \

kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (knh*mumax*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + \

2*(knh*kno*mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin^2 - \

((knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (knh*mumax*nh \

+ mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh*kno*mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh \

^2)*no)*qmax^2 + 3*(kc*knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kc*kno^2* \

mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + \

2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax)* \

qmin)*vmnh - (2*((kc*knh^2*mumax + 2*kc*knh*mumax*nh + \

kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno \

*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 + ((kc*knh^2* \

mumax + 2*kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc* \

knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax* \

nh^2)*no + ((knh^2*mumax + 2*knh*mumax*nh + mumax*nh^2)* \

no^2 + (knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kno*mumax \

*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin^2 - (((knh^2*mumax + 2*knh*mumax* \

nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*knh*kno* \

mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 + 3*((kc*knh^2* \

mumax + 2*kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc* \

knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax* \
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nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin - 2*((kc^2*knh*nh + kc^2*nh^2)*no^2 \

+ ((knh*nh + nh^2)*no^2 + (knh*kno*nh + kno*nh^2)*no)* \

qmax^2 + (kc^2*knh*kno*nh + kc^2*kno*nh^2)*no - 2*((kc* \

knh*nh + kc*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh*kno*nh + kc*kno*nh^2)* \

no)*qmax)*vmnh)*vmno)*e^(2*I/I_0) + ((2*(kc*knh*kno^2* \

mumax*nh + kc*kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc* \

mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax \

*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 + (kc*knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kc*kno^2* \

mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + \

2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no + (knh* \

kno^2*mumax*nh + kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (knh*mumax*nh + \

mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh*kno*mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2) \

*no)*qmax)*qmin^2 - ((knh*kno^2*mumax*nh + kno^2*mumax* \

nh^2 + (knh*mumax*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(knh*kno* \

mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 + 3*(kc*knh*kno^2* \

mumax*nh + kc*kno^2*mumax*nh^2 + (kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc* \

mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + 2*(kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax \

*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin)*vmnh + (2*((kc*knh^2*mumax + 2*kc \

*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh^2*kno* \

mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)* \

qmax^2 + ((kc*knh^2*mumax + 2*kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax \

*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax* \

nh + kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no + ((knh^2*mumax + 2*knh*mumax \

*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*knh*kno* \

mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin^2 - (((knh^2* \

mumax + 2*knh*mumax*nh + mumax*nh^2)*no^2 + (knh^2*kno* \

mumax + 2*knh*kno*mumax*nh + kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 \

+ 3*((kc*knh^2*mumax + 2*kc*knh*mumax*nh + kc*mumax*nh \

^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh^2*kno*mumax + 2*kc*knh*kno*mumax*nh + \

kc*kno*mumax*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*qmin)*vmno)*e^(I/I_0))*e^( \

T*zeta_P - theta_P*zeta_P) + ((kc^2*kno^2*nh^2 + 2*kc^2* \

kno*nh^2*no + kc^2*nh^2*no^2 + (kno^2*nh^2 + 2*kno*nh^2* \

no + nh^2*no^2)*qmax^2 - 2*(kc*kno^2*nh^2 + 2*kc*kno*nh \

^2*no + kc*nh^2*no^2)*qmax)*vmnh^2 + 2*((kc^2*knh*nh + \

kc^2*nh^2)*no^2 + ((knh*nh + nh^2)*no^2 + (knh*kno*nh + \

kno*nh^2)*no)*qmax^2 + (kc^2*knh*kno*nh + kc^2*kno*nh^2) \

*no - 2*((kc*knh*nh + kc*nh^2)*no^2 + (kc*knh*kno*nh + \
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kc*kno*nh^2)*no)*qmax)*vmnh*vmno + ((knh^2 + 2*knh*nh + \

nh^2)*no^2*qmax^2 - 2*(kc*knh^2 + 2*kc*knh*nh + kc*nh^2) \

*no^2*qmax + (kc^2*knh^2 + 2*kc^2*knh*nh + kc^2*nh^2)*no \

^2)*vmno^2)*e^(2*I/I_0)))/(((knh*kno*mumax + kno*mumax* \

nh + (knh*mumax + mumax*nh)*no)*qmax - (knh*kno*mumax + \

kno*mumax*nh + (knh*mumax + mumax*nh)*no)*qmin - ((knh + \

nh)*no*vmno + (knh*kno*mumax + kno*mumax*nh + (knh* \

mumax + mumax*nh)*no)*qmax - (knh*kno*mumax + kno*mumax* \

nh + (knh*mumax + mumax*nh)*no)*qmin + (kno*nh + nh*no)* \

vmnh)*e^(I/I_0))*e^(T*zeta_P - theta_P*zeta_P) - ((knh + \

nh)*no*vmno + (kno*nh + nh*no)*vmnh)*e^(I/I_0));
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2.B Supplementary material: OAT sensitivity analy-

sis figure
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Figure 2.6: Results of the one-at-a-time (OAT) sensitivity analysis (SA) for increasing

parameter variation intervals. A relative width of 0.5 for the OAT SA indicates that the

model was evaluated at the parameter’s default value ±50%. Lines not continued to the

maximum relative interval width of 0.8 (Qmin, kc, Qmax) are due to parameter combinations

that lead to invalid solutions (e.g., Qmin ≤ kc). For parameter definitions see Table 2.1.
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Chapter 3

Long-term and seasonal scenario
simulations of Ulva spp. population
dynamics

Abstract

We use a zero-dimensional, dynamic simulation model of Ulva biomass (B), tis-

sue nitrogen quota (QN) and tissue phosphorus quota (QP) to examine the driving

environmental factors leading to blooms observed in a temperate to subtropical es-

tuarine lagoon. Both calibration uncertainty for parameters and model performance

for individual state variables vary substantially when calibrating against observation

data for individual state variables or a combination of all three. Long-term contin-

uous simulations over more than a decade demonstrate the model’s stability and

reproduce biomass and tissue nitrogen well, while tissue phosphorus is simulated

with realistic mean values but almost no seasonal variation, in contrast to the ob-

servation data. We derive seasonal scenarios based on annual cosine fits to monthly

percentiles of the observed forcing data to represent above and below average con-

ditions in the environmental forcing variables (NH+
4 , NO−3 , PO3−

4 , temperature and

irradiance). Comparison of scenario simulations point to dissolved inorganic nitro-

gen, both NH+
4 and NO−3 , in determining both peak Ulva biomass and timing.

3.1 Introduction

In the majority of marine ecosystems, photosynthetic algae as primary producers are

an essential component of the food web; therefore algae growth processes form the

basis of most ecosystem-scale mathematical modelling approaches in marine envi-
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ronments (e.g., Moore et al., 2001; Baretta et al., 1995). While in the open ocean,

these primary producers are almost exclusively microphytoplankton, in shallow

coastal and especially estuarine systems, benthic as well as mixed benthic/plank-

tonic macroalgae may also play an important role; in some cases they may even

be the dominant group, especially if they outcompete rooted macrophytes such as

eelgrass (Flindt et al., 1999; Zaldívar et al., 2009). Although usually not directly

toxic to humans, these benthic/planktonic macroalgae can form blooms which are

considered a nuisance to humans and may have a number of detrimental effects on

the ecosystem (Valiela et al., 1997), and so it is becoming increasingly important to

estuarine management to improve modelling of bloom-forming processes. In many

locations around the world, these blooms are often formed by frondose species of

the genus Ulva, which are therefore the focus of many applied studies (among oth-

ers: Sfriso, 1995; Runca et al., 1996; Aveytua-Alcázar et al., 2008; Perrot et al.,

2014). Estuaries in general, but especially those with considerable intertidal areas,

show an extremely high range of variability of the environmental conditions that

influence macroalgae growth processes, and are therefore particularly sensitive to

how these processes are described, parameterised and calibrated in mathematical

models (as shown in chapter 2).

Mechanistic (process-based) mathematical models are a valuable tool to in-

crease our understanding of the dynamics of individual species, species assemblies

and ultimately entire ecosystems (Cuddington et al., 2013). They are used in basic

ecological research, e.g., to examine competition effects between species or gen-

era (Aveytua-Alcázar et al., 2008), but also as applied management tools, e.g., to

optimise harvest strategies for commercially relevant species (Duarte and Ferreira,

1997).

In contrast to equilibrium or “steady-state” models (such as the one used in

chapter 2), simulation models explicitly take into account the relative timing of

changes in all state and forcing variables, which is critical to understand the fac-

tors which force bloom conditions. Using simulation models is therefore justified

in cases where the phenomenon of interest can by definition not be analysed aver-

aged over time or only in equilibrium, and are often developed as extension of or

alternative to simpler equilibrium models (e.g., Pauly et al., 2000). For example, for

the development of seasonal and especially ephemeral macroalgae blooms such as

those frequently encountered in the genus Ulva, considering only the temporal aver-

age of environmental conditions may lead to misleading results. For many applied

studies, especially those concerning the occurrence of algal blooms at a specific

site, a key question is the relative importance of the multitude of environmental
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factors controlling growth and mortality (e.g., Runca et al., 1996; Martins et al.,

2001; Öberg, 2005). Simulation models can be also used as “virtual laboratories”

in which the population’s response over time to controlled variations in individual

environmental factors can be examined as separate “scenarios” (e.g., Salomonsen

et al., 1999). Here we use a simulation model to understand the key drivers of Ulva

blooms in a temperate to subtropical, shallow, tidally-dominated estuarine lagoon

(Tauranga Harbour, North Island of New Zealand). We reimplement the Ulva pop-

ulation dynamics model of Guimaraens et al. (2005) (originally developed for a

tropical coastal upwelling region), and apply the model to a long-term monitoring

dataset of Ulva biomass (B, derived from intertidal coverage), tissue nitrogen quota

(QN) and tissue phosphorus quota (QP).

One of the problems of simulation models is that they can become unstable if

they are implemented over longer timescales. On a time scale of one or two years,

and with strong enough seasonality in the physical environmental variables (espe-

cially inorganic nutrients, temperature and light, but in some cases also other factors

such as wind and wave climate or herbivory), most macroalgae simulation models

are adequately constrained to prevent unrealistically high growth rates and result-

ing unrealistic population densities (the model “exploding”). With weaker seasonal

forcing, and particularly when calibration and validation datasets are short relative

to the prediction time interval, this is not necessarily the case (“temporal diver-

gence” Oreskes and Belitz, 2001). Since the phenomenon of interest, an individual

“bloom event” occurs on a seasonal time scale, models are often developed, cal-

ibrated and validated with primarily this time scale in mind. Ideally, though, the

model structure should be valid for a range of time scales, so that both short-term

(e.g., laboratory experiments or idealised seasonal scenarios) and long-term (e.g.,

reproduction of monitoring time series) simulations can be successfully carried out

with the same model. We therefore ask the research question 1: Can a typical

mechanistic simulation model of macroalgae growth reproduce observed biomass

and tissue nutrient data in a continuous simulation over more than a decade?

To ensure an adequate calibration and resulting model performance, and indi-

rectly also to ascertain a certain degree of structural validity of the model, we should

use observation data on as many state variables as possible. Additionally, the un-

certainty in calibrated parameter values should also be quantified (chapter 2). This

leads us to the research questions 2a: Do model calibrations against state variables

other than biomass (individually or in combination) still lead to realistic output for

all state variables? and 2b: Does the degree of uncertainty, and especially relative

uncertainty, in calibrated parameter values depend on the choice of calibration vari-
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able? For Ulva, the state variables describing the tissue nutrient concentrations are

ideal candidates to consider in this context, since they are relatively easy and cheap

to measure, and in many cases may even provide less noisy and more representative

observation data than observations of coverage or biomass.

Scenario simulations contrast a system’s behaviour under different conditions

depicting either patterns recurring in past observations or predicted for the future.

For time-invariant conditions (e.g., physiological parameters changing with species

assemblage or long-term adaptation), the scenario factors may often simply be var-

ied by a fixed percentage around a default or mean expected value, but there is no

established procedure for factors which are not constant in time, but rather periodic

(e.g., strongly seasonal environmental forcing). Considering that in temperate en-

vironments, the environmental forcing variables for Ulva growth models all show

seasonal periodicity leads to our research question 3: How can we derive robust and

realistic seasonal scenarios from historical data with intermittent strong seasonal

signals but very high variability?

Finally, we use the model, calibration and scenario development procedure out-

lined above to address the question that originally motivated this study, research

question 4: Which of the environmental factors are likely to have led to bloom and

non-bloom years observed in Tauranga Harbour? We will therefore simulate a num-

ber of idealised seasonal scenarios that represent “extreme” high and low conditions

for each of the environmental forcing variables and examine the resulting changes

in the seasonal development (timing and magnitude of response) of biomass and

tissue nutrients.

3.2 Methods

In chapter 2, we analysed QN observations from a monitoring dataset from Tau-

ranga Harbour, New Zealand, using a subset of the model of Solidoro et al. (1997),

in which we explicitly included only QN, and neither B nor QP in the model. The

same dataset additionally contains observations of B and QP, which so far have not

been analysed in conjunction with a process-based model. While the original model

of Solidoro et al. (1997) does include B and QN as state variables, and adding QP

would not be difficult, it additionally includes (and structurally relies upon) the dis-

solved oxygen concentration (DO) as well ammonium (NH), NO−x (NO) and phos-

phate (PO) as state variables. For the site and time period considered here, reliable

estimates of DO are not available. Additionally, in contrast to the system examined

by Solidoro et al. (1997), the estuary examined here is relatively well-mixed and
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flushed, making it unlikely that the Ulva dynamics are controlled to a high degree

by the occurrence of anoxic crises. Observation data of the water column concen-

trations of the nutrients NH, NO and PO are available at approximately the same

frequency as those of B, QN, and QP, and few observation data are available to

quantify the fluxes of nutrients at the landward and seaward boundaries of the sys-

tem as well as to and from other biogeochemical components within the system.

Therefore, we choose to use a model with reduced complexity by considering the

water column nutrients as environmental forcing data in contrast to state variables

(similar to the approach taken by Bendoricchio et al., 1994).

3.2.1 Model description

For this study, we reimplemented the Ulva spp. model first developed and described

by Guimaraens et al. (2005), which considers the dynamics of Ulva spp. B, QN and

QN. In overall structure, it is similar to the model of Solidoro et al. (1997), with the

following differences: 1. dissolved inorganic N and P are considered as environ-

mental forcing rather than state variables; 2. phosphorus dynamics are described

by an internal (tissue) quota / luxury uptake process; 3. dissolved oxygen is not

explicitly considered; 4. mortality is proportional to biomass and water tempera-

ture. The model is briefly summarised below, and further details may be found in

Guimaraens et al. (2005). In the following, symbols in italic script denote state vari-

ables, functional terms or forcing variables which are continuously variable in time,

while symbols in non-italic (roman) script denote constant parameters.

The model state variables are biomass B, tissue nitrogen quota QN and tissue

phosphorus quota QP. The relative change in B (net relative growth rate) is deter-

mined by the difference between growth and mortality terms

dB
dt

= (µ − Ω) · B (3.1)

where growth is defined in the multiplicative form of a maximum growth rate and

limiting functions of temperature, irradiance, tissue nitrogen and tissue phosphorus

µ = µmax · f1(QN) · f2(QP) · f3(T ) · f4(I). (3.2)

For the mortality term, Guimaraens et al. (2005) use a less common formulation,

where mortality is proportional to biomass and temperature, and additionally in-

versely proportional to the limiting functions

Ω =
Ωmax · Θ

T−30 · B
B + Kd · f1(QN) · f2(QP) · f3(T ) · f4(I)

. (3.3)
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The limiting functions follow inverse hyperbolic relationships for tissue nitrogen

f1(QN) = 1 −
QNmin

N
(3.4)

and tissue phosphorus

f2(QP) = 1 −
QPmin

P
, (3.5)

a Gauss curve for temperature

f3(T ) = e−λ(T−topt)2
, (3.6)

and a Monod curve for irradiance

f4(I) =
I

I + Ki
. (3.7)

The change in QN is determined by the difference between uptake of N fractions

NH and NO and use of QN for growth
dQN

dt
= NHupt + NOupt − µ · QN, (3.8)

and the change in QP is correspondingly determined by the difference between

uptake of PO and use of QP for growth
dQP

dt
= POupt − µ · QP. (3.9)

Without a preferential uptake for either NO or NH, each respective uptake is pro-

portional (NHpro) or inversely proportional (1 − NHpro) to their ratio

NHpro =
NH

NO + NH
, (3.10)

decreases linearly with increasing QN

Nrep =
QNmax − QN

QNmax − QNmin
, (3.11)

and follows a Monod relationship, resulting in

NHupt = VmNH ·
Nrep · NHpro · NH

NH + kNH
(3.12)

and

NOupt = VmNO ·
Nrep · (1 − NHpro) · NO

NO + kNO
. (3.13)

Uptake of PO is described in the same fashion, without the need for a ratio term

between fractions since only a single fraction is considered, resulting in

Prep =
QPmax − QP

QPmax − QPmin
(3.14)

and

POupt = VmPO ·
Prep · PO
PO + kPO

. (3.15)

The model was implemented in GNU Octave (version 3.6.4, Eaton et al., 2014), and

the ODE system integrated over time using the LSODE solver (Livermore Solver

for Ordinary Differential Equations, Radhakrishnan and Hindmarsh, 1993).
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Table 3.1: Symbols, units and minimum and maximum values of the simulation model’s

state variables and parameters. Unless otherwise noted in the comments, minimum and

maximum parameter values were taken from Guimaraens et al. (2005).

symbol units min. max. comments

B (g dw) m−2

QN mg N (g dw)−1

QP mg P (g dw)−1

µmax day−1 0.36 0.50

Ki W m−2 24.00 119.00

topt
◦C 20.00 30.00

VmNH mg N (g dw)−1 day−1 48.00 124.80

VmNO mg N (g dw)−1 day−1 16.80 19.70

VmPO mg P (g dw)−1 day−1 5.52 26.16

kNH mg N l−1 0.20 0.60

kNO mg N l−1 0.12 0.38 Guimaraens et al. (2005)

default value ± 50%

kPO mg P l−1 0.03 0.11

QNmax mg N (g dw)−1 30.00 60.00 this study observation data

QNmin mg N (g dw)−1 1.00 15.00 this study observation data

QPmax mg P (g dw)−1 1.00 5.85 this study observation data

QPmin mg P (g dw)−1 0.01 1.65 this study observation data

λ ◦C−1 0.00 0.01 Guimaraens et al. (2005)

default value ± 50%

Θ 0.56 1.70 Guimaraens et al. (2005)

default value ± 50%

Ωmax day−1 0.01 0.49 this study observation data

Kd (g dw) m−2 1.00 1200.00 this study observation data
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3.2.2 Biomass and tissue nutrient observation data

The most basic output used for calibration and verification of algae population dy-

namics models is spatially averaged biomass over time. Estimating the same quan-

tity in the field is difficult, especially for macroalgae such as Ulva, due to the high

spatiotemporal variability of biomass, including the difference between intertidal

and subtidal fractions of the population, and the high cost of biomass sample col-

lection and processing. Here we use visual estimates of abundance and convert

these estimates to biomass using broad assumptions. Although not ideal, this short-

coming is counterbalanced by the long measurement timeframe (which is essential

to our ability to understand the variation in blooms and calibration). Moreover,

measurements are collected by the same individual reducing a potential source of

variation.

The conversion factor from coverage to biomass is likely to depend both on the

details of species assemblage and growth conditions. In addition to the conversion

factor used by Guimaraens et al. (2005), from an upwelling region in southeastern

Brazil, we also consider those used by Park (2007), from the same site as used in

this study, and Alexander et al. (2008), from the Avon-Heathcote estuary on the

South Island of New Zealand.

Assuming that the “0.25 m2 quadrat” mentioned in Alexander et al. (2008) refers

to a quadrat with 0.25 m side length and an area of 0.0625 m2 (1/16 m2, as seems

likely given the conversions in Table 4.2 in their study), and that the linear regression

shown in their study in Figure 4.20 is based on wet weight, their equation

B = −2.141 (g w.w.) quadrat−1 + 1.2883 (g w.w.) quadrat−1
· C, (3.16)

taking into account their dry weight to wet weight ratio of 0.26, is equivalent to

B = −8.9 (g d.w.) m−2 + 5.4 (g d.w.) m−2 · C. (3.17)

where C is cover in % and B is biomass in (g d.w.) m−2, with a linear correlation

coefficient of 0.84. Requiring an intercept of zero would in this case further decrease

the slope to 5.24 (g d.w.) m−2. Guimaraens et al. (2005) obtained a linear correlation

coefficient of 0.83 when converting Ulva cover to biomass according to the equation

B = 4 (g d.w.) m−2 + 8.5 (g d.w.) m−2 · C. (3.18)

This agrees well with Park (2007), who found a relationship of

B = 8 (g d.w.) m−2 · C (3.19)
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based on Ulva samples from our case study site in Tauranga Harbour, although not-

ing that this relationship breaks down at or close to 100%. Since in our case, 100%

coverage is rarely reached, especially when averaging observations from several

sites, and since this conversion is based on data from the same site, we choose to

use the conversion factor of Park (2007).

The Bay of Plenty Regional Council provided Ulva intertidal coverage and tis-

sue N and P observation data from Tauranga Harbour from an ongoing monitoring

programme (Park, 1996). Samples have been collected approximately bimonthly

since 1991 at three sites (Ongare in the northern basin of Tauranga Harbour, and

Otumoetai and Town Reach in the southern basins). The coverage and converted

biomass as well as tissue N and P data are shown in Figure 3.1. For this study, we

used only data averaged over all three available sites, shown as a solid black line in

Figure 3.1.

3.2.3 Environmental forcing data

The environmental forcing data comprise the water column concentrations of the

inorganic N and P fractions NH+
4 , NO−3 and PO3−

4 , water temperature and solar irra-

diance. The data sources are mostly identical to those described in chapter 2, and

we will here only briefly summarise them and describe differences (e.g., additional

post-processing) where applicable.

Water column NH+
4 , NO−3 and PO3−

4 concentration data were provided for several

sites as part of an ongoing monitoring programme by the Bay of Plenty Regional

Council (Park, 1996). Since we are here examining a single zero-dimensional (“box

model”) system, and the variability between sites is high so that averaging tech-

niques would lead to discontinuities problematic for a simulation model, we use

data from only a single site. The site “Kulim. Ave Otumoetai” was chosen since

among those available, it is most likely to experience conditions representative

of the southern basins of Tauranga Harbour. Solar irradiance data was acquired

from New Zealand’s National Climate Database (“CliFlo”, http://cliflo.niwa.co.nz),

based on measurements from an automated weather station at Tauranga airport, and

approximate in situ values derived from these surface measurements as described in

chapter 2. Water temperature data are based on measurements at “Salisbury Wharf”,

provided by the Port of Tauranga.

Before further post-processing, an annual cosine function was fitted to the raw

observation data. Missing values were then replaced by values calculated by eval-

uating the fitted cosine function at the corresponding time, and the fitted cosine

function was additionally used to provide forcing data for idealised scenarios (see
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section 3.2.5). To avoid numerical issues when integrating the ODE system, the

forcing data should be continuous and smooth in time, i.e., without discontinuities

in the function itself or its first derivative. Piecewise cubic hermite interpolation

was therefore used to interpolate in time between the individual observation data

points for the simulations where realistic forcing data were used.

From 1991/08/10 until 1993/06/03, NO−3 concentrations were measured using

an ultraviolet (UV) sensor. From 1993/07/23 onward, the combined concentration

of NO−2 and NO−3 (NO−x ) was measured using wet chemical colorimetric analysis.

Based on a related dataset of water column nutrients in Tauranga Harbour (data not

shown) from which both NO−2 and NO−3 concentrations are available, we assume

that NO−2 concentrations are negligible for the purposes of this study, and therefore

use the NO−x data in place of NO−3 for the latter period. Based on a comparison of

data from all individual sites before and after the change in methodology as well

as two replicate data points analysed with both methods in 1995, we estimate that

the UV NO−3 data are overestimating concentrations by a factor of 2. UV NO−3 data

were therefore corrected by this factor before being merged with the wet chemical

colorimetric data for statistical analysis and cosine fits, and the corresponding time

period excluded from the simulations with realistic forcing.
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Figure 3.1: Observation data of the state variables B, QN and QP. B was measured in

percent cover, see text for details of the approximate conversion to (g d.w.) m−2 as shown

on the right-hand side axis of the top panel.

3.2.4 Calibration and calibration uncertainty

For calibration of both long-term and idealised seasonal scenario simulations, fol-

lowing the same approach as in chapter 2, we used the CRS2-LM global optimisa-

tion algorithm (Kaelo and Ali, 2006) in the implementation of Johnson (2013). All

17 parameters of the model were included in the calibration, with ranges as shown

in Table 3.1.

The cost function F for calibrations is based on either an individual or a combi-

nation of all three of the state variables B, QN and QP. The mean absolute deviation
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(MeanAD) was used as the cost function for an individual state variable

F1 = MeanAD =
1
n
·

n∑
i=1

|modi − obsi| , (3.20)

where modi are the modelled and obsi the observed values for the i-th observation

data point, and n is the total number of data points. Using the mean instead of

just the sum in Eq. (3.20) has no influence on the calibration result, but may ease

the interpretation of the progress and efficiency of the calibration algorithm. For

the combined cost function based on all three state variables, we use normalised

MeanAD values by dividing by the mean of the observations for each variable, the

result of which may be considered a form of relative error (RE)

RE =

1
n j

∑n j

i=1

∣∣∣modi j − obsi j

∣∣∣
1
n j

∑n j

i=1 obsi j
, (3.21)

where m is the number of state variables, n j is the number of data points for the j-th

state variable, modi j is the j-th data point of the i-th state variable of model output

and obsi j the corresponding observations data point. Dividing by n j in both the

numerator and the denominator of Eq. (3.21) is mathematically unnecessary, but

has computational and code re-use advantages in the actual implementation. We

then calculate the cost function as the sum of RE over all variables:

F2 =

m∑
j=1

 1
n j

∑n j

i=1

∣∣∣modi j − obsi j

∣∣∣
1
n j

∑n j

i=1 obsi j

 . (3.22)

Alternatively, more emphasis may be put on avoiding large RE for any individual

state variable by defining the cost function to be the sum of the squares of the relative

errors:

F3 =
1
m

m∑
j=1

∑n j

i=1

∣∣∣modi j − obsi j

∣∣∣∑n j

i=1 obsi j

2

. (3.23)

In contrast to using just the sum or mean of each individual variable’s cost function,

this formulation ensures that for example RE of 40%, 20% and 20% lead to a higher

value of F than 30%, 25% and 25%.

If the calibration algorithm uses an ODE integration with unrealistic parameter

combinations, the integration may be very slow or even fail due to numerical con-

vergence issues. To prevent this, during all calibration procedures, sanity checks

were performed on the parameter values, and the ODE integration only performed

if all sanity checks passed. The checks were: QNmin < QNmax and QPmin < QPmax.

For all long-term simulations, the spin-up period was from 1994/01/01 until

1995/06/30, the calibration period was from 1995/07/01 until 2002/06/30, and the

validation period from 2002/07/01 until 2008/06/30.
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To aid in the interpretation of the calibration uncertainty histograms, we define

the discrepancy statistic w, loosely related to the Cramér-von Mises criterion. Let

m be the sample size (number of independent calibration runs), n the number of

histogram bins, and Ci the number of data points in bin i. If the calibrated parameter

values followed a uniform distribution, we would expect all Ci to be equal to E =

m
n . We can therefore calculate a measure of the discrepancy between this and the

observed histogram as

w =

√√
n∑

i=1

(Ci − E
E

)2

. (3.24)

The discrepancy w can also be interpreted as the root mean square (RMS) of the

relative deviation between observed sample frequencies and those expected under

the assumption of a uniform distribution.

The total computational cost of the employed calibration methodology is high,

due to the computational cost of each individual simulation, the large number of

simulations required for a single calibration, and the need for multiple calibrations

to analyse calibration uncertainty for each combination of either the long-term or

idealised case with one of the cost functions. A single calibration required between

approximately 200 and 4000 simulations, and each combination of the long-term or

idealised case with a specific cost function between approximately 40000 and 90000

simulations, leading to a total on the order of 500000 simulations. The individual

calibrations are independent of each other, and were therefore calculated in parallel

on a computing cluster.

3.2.5 Idealised forcing simulations and seasonal scenarios

Idealised scenarios representing “high” and “low” value conditions for each of the

five forcing variables NH+
4 , NO−3 , PO3−

4 , temperature and irradiance were defined.

For each variable, available observation data over all years were grouped by calen-

dar month. For each variable and each month, the 5th (low) and 95th (high) percentile

was calculated. An annual cosine function was then least-squares fitted to each vari-

able’s low and high monthly percentiles to derive continuous forcing functions for

the corresponding low and high scenarios. For the nutrient forcing variables, the

determination of phase was more difficult for the 5th percentile due to the high vari-

ability at low concentrations. The phase was therefore calculated first for the 95th

percentile of all variables and then also applied to the corresponding lower per-

centile. The cosine fit for the 5th percentile is therefore no longer guaranteed to be

optimal in the least-squares sense.
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For the scenario simulations that were forced with and calibrated against annual

cosine functions, the initial conditions of the state variables B, QN and QP were

set to the mean value of the corresponding cosine function to decrease the time

necessary for model spin-up. Preliminary investigation of individual scenario runs

with >10 years simulation time showed that the spin-up time of 1.5 years chosen

previously was again sufficient, after which a dynamic equilibrium with annual pe-

riodicity was reached. For further analysis and comparisons between scenarios, we

therefore consider only the first year after spin-up.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Long-term simulations

The results of a long-term simulation using the default parameter values of Guimaraens

et al. (2005) are shown in Figure 3.2. While all three state variables are in the right

order of magnitude, none are close to the observed mean values or annual range

of variability. B shows a regular but weak annual signal, does not reproduce any

of the observed bloom events and is overall grossly underestimated. QN shows a

high positive bias, and is underestimating the amplitude of the annual signal. QP is

overestimating by a factor of three or more, and shows a much smaller amplitude in

the annual signal than the observations.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the time series of observations with model results based on

parameter values taken from Guimaraens et al. (2005).

Calibrations for the long-term simulations were carried out separately with cost

functions for B, QN, QP and the normalised sum of all three. Figure 3.3 shows

the results for the cost function for B. Peak values of B match the observations

for several bloom events (e.g., 1997/1998 or 2006/2007), but still underestimate by

a factor of two or more in others (e.g., 1998/1999 or 2002/2003). Overestimation

occurs in only a single case (1995/1996). High B in winter which is seen repeatedly

in the observations is not reproduced by the model, which decreases to almost zero

in every winter.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the time series of observations with model results from a cali-

bration aimed at minimising the cost function of B.

When calibrating with a cost function for QN, the model “explodes” as B reaches

extremely high values which are biologically and even physically meaningless (Fig-

ure 3.4). QN is improved slightly compared to the previous calibration, with es-

pecially the summer minima matching the observations much better, while winter

maxima are still underestimated. The positive bias for QP is increased again, while

the amplitude of the annual signal is smaller and approaching that of the observa-

tions.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the time series of observations with model results from a cali-

bration aimed at minimising the cost function of QN.

When calibrating with a cost function for QP (Figure 3.5), B shows very narrow

and high peaks in many summers (e.g., 1998/1999 or 2007/2008), in most cases

overestimating, and not matching the observed relative height of summer maxima

between seasons (i.e., bloom vs. non-bloom seasons), but does stay within the over-

all observed range. QN is greatly overestimated, both in terms of mean values as

well as amplitude of the annual signal. Observations of QP are reproduced well, al-

beit with a conspicuous underestimation of the summer minimum in the 1998/1999

season.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the time series of observations with model results from a cali-

bration aimed at minimising the cost function of QP.

Figure 3.6 shows the results of the calibration based on the normalised sum of

the cost functions of all three state variables. Overall, B shows similar performance

as in the calibration for B alone, with slightly higher variability between seasons and

more cases of overestimated summer maxima (e.g., 2006/2007), but also improve-

ments in phases which these were previously underestimated (e.g., 1998-2002). QN

shows good agreement with the observations, especially in terms of the amplitude

of the annual signal. QN now shows little bias but also extremely low variability,

with only a few decreases in summer, which are very small compared to the annual

range of the observations.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the time series of observations with model results from a cali-

bration aimed at minimising the normalised sum of the cost functions of B, QN and QP.
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3.3.2 Calibration uncertainty

Calibration uncertainty histograms for four selected parameters from each of the

four cost function cases from the long-term simulation calibration uncertainty anal-

yses are shown in Figure 3.7. For each cost function case, the four parameters

displaying the highest value for the discrepancy measure w were chosen. All but

one (kNO for the normalised sum cost function) show unimodal distributions.

For the B cost function, λ and topt have a clear maximum at the minimum of their

range, but with a number of low frequencies spread across the entire range. Ωmax

has a clear maximum at the maximum of its range and low frequencies spread down

to approximately the middle of its range. Θ stands out as the only parameter which

has a clear peak in frequency over several histogram bins, which appears almost

symmetrical, and is located near the middle of its range. For the QN cost function,

QNmax, Ki and VmNH all have very clear maxima at the lower end of their range, and

kNH at the higher end of its range. QNmax is the only case overall where every single

calibration determined a value in the same (lowest) bin of the parameter’s range. For

the QP cost function, the results are very similar to those for the QN cost function,

but as expected with parameters related to QP (VmPO, QPmin and kPO) in place of

those related to QN showing highest values of w, but again with Ki among the top

four. For the normalised sum cost function, the four best constrained parameters

are QNmax, QPmax, QPmin and kNO, all of which are directly related to either QN or

QP, and only indirectly to B. The distribution of QNmax is similar to the case of the

QN cost function, although with a few values in the adjacent bins, but still near the

lower end of the parameter’s range.

For reference, Appendix 3.A contains calibration uncertainty histograms for all

17 model parameters for each of the four cost functions in Figures 3.15 to 3.18, and

the corresponding parameter values from the individual calibrations that resulted in

the minimum cost function value overall in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.7: Calibration uncertainty histograms for four selected parameters from each of

the four cost function cases (from top to bottom: cost function for B, QN, QP and the

normalised sum of all three). Frequency refers to the number of calibrations that led to the

respective value of the model parameter. Parameters selected based on decreasing value of

discrepancy measure w (see section 3.2.4 for details).
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3.3.3 Idealised forcing simulations and seasonal scenarios

The annual cosine fits to the forcing data required for the idealised simulations are

shown in Figure 3.8. For NH, the amplitude is on the same order of magnitude in

almost all seasons (except for a very high winter maximum in the observation data

in 2006), but frequently underestimates the annual range of the observations by a

factor of approximately two, and none of the individual seasons show very good

agreement with the observations. NO, on the other hand, shows very good overall

agreement in several seasons, also reproduces the summer minimal well in most

seasons but also underestimates winter maxima in several seasons. The PO fit has

a very small amplitude compared to the range of variability in the observation data,

frequently underestimating this range by a factor of ten or more. The long-term bias

is low, with no obvious pattern in the sequence of over- and underestimated periods.

Temperature shows very good agreement overall, although some maxima are under-

and some minima overestimated, the latter especially in the first years until 1997.

Irradiance also shows very good agreement, with only a few summer maxima being

slightly underestimated.
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Figure 3.8: Annual cosine fits to the five environmental forcing variables (NH, NO, PO,

temperature and irradiance) as required for the idealised simulations.

Results from the idealised simulation calibration for a cost function for B are

shown in Figure 3.9. Amplitude and phase for B are matched well and with low

bias, albeit with a small but clear positive trend, and the resulting time series shows

broad and symmetrical summer peaks close to a cosine shape. QN is strongly over-

estimated by 10 to 15 mg N (g dw)−1, and the annual range is underestimated by a

factor of two or more.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the time series of idealised observations with model results from

a calibration aimed at minimising the cost function of B.

When calibrating with a cost function for QN, B in the model explodes similar

to the corresponding long-term calibration case, once again leading to biologically

and physically meaningless values. QN itself, on the other hand, calibrates almost

perfectly. QP is consistently overestimated, with positive bias of approximately

3 mg P (g dw)−1, but does show a clear annual cycle with amplitude slightly larger

than in the idealised observation data.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the time series of idealised observations with model results

from a calibration aimed at minimising the cost function of QN.

For the case of a QP cost function calibration, all three state variables stay within

conceivable bounds (Figure 3.11). B does show annual cycles, but underestimates

summer maxima by a factor of approximately 7, with an additional phase shift so

that the peak values occur later in the season, and drops to almost zero each winter.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the time series of idealised observations with model results

from a calibration aimed at minimising the cost function of QP.

Using a combined cost function, aimed at minimising the normalised sum of the

squared relative errors of B, QN and QP, leads to the results shown in Figure 3.12.

B shows good agreement, but consistently overestimates maxima and underesti-

mates minima. In contrast to the idealised observations, the seasonal peaks are also

highly asymmetrical, and the minima occur slightly later in the season. QN data are

very well reproduced, with only a slight underestimation of the summer minima by

approximately 1 mg N (g dw)−1. QP, in contrast, vastly underestimates the ampli-

tude of the seasonal signal, and while showing good agreement in the timing of the

maxima, does not exhibit clear minima, with slow increases at a time of the season

at which the idealised observation data are still decreasing.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of the time series of idealised observations with model results

from a calibration aimed at minimising the normalised sum of the squared relative errors of

B, QN and QP.

Seasonal scenarios were implemented to examine the influence of seasons with

high or low conditions of the five environmental forcing variables as well as turbid-

ity (vertical attenuation coefficient Irrk). Figure 3.13 shows the monthly percentiles

and derived cosine fits for the low (5th percentile) and high (95th percentile) scenar-

ios, as well for visual reference also the 50th percentile, which was not used in the

scenario runs presented here. For temperature and irradiance, both the high and low

cosine fits follow the observed percentiles well, while for all three nutrient fractions,

the relative deviations are much higher, especially for the high cosine fit.

Figure 3.14 shows the results from all 12 scenario simulations for all three state
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variables, each together with results from the reference run (RR). The reference run

is based on the calibration of idealised forcing simulations with a combined cost

function. High NH more than doubles the highest values of B in summer, with a

slightly later peak and slower decline but reaching a similar winter minimum as the

RR, increases QN by between approximately 2 and 4 mg N (g dw)−1 with very little

change in the temporal evolution, and slightly decreases QP over summer. Low NH

lead to an earlier and slightly lower spring/summer peak in B, which then decreases

rapidly to very low values in late summer, slightly recovering to winter values still

below those of the RR. Winter values of both QN and QP are similar to the RR, but

QN is decreased in summer, while QP shows a late summer peak not observed in

any of the other scenarios, at the same time of the B and QN minimum.

High NO increases the spring/summer peak in B to similar values as high NH,

but with a more rapid decline and values similar to the RR in late summer. QN is

approximately 4 mg N (g dw)−1 higher in winter, but similar and for a short period

even lower than in the RR in late summer, while QP shows identical values in winter

but slightly lower values in early summer. Low NO leads to a very broad summer

peak of B with a later but even slightly higher maximum than in the RR, similar

values of QN except for an earlier and stronger increase in late summer, and also

very similar values of QP except for a longer and slightly stronger decrease in late

summer.

Both high and low PO lead to no noticeable change in B or QN. With low PO,

QP is decreased slightly in winter and vastly in summer, while with high PO it is

slightly increased over the entire season.

Temperature, irradiance and turbidity all show very similar results for QN and

QP, with only very small changes overall, but generally slightly higher values for

low temperature and irradiance and high turbidity, and vice versa. Irradiance and

turbidity also show similar results for B, where the qualitative temporal evolution is

not different from the RR, but constantly slightly increased or decreased, with the

largest differences occurring in summer. While neither high nor low temperature

increase maximum summer or minimum winter values of B, high temperature does

lead to a slightly earlier peak and more rapid decline, while low temperature has

the opposite effect, resulting in a more asymmetrical peak with higher values until

early winter.
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3.4 Discussion

We have demonstrated that a typical Ulva growth model even with only the three

state variables B, QN and QP can reproduce observation data in continuous long-

term simulations over more than a decade. Calibrating the model against obser-

vation data from all three state variables at once leads to good performance, but

none of the examined calibrations could reproduce the magnitude of seasonal vari-

ability of both QN and QP at the same time. We also successfully calibrated the

model with idealised annual cosine forcing, resulting in seasonal dynamics for all

three state variables with timing and amplitude in realistic ranges, but again with

a clear trade-off in performance between QN and QP. Using idealised high and

low scenario forcing for all environmental forcing variables, we determined that the

environmental factors deciding between observed bloom and non-bloom years are

most likely the dissolved inorganic nitrogen fractions NH and NO.

3.4.1 Long-term simulations and calibration uncertainty

Based on the model structure developed by Guimaraens et al. (2005), we imple-

mented a dynamic simulation model of Ulva growth with the three state variables

B, QN and QP. After calibration against observation data of all three state vari-

ables, a continuous long-term simulation over a time period of 14 years produced

good agreement for B and QN, but underestimated the seasonal variability of QP.

Calibrating against individual state variables revealed that a consistent trade-off be-

tween performance for QN and QP, and the danger of an “explosion” of the model

with physically meaningless values of B if calibrating only against QN.

Of the 17 model parameters, Guimaraens et al. (2005) determined 14 based on

values from the literature and calibrated the three remaining parameters. Given that

the literature ranges for most of these parameters are quite large, this may restrict the

model more than necessary. Recent local measurements involving the same species

as considered in the modelling study should always be given preference, but are

rarely available. In lack of such empirical data, as many parameters should be in-

cluded in the calibration as possible, which will usually be limited by the available

computational resources. Although in principle all calibration algorithms are sub-

ject to the “curse of dimensionality”, many can easily be adapted to use the parallel

execution facilities of modern high performance computing (HPC) infrastructures,

increasing the computational resources available in a given timeframe by several

orders of magnitude.

Which parameters are best constrained by a calibration (in most cases indicated
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by high values of w in the calibration uncertainty analysis) clearly depends on the

cost function. As expected, for the three cost functions based on single state vari-

ables, parameters that have a direct influence on that state variable feature promi-

nently (e.g., Ωmax and Θ for B, or VmPO, QPmin, and kPO for QP). For the normalised

sum cost function, the four best constrained parameters are all directly related either

to QN or QP. An ideal result of a calibration uncertainty analysis would show uni-

modal distributions with well-defined and narrow peaks for all parameters, located

well within the range of values that is considered realistic for that parameter. In

contrast, our study revealed this kind of result to be the exception rather than the

rule. Although we were able to examine this only with respect to one specific model

and dataset, the degree of complexity of the model as well as size and quality of the

dataset are certainly not unusual for studies using process-based simulation models

applied to ecological questions.

Calibrating with a cost function for B as expected greatly improves model per-

formance for B, but also almost entirely removes the previously observed high pos-

itive bias in QN, which is now sometimes, but only slightly, underestimated. The

overall bias in QP is also reduced, but the maximum values are still overestimated

by a factor of two, and the amplitude of the annual signal is now greatly overes-

timated. This indicates that the coupling between B and QN is stronger than that

between B and QP. In the absence of tissue nutrient observations, a calibration with

a cost function for B might therefore still give a good estimate of QN, but should not

be relied upon to estimate QP. Alternative formulations of the interactions between

nitrogen and phosphorus uptake should be explored.

3.4.2 Idealised forcing simulations and seasonal scenarios

Applying average idealised (annual cosine) forcing derived from the historic ob-

servation data, the model performs well when calibrated against a combination of

data from all three state variables. We observed periodic solutions for all three state

variables when also calibrating against all three, while calibrating against individ-

ual state variables led to unrealistic outcomes for others, especially when calibrating

against B or QN. Calibrating against individual state variables in all cases led to bias

in at least one of the other state variables, and when calibrating against QN even to

the “explosion” of the model, resulting in physically meaningless values of B. It

should be noted that in the prevalent formulations of QN and QP dynamics, both a

lower and upper bound is usually imposed, while an upper bound is often not ex-

plicitly given for B. Therefore, neither QN nor QP can ever obviously “explode”

when calibrating against B, as is most common. Extra care should be taken to also
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examine these “internal” state variables with regard to realistic simulation outcomes

even if only B is of primary concern for the specific application.

For the scenario simulations, we used idealised forcing data easily derived from

annual cosines fitted to monthly percentiles. They provide improved scenario con-

ditions compared to varying around a mean expected value by a fixed percentage of

the range, or by increasing mean values but retaining amplitude for periodic forcing

variables (e.g., Zaldívar et al., 2009). This is especially important when develop-

ing scenarios for or comparing model sensitivity to both parameters and forcing

variables (chapter 2; Aveytua-Alcázar et al., 2008). Since the methodology used in

classic sensitivity analysis overlaps substantially with that used for scenario sim-

ulations, more specific terminology should be used whenever possible, for exam-

ple “parameter sensitivity analysis” instead of “sensitivity analysis” (Swaney et al.,

2008). For temperature and irradiance, the derived high and low cosine fits cor-

respond well to the observed monthly percentiles, while for the nutrient fractions

the relative deviations are much higher. Nevertheless, even for the case of PO3−
4

(weak annual periodicity), fitting to monthly percentiles results in high and low

scenarios which are in line with visual estimates of high and low years based on

the continuous time series of the observation data. Low nutrient scenarios based on

different percentiles could also be used as “reduction scenarios” for policy develop-

ment, providing realistic forcing conditions that are known to already occur in the

system (albeit rarely) in contrast to fixed loading or concentrations values chosen

manually (e.g., Perrot et al., 2014). Further research could examine the robustness

of such idealised annual cosine forcing data, especially with respect to the derived

amplitudes, which in some cases may be dominated by data from one or two months

only.

The seasonal simulations with “high” and “low” forcing scenarios clearly show

the dominance of the inorganic nitrogen fractions NH+
4 and NO−x in controlling peak

biomass in an idealised, seasonal Ulva bloom event resembling conditions in Tau-

ranga Harbour. PO3−
4 has no visible effect on biomass, and the physical factors

temperature, irradiance and turbidity at most have an effect at about half the mag-

nitude of that of NH+
4 or NO−x . This outcome contrasts with the findings of Ren

et al. (2014), who developed an Ulva model for the Avon-Heathcote Estuary on the

South Island of New Zealand, and found light and temperature to be more limiting

for growth than nutrients. The Avon-Heathcote Estuary is located approximately

650 km further south than Tauranga Harbour, but whether the differences in system

response are due to differences in the light and temperature climate, nutrient con-

centrations, or other factors is unknown. While our result is of course based on a
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number of assumptions, including those determining the model structure, as well

as the character of both the B, QN and QP data used for calibration and the envi-

ronmental forcing data, it does give a good indication of which factors to examine

further. In particular, reliable and representative measurements of the spatiotempo-

rally highly variable inorganic nutrient fractions in the water column are crucial.

3.4.3 Coverage/biomass and wet/dry weight conversions

In many cases, long-term datasets of Ulva abundance are based on visual estimates

of Ulva coverage of the sediment. The required conversion of observed Ulva cov-

erage to absolute biomass is not necessarily straightforward, especially due to the

highly variable thickness of mats encountered at high coverage (Alexander et al.,

2008). While a lower bound for this conversion could easily be derived under the

assumption that only a single layer of Ulva is present over the observed area, the

variability caused by folding of individual tissue sheets and layering of multiple

sheets is high. Additionally, this relationship is likely to be nonlinear due to the

correlation between overall abundance and average tissue size, i.e., the fact that a

large number of small tissue pieces are less likely to fold and layer over one another

than a small number of large tissue pieces. Therefore, some authors even gener-

ally recommended against using this kind of data (Nezlin et al., 2007), but for the

present study, no alternative data sources were available.

Having a non-zero intercept in the linear regression of biomass on sediment

coverage, although possibly leading to a higher correlation coefficient for a specific

dataset, has disadvantages for the special cases of zero percent cover (resulting in

non-zero biomass) as well as zero biomass (resulting in non-zero percent cover).

The fact that in some examples taken from the literature (e.g., Alexander et al.,

2008), when not required to pass through the origin, the intercept term is negative is

likely to be caused by the higher spread but fixed lower bound close to 100% cover.

The relationship is therefore likely to have positive curvature and might be better

approximated by requiring a zero intercept but introducing for example a positive

second order polynomial term.

There is some uncertainty regarding the dry weight to wet weight ratio for Ulva.

This uncertainty in many cases propagates to the coverage to biomass conversion,

and also casts doubt on the comparability of absolute dry weight data between stud-

ies. For example, Park (1996) determined a conversion factor of 0.14 while Alexan-

der et al. (2008) determined a conversion factor of almost twice that magnitude

at 0.26. While some natural variability caused by phenotypical and physiological

state factors is likely, additional variation is probably introduced by differences in
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methodology. Sample preparation (e.g., standardisation of the size of tissue frag-

ments) and exact drying temperatures and times vary. It would be highly desirable

to examine the influence of these differences in methodology on the determination

of the dry weight to wet weight ratio, and establish a standard methodology as well

as if possible adjustment factors for data from previous studies with differing, but

well-documented methodology. Ideally, population size should be quantified by

carbon content, the absolute measurement of which is easily carried out with mod-

ern instruments and which is therefore a preferable measure to compare between

studies.

3.4.4 Outlook

When fitting an annual cosine to the nutrient forcing data, a phase shift was observed

between the 5th and 95th percentiles. For the present study, this was interpreted

as an error introduced by the higher variability in the lower percentile. Although

this higher variability is clearly present, it is also conceivable that this is only in

addition to a real phase shift present in the data. The phase of seasonal minima

and maxima might be correlated with the average concentrations on an annual time

scale. The potential effect of the resulting differences in the relative phase between

environmental forcing variables on Ulva population dynamics could be examined

with the same model presented here. It would require a more extensive setup of

scenarios, and most likely over a time span of several years for each individual

simulation to account for carry-over effects between years.

For the multi-objective optimisation used for the calibration, using the squared

formulation in F3 (Eq. 3.23) gave good results, but is effectively a (somewhat arbi-

trary) choice of weighting between different magnitudes of deviations, but applied

equally to all objectives (in this case calibration variables). However, we would

generally expect even the relative uncertainty in the observation data for B to be

higher than that for QN and QP. The cost function could be refined to utilise this

information by assigning additional weights based on the expected uncertainty in

the observation data for each calibration variable. For the case of B, where each

observation is actually based on a number of replicate estimates of Ulva coverage

of the intertidal sediment, a measure of spread within these replicates (and/or sites)

could additionally be used as weights to differentiate between more or less uncertain

data points within one calibration variable.

In this study, the most suitable cost function for calibration proved to be the

one based on all state variables for which observation data are available. In most

studies, the majority of parameters are fixed based on literature values, and only a
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small number of parameters are included in the calibration. An alternative approach

might be to calibrate all parameters, but not all at the same time. Groups of param-

eters which we expect to be constrained primarily by one state variable could be

calibrated with a cost function based on that state variable alone. Which parameters

are expected to be constrained by which state variables could be estimated by the

mathematical structure of the model, a dedicated “screening” sensitivity analysis

for each of the state variables as output or the somewhat analogous results from a

calibration uncertainty analysis with different cost functions. The calibrated values

of that group of parameters would then be fixed, and the procedure sequentially re-

peated for all of the other state variables. In our case, a preliminary examination

of the full results from the calibration uncertainty analysis suggests several promis-

ing candidates. These include Θ, Ωmax and possibly also λ for the B cost function,

QNmin and QPmax for the QN cost function and VmPO, kPO, QPmax, and QPmin, but

interestingly possibly also topt, for the QP cost function.
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3.A Appendix: calibration uncertainty histograms

Complete results from the long-term simulation calibration uncertainty analyses for

all parameters are shown in Figures 3.15, 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 for the cost functions

of B, QN, QP and their normalised sum, respectively. The corresponding parameter

values from the single calibration that resulted in the minimum cost function value

overall are shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Results of individual model calibrations for each of the different cost functions.

Default values refer to Guimaraens et al. (2005).

symbol unit default value B QN QP norm. sum

µmax day−1 0.36 0.36 0.5 0.5 0.5

Ki W m−2 1e+02 24 24 24 24

topt
◦C 23 20 20 25 20

VmNH mg N (g dw)−1 day−1 48 48 48 1.2e+02 48

VmNO mg N (g dw)−1 day−1 17 17 17 20 17

VmPO mg P (g dw)−1 day−1 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 24

kNH mg N l−1 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

kNO mg N l−1 0.25 0.12 0.12 0.2 0.12

kPO mg P l−1 0.025 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.049

QNmax mg N (g dw)−1 40 30 30 60 35

QNmin mg N (g dw)−1 10 1 1 1 6.3

QPmax mg P (g dw)−1 3.9 5.8 5.8 1.7 1.4

QPmin mg P (g dw)−1 1.1 0.01 1.6 0.01 0.034

λ ◦C−1 0.007 0.0035 0.01 0.011 0.0062

Θ 1.1 1.1 1.6 0.56 1.1

Ωmax day−1 0.33 0.49 0.021 0.01 0.47

Kd (g dw) m−2 6e+02 1 1 1.2e+03 8.1
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Chapter 4

Spatiotemporal variation of water
column nutrient concentrations and
fluxes in Tauranga Harbour

Abstract

We examine the water column nutrient concentrations, mass fluxes and dominant

transport processes for sites and subregions of a tidally dominated estuary with

complex geometry. To analyse spatial variability within the harbour, we sampled

eight sites from the harbour entrance to upstream sub-estuaries at approximately

bimonthly intervals over one year, and two of these sites approximately fortnightly

to examine the relative influence of seasonal patterns and episodic events. To min-

imise the influence of periodic changes within each tidal cycle, samples were taken

at approximately the same local M2 tidal phase of two consecutive ebb and flood

tides. Based on the fortnightly data, PO3−
4 showed statistically significantly higher

concentrations on the ebb than on the flood tide at the harbour entrance, while for

a site further upstream, this was the case for NH+
4 and NO−3 . Probability density

estimates for the inorganic nutrient fractions vary between sites, and might best be

described by gamma distribution functions. We used a numerical hydrodynamic

model to simulate passive tracers, representing the short-term transport of nutri-

ents due only to physical processes. Tracer simulations show that the connectivity

between subregions varies substantially within the harbour. Tidal mixing leads to

mid-term upstream transport of sizeable fractions of waterbodies entering the main

harbour further downstream. The contribution of upstream subregions to the water-

body being sampled at a site changes rapidly during the tidal cycle, emphasising the

need to account for the local tidal phase in sampling times.
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4.1 Introduction

Elevated nutrient concentrations in coastal and especially estuarine ecosystems of-

ten lead to episodic adverse effects such as nuisance macroalgae blooms, toxic phy-

toplankton blooms, oxygen depletion, or a combination thereof (Smith, 2003), and

in the long term potentially fundamental and sustained changes in ecosystem struc-

ture (Flindt et al., 1999). As an essential basis for primary production, knowledge of

the spatial and temporal patterns of nutrient concentrations in estuaries is crucial for

the application of process-based water quality, algal growth (e.g., chapter 2; chap-

ter 3) or more general biogeochemical models (e.g., Sfriso, 1995; Alvera-Azcárate

et al., 2003; Marinov et al., 2008). In addition, “state of the environment” moni-

toring of nutrient concentrations is a requirement in many jurisdictions (e.g., based

on the “Clean Water Act” in the U.S.A., the “Water Framework Directive” in the

E.U. or the “Resource Management Act” in New Zealand) and must be routinely

carried out by local and regional environmental administrative bodies (e.g., Park,

2011; Gregory et al., 2013). Data required to fulfil these needs can include long-

term, estuary-wide import-export balances as well as average differences and trans-

port patterns between subregions within an estuary, statistical descriptions (e.g.,

probability density functions) of the range of conditions encountered by organisms

living in the estuary, but also short-term changes in concentrations, for example due

to meteorological events. Accurate and efficient sampling strategies are therefore

needed to quantify the ambient concentrations as well as fluxes of water column

nutrients in time and space. It is therefore crucial to take into account the influence

of hydrodynamic transport and mixing processes both for the design of an estuarine

water quality sampling programme and for the interpretation of the collected data

(Imberger et al., 1983).

Since the vast majority of the world’s coastlines are exposed to tidal forcing,

many estuaries are partially or well-mixed, i.e., display little or no vertical structure

in water column properties. Horizontal variations, on the other hand, are frequently

encountered. Testing for causal links between changes in water column nutrient

concentrations and related ecosystem processes (e.g., the occurrence of macroalgae

blooms), can be extremely difficult because of the high horizontal spatial as well

as temporal variability in concentrations resulting from both transport and transfor-

mation processes. The relative influence of nutrient fluxes between the estuary and

the landward side on one hand, and the seaward side on the other hand can be par-

ticularly difficult to quantify, but at the same time a critical factor in the design of

eutrophication management strategies and goals (Timmermann et al., 2010).
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Estuaries may be classified based on different physical parameters such as tidal

influence, salt and fresh water mixing, sedimentology or morphology, but also bi-

ological or socioeconomic factors (Dyer, 1973; Haslett, 2009). The morphology or

shape is one of the determining factors for the development of spatial heterogeneity

of water column properties such as nutrient concentrations. Some types or classes

of estuaries have relatively simple shapes, for example tidal river mouths shaped as

elongate basins steadily widening towards the ocean (Hume et al., 2007). Such sim-

ple estuaries, especially under the influence of constant freshwater input at the head

of the estuary, will often show a relatively simple concentration gradient mainly

determined by the distance from the head of the estuary. This gradient may be mod-

ulated in the short term by the presence of strong tidal forcing, but the long-term

average concentrations will still follow a one-dimensional gradient from land to

sea. In contrast to this, in the case of more complex morphology such as upstream

branching, seaward barriers or constricted sub-estuaries, this is usually not the case.

Estuaries with an especially wide variety of complex morphologies are encountered

on barrier coasts (FitzGerald and Miner, 2013), which make up approximately 15%

of the world’s coastlines (Swart and Zimmerman, 2009). Hume and Herdendorf

(1988) further classified barrier-enclosed estuaries depending on their enclosure

type (single-spit, double-spit, tombolo) or for example occurrence together with

a dominant river mouth type estuary (e.g., spit-lagoon). The most complex mor-

phologies are found in estuaries which, often as the result of post-glacial flooding

of terrestrial topographic structures, include several distinct sub-estuaries or sub-

regions of different types and may thus be called “compound” estuaries (Hume

and Herdendorf, 1988). The case study presented here (Tauranga Harbour, New

Zealand) is an example of such a compound estuary with complex morphology in

which the horizontal concentration and flux patterns of water column nutrients are

particularly difficult to sample and quantify, let alone predict.

Dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) and phosphorus (DIP) compounds are the

water column nutrient fractions most likely to be relevant in the formation of macroal-

gae blooms (Valiela et al., 1997; Teichberg et al., 2010). DIN and DIP are therefore

often of primary concern from an ecosystem management perspective, for exam-

ple to identify sources (Ménesguen et al., 2006) or to aid in the formulation of

restoration policies (Runca et al., 1996). In this study, we therefore examine the

DIN fractions NH+
4 and NO−3 , and DIP as PO3−

4 , as well as the corresponding to-

tal nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP) fractions. In addition to time series

and time-averaged values, we also aim to estimate probability density functions

(PDFs) to support more realistic sensitivity analyses of mathematical models using
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nutrients as environmental forcing variables (chapter 2). We focus on the estuarine

waterbody itself, since data from the major landward surface freshwater inputs are

available from an ongoing monitoring programme of the Bay of Plenty Regional

Council (BOPRC, see for example Park, 2011). Based on a nutrient sampling de-

sign tailored to this environment as well as numerical modelling of the dominant

hydrodynamic transport processes, we aim to answer the following questions:

• Can PDFs be derived for the inorganic N and P fractions, and to what ex-

tent do they differ between sites? What kind of statistical distribution best

describes the observed PDFs?

• What are the dominant seasonal signals in the inorganic N and P fractions,

the N/P ratios and ebb/flood ratios?

• Do subregions within the estuary or groups thereof show distinctive seasonal

patterns in inorganic and total N and P fractions?

• What are the nutrient mass flux contributions of individual subregions to the

entire estuary as well as between the harbour mouth and the coastal ocean?

• What is the magnitude of tidal transport and consequent connectivity between

subregions and how does this influence the composition of spot samples taken

at a specific time of the M2 tidal cycle?

Our research questions address estuarine nutrient dynamics in general, but are more

specifically also motivated by the data demands of estuarine ecological models, and

especially macroalgae growth models (chapter 3).

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Study area

As stated in the previous chapters, Tauranga Harbour (Figure 4.1) is an estuary in

the Bay of Plenty region on the east coast of the North Island of New Zealand,

located at 37.6° S, 176.0° E. It is a micro- to mesotidal environment with domi-

nant semi-diurnal tides. Current estimates of tidal ranges near the southern entrance

(Land Information New Zealand, 2014) are 1.2 m for neap tides, 1.8 m for spring

tides and 2.2 m for maximum astronomical tides, while past studies have estimated

the average spring tidal range alone at 2.2 m (Davis and Healy, 1993). Following the

definition of Kjerfve (1994), Tauranga Harbour is a restricted coastal lagoon, sepa-

rated from the ocean by a sand barrier (Matakana island) and connected to the ocean
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by two restricted inlets, the Bowentown / Katikati inlet to the north (not shown in

Figure 4.1) and the Mount Maunganui / Tauranga inlet to the south of Matakana

island. A very large intertidal area and change of the general direction of the ebbing

tide (intertidal drainage divide) just south of Matahui Point and Tirohanga Point

separates Tauranga Harbour into two basins, the Katikati basin in the northwest and

the Tauranga basin in the southeast (de Lange and Healy, 1990). The two basins are

considered separate waterbodies (Tay et al., 2013), and only the southern basin is

considered in this study.

The areas and volumes of subregions within southern Tauranga Harbour were

calculated based on the 75 m equidistant rectangular gridded bathymetry data of

Tay et al. (2013). Mean high and low spring (MHWS, MLWS) and neap (MHWN,

MLWN) tidal levels were taken from Land Information New Zealand (2013), and

highest and lowest astronomical tidal levels (HAT, LAT) from Land Information

New Zealand (2014). Mean high and low tides were calculated as the arithmetic

mean of the respective spring and neap tides. All depths and tidal levels were con-

verted from chart datum to mean sea level.

4.2.2 Sampling sites, timing and protocol

While long-term monitoring of water column nutrient concentrations fortunately

has been carried out in Tauranga Harbour (Park, 1996, 2007, 2011), the available

data have two major shortfalls. Firstly, samples were taken only from a number of

easily accessible sites near the landward shores of the estuary, and not from within

the water bodies of the estuary’s different subregions. Secondly, samples were taken

at varying times of the semi-diurnal M2 tidal cycle. Since strong tidal signals for

water column nutrients during most of the year have been confirmed by Tay et al.

(2011) at nearby sites, it is unclear how much of the variability in the long-term

monitoring data is caused by this variation in sampling times relative to the M2 tidal

cycle. The sampling programme carried out for this study was therefore designed

to address these shortfalls.

Nutrient sampling site locations (Figure 4.1) were chosen to represent distinct

upstream subregions or confluences within Tauranga Harbour such as freshwater

dominated subestuaries, deep central channels or the main harbour entrance (Fig-

ure 4.2). Representative sampling sites for most of the subregions are not accessible

from land, and so 6 of these 8 sites can only be sampled by boat. Subregion num-

bers are identical to the corresponding downstream sampling site, so that for exam-

ple subregion 1 is the water body that was intended to be sampled at site 1 on an

outgoing tide. Where possible, confined channels were sampled (sites 2, 4, 6 and 7)
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Figure 4.1: Map of the southern basin of Tauranga Harbour (inset: location of Tauranga

Harbour on the North Island of New Zealand) and location of sampling sites for water col-

umn nutrients (S1-S8). Depth are colour-coded according to the legend. Map projections

are NZTM2000, main map with coordinates in metres, inset map with coordinates in de-

grees.
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4. Spatiotemporal variation of nutrient concentrations and fluxes

to ensure clear attribution to a certain waterbody in both upstream and downstream

directions. The constriction and on average higher velocities in such channels are

expected to increase both horizontal and vertical mixing. Consequently, the influ-

ence of small-scale patchy distributions of nutrients especially in shallow areas is

reduced and a more representative sample should be obtained. Sites 2, 5 and 7

each represent an upstream subregion with a single fluvial freshwater input on the

mainland side (Te Puna stream, Wairoa river and Kopurererua stream), while site 4

represents the only sizeable subregion on the barrier island (Matakana island) side.

Site 1 is located just downstream of a constriction separating the northernmost, ex-

tensive but shallow subregion from the rest of southern Tauranga Harbour. Site 3 is

located just upstream of the entry point of the single largest fluvial freshwater input

(Wairoa river) to the main body of the estuary. Site 8 represents several upstream

subregions feeding into the deeper and dredged channel downstream of site 8 before

reaching the main body of the estuary, and site 6 is the main harbour entrance and

only connection between southern Tauranga Harbour and the coastal ocean. Sites 7

and 8 were chosen to be accessible from land, all other sites are only accessible by

boat.

Bimonthly sampling dates were chosen to cover one full seasonal cycle from

(southern hemisphere) winter over summer to the next winter. In addition to the

bimonthly survey samples, the main harbour entrance (site 6) as well one of the up-

stream subestuaries with a large intertidal area as well as surface freshwater input

(Waikareao, site 7) were sampled at approximately fortnightly intervals to provide

larger sample sizes for probability density function estimates and well as flux and

harbour-wide nutrient budget calculations, and to increase the chance of obtaining

samples influenced by an episodic meteorological event. These two sites were cho-

sen to represent “intermediate” and “seaward” conditions, since “landward” condi-

tions (both in the tributaries upstream of any tidal influence as well as near their

inflows to the main harbour) have already been sampled more frequently.

Since this study is focused on spatial and seasonal patterns in concentrations as

well as net fluxes, sites were always sampled both on an outgoing (ebb) and the next

incoming (flood) tide. In order to minimise variation due to diurnal cycles related to

photosynthetic activity, dates were chosen so that the ebb tide was always sampled

in the morning and the flood tide in the afternoon. In addition, the seasonal variation

in the time between sunrise and the ebb samples was also minimised as far as pos-

sible, resulting in an average of 2.5 hours and a maximum range of between 1.5 and

4 hours. The phase lag of the M2 semi-diurnal tidal constituent between the furthest

downstream site 6 and furthest upstream site 1 was estimated to be approximately
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60 to 80 minutes (Tay et al., 2013, and personal observations). To ensure the highest

possible similarity in local M2 phase between samples from different sites, all sites

were sampled within 90 to 120 minutes, starting with the furthest downstream site

6 and progressing upstream together with the M2 phase. Following this protocol,

we estimate the maximum difference in local M2 phase between sample sites to be

30 minutes.

Water samples for nutrient analysis were taken at a depth between 0 m and 1 m

from the surface, depending on water depth and conditions at the site. In very shal-

low water with a depth of less than approximately 4 m, samples were taken halfway

between the surface and the bottom. When deploying a Niskin bottle or Schindler

trap was impractical due to high waves in shallow water, a plastic measuring jug on

a rope was used instead. In this case, care was taken to fully submerge the sam-

pling container in order to avoid oversampling the neuston. The sample was then

transferred to a measuring jug for subsampling, and homogenised by gentle stirring

before each subsample was taken. Subsamples were stored in either new (sterile) or

acid-washed 50 ml polypropylene screw-top tubes. An acid-washed plastic syringe

was rinsed at least twice with sample, then approximately 60 ml were drawn into the

syringe and the 50 ml polypropylene tube rinsed twice with approximately 7.5 ml

of sample. The final sample volume was approximately 45 ml. For the determina-

tion of dissolved nutrient fractions, samples were filtered with in-line syringe filters

while subsampling on site, using either reusable filters (grade “GF/C”, binder free,

glass microfibre filters; Whatman, Maidstone, UK) or disposable filters (0.45 µm

pore size, 28 mm diameter, surfactant-free cellulose acetate; Minisart® NML Sy-

ringe Filters 16555-K, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) filters. Samples were im-

mediately stored on ice in the dark, then frozen within 12 hours until analysis. All

equipment in contact with the final volume of nutrient samples was either new and

sterile or acid-washed and triple-rinsed with deionized water prior to use.

4.2.3 Chemical analysis

Water column nutrient samples were analysed by the University of Washington’s

Marine Chemistry Laboratory (Seattle, Washington, USA) using a Technicon AAII

gas segmented / continuous flow system (SFA). Filtered samples were analysed for

NH+
4 (EPA method 349; MDL 0.12 µM), NO−3 (EPA method 353.4, 2.0, 1997; MDL

0.15 µM), NO−2 (EPA method 353.4, 2.0, 1997; MDL 0.02 µM), PO3−
4 (EPA method

365.5, 1.4, 1997; MDL 0.03 µM), TDN (SM 4500-P J; MDL 0.44 µM) and TDP

(SM 4500-P J; MDL 0.04 µM). Unfiltered samples were analysed for TN and TP

after digestion with the same methods and MDL as in the filtered case.
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Figure 4.2: Southern Tauranga Harbour subregions (polygons outlined in black) shown

on the 75 m equidistant rectangular grid used for area and volume calculations (table 4.2).

The bathymetry is simplified to clearly show the intertidal and subtidal areas used in the

calculations, with the intertidal defined as between mean high and low water. Deep channels

defined as deeper than 5 m below mean sea level are additionally shown for illustrative

purposes only. For all calculations, the non-simplified bathymetry was used.

4.2.4 Data post-processing & statistical analysis

Three values of nutrient concentrations were reported at a concentration of exactly

zero (2012/09/27, site 7, flood tide, NO2; 2013/02/08, site 1, flood tide, NO3;

2012/12/24, site 7, ebb tide, NO2), and three values were reported at a concen-

tration of less than zero (2012/09/27, site 3, ebb tide, PO4 and NO2; 2012/09/27,

site 6, flood tide, NO3) and set to zero. Some nutrient concentrations were reported

below the respective MDL (7 values for NH4, 29 values for NO3, 19 values for

NO2 and 6 values for PO4). Although these values may still provide useful infor-

mation, they are usually not deemed fit for quantitative analysis, and were therefore

replaced with the respective MDL value. Visual comparison of histograms of all

affected nutrients before and after this replacement showed no qualitative change in

distributions.

Based on ADCP flow and water level measurements, Tay et al. (2011) found
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peak flows at the mouth of Te Puna estuary to be symmetric and to occur at mid-

tide, and therefore calculated net fluxes as the difference between ebb and flood

nutrient samples taken three hours around mid-tide. Following the same reasoning,

we calculate net fluxes for all sites as the difference between ebb and flood samples

taken at mid-tide.

Sensitivity analyses of algae growth models rely on assumptions about the sta-

tistical distributions underlying each parameter or environmental forcing variable

examined. As discussed in chapter 2, due to the absence of suitable empirical data

for the inorganic nutrient fractions, uniform distributions were used. Estimating

PDFs from the more suitable data presented here addresses this shortcoming by

making these data available in the form necessary to facilitate further growth model

sensitivity analyses. Additionally, PDFs are used in this study to aid in the inter-

pretation of differences between sites that do not change over time. PDFs were

estimated using non-parametric kernel density estimation (KDE) with a Gaussian

kernel and Silverman’s “rule of thumb” bandwidths, and only over the interval be-

tween zero and the maximum observed value. It should be noted that PDF estima-

tion in this manner is inherently “smooth”, and the degree of smoothness dependent

on the choice of kernel and bandwidth. Therefore, comparisons within a study us-

ing identical methodology are helpful, but care must be taken when comparing PDF

estimates between studies.

4.2.5 Hydrodynamic model setup and data analysis

To examine typical nutrient transport patterns within the estuary, the 3-D hydrody-

namic “Estuary, Lake and Coastal Ocean Model” (ELCOM, version 2.2; Hodges

and Dallimore, 2006) was used to simulate the transport of passive tracers repre-

senting dissolved nutrients. Tay et al. (2013) prepared, calibrated and validated an

ELCOM model setup for the southern basins of Tauranga Harbour with a horizontal

grid resolution of 75 by 75 m and 12 vertical layers. The same setup was used in

this study with only minor modifications to the bathymetry to further improve the

tidal draining and flooding in shallow regions near freshwater inflows.

To allow passive tracers to be “injected” at any given time and with constant

concentration across relatively large areas of the model domain requires the defi-

nition of “update sets” containing several thousand grid cells. The ELCOM exe-

cutable initially available did not provide this functionality, so the ELCOM source

code was modified accordingly and recompiled. The model build process as well as

tracer simulations were carried out on the University of Waikato’s high-performance

computing cluster “Symphony”. Additionally, since the manual creation of the up-
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date set definition and data files necessary for subregion-wide tracer injections is

not feasible for such a large number of cells, a number of scripts were created to

automate this process based on subregions defined as polygons within the model

domain (Figure 4.2).

Tracer transport was simulated for both high and low tidal range conditions

chosen from tidal records of the year 2006. For each date, the model was run

once for tracer initialisation (“injection”) at high tide to examine the downstream

transport during an outgoing ebb tide, and once at low tide to examine the upstream

transport during an incoming flood tide. For each of these four scenarios, the model

was first run for 3 days of “spin-up” time before tracer injection, and subsequently

another 3 days for tracer transport. Freshwater inflows are not marked with tracer, so

that freshwater inflow in a specific subregion leads to dilution rather than addition of

tracer over time. Tracer crossing the seaward open boundaries of the model domain

(approximately 5 km seaward of the harbour entrance) was lost.

The main harbour entrance site 6 is of particular interest for all questions related

to a harbour-wide import/export balance of nutrients. To examine the time-varying

contribution of water masses originating in the 8 upstream subregions, time series

of tracer concentrations at this site were extracted from model output after a high

tide tracer injection in each of the subregions.

To illustrate the varying degree of hydrodynamic “connectivity” between subre-

gions, the mass of tracer originally injected in each “origin” subregion was spatially

integrated over each of the subregions (“targets”, including the origin itself) at each

time step. Normalised by the mass of tracer present in the origin subregion at the

time of injection, these values show the exchange of water between all subregions

over time. For specific points in time, these ratios are here displayed as percentages

in a “connectivity matrix” of origin versus target subregions. Tracer transported

outside the harbour by outgoing tides is first still present in the model in the ad-

jacent coastal ocean region, and subsequently partly returned to subregions inside

the harbour by incoming tides and partly lost at the seaward open boundaries of the

model domain.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Probability density function estimates

At sites 6 and 7, the number of samples analysed for inorganic N and P fractions

was deemed high enough to warrant PDF estimation. For NH+
4 (Figure 4.3, top

panel), both sites show mainly unimodal density with a shoulder towards higher

concentrations. At site 6, the peak is around 0.5 µM with positive skewness and a

sharp drop-off towards zero. At site 7, the peak is around 2 µM, and except for the

mentioned shoulder fairly symmetrical. For NO−3 (Figure 4.3, middle panel), site

6 shows a highly positively skewed density peaking close to zero, while site 7 has

lower but still positive skewness with a peak around 3 µM. Maximum values are

below 5 µM for site 6, but up to approximately 15 µM for site 7. PO4 (Figure 4.3,

bottom panel) is the only nutrient fraction examined here that shows fairly symmet-

rical density for both sites, and with peaks at high enough concentrations to give a

gradual drop-off towards zero at zero concentration, although the latter is less pro-

nounced at site 7. Site 6 shows a broad peak centred around approximately 0.2 µM

with slightly positive skewness, while site 7 shows a maximum density at almost

0.3 µM, but with a slight shoulder just below 0.2 µM.
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Figure 4.3: Probability density function (PDF) estimates for NH+
4 , NO−3 and PO3−

4 based on

fortnightly samples from sites 6 and 7. PDFs were estimated using non-parametric kernel

density estimation (KDE) with a Gaussian kernel and Silverman’s “rule of thumb” band-

widths, and calculated only over the interval between zero and the maximum observed

value. 95
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4.3.2 Time series inorganic fractions and ratios

The fortnightly time series of ebb and flood concentrations of the inorganic N and P

fractions at sites 6 and 7 are shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.6, from southern hemisphere

winter 2012 over summer to winter 2013. Rainfall data is shown alongside these

nutrient time series as one of the typical physical seasonal drivers.

NH+
4 concentrations are in most cases lower at site 6 than at site 7, although

site 6 shows several high ebb values in summer coinciding with no or low rainfall.

Both sites show an increase over winter, and site 7 a gradual decrease until late

spring / early summer. Overall, both sites appear to have both a broad peak in late

winter, early spring or both, and a second peak in the middle of summer. For NO−3 ,

site 7 shows a clear and relatively smooth seasonal signal with a maximum in late

winter and minimum, especially for flood values, in summer. Site 6 shows a similar

summer to early autumn phase of very low values with little change between dates,

but a less clear maximum in the period between late winter and early summer. PO3−
4

shows an increasing trend at both sites during the first winter, but otherwise no clear

seasonal signal, with fluctuations in both ebb and flood values at both sites. In

contrast to both NH+
4 and NO−3 , values are often similar between both sites, and in

quite a few cases even higher at site 6 than at site 7.

The seasonal and semi-diurnal tidal changes in the inorganic N:P ratio (DIN/PO4)

are shown for sites 6 and 7 in figure 4.7. At site 6, all values are below 30 and all

but two values in late winter are below 16. Ebb tide values are consistently higher

only in summer, while the two highest values in late winter are on flood tides. At

site 7, over 50% of the values are above 16, and over 25% above 30. The highest

values occur in winter and early spring, with the winter of 2012 having distinctly

more high values than the winter of 2013.

The ebb/flood ratios of NH+
4 , NO−3 and PO3−

4 at sites 6 and 7 are shown in Fig-

ure 4.8. NH+
4 shows the strongest seasonal signal, with both sites showing high

export in the summer months and frequent import in the winter months. There is

no clear overall distinction between sites, but in summer, site 6 does show higher

export than site 7 on all dates except one. A visual estimate of a high (summer)

export is on the order of a ratio of 5 to 1. The seasonal signal is much less clear for

NO−3 , but both sites still show overall lower ratios in the winter months compared

to the other seasons. Site 7 is exporting on almost all dates, while site 6 fluctuates

between import and low export values for most of the year, with a few higher ex-

port values during the warmer months. The by far highest value was found at site

7 in spring, with a NO−3 ebb/flood ratio of over 30 to 1. A visual estimate of a high

(summer) export is on the order of an ebb/flood ratio of 10 to 1. PO3−
4 shows the
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weakest seasonal signal of the three inorganic nutrient fractions described here, but

the overall lowest values still occur in winter. A visual estimate of a high (summer)

export is on the order of a ratio of 4 to 1.

A paired difference (Wilcoxon signed-rank) test was applied to the ebb and flood

data of each nutrient fraction at each site (table 4.1) to judge the significance of

calculated net downstream export or upstream import. For bimonthly samples col-

lected at sites 1-5 and 8, a p value < 0.05 was obtained only for NH+
4 at site 1. For

the fortnightly samples, p values < 0.05 were obtained for NH+
4 and NO−3 at site

7, and PO3−
4 at site 6. For the inorganic fractions from fortnightly samples at sites

6 and 7, these results agree with visual comparison of PDFs estimated separately

for the ebb and flood tides (Appendix 4.A; e.g., site 7 shows a pronounced shift in

peaks between ebb and flood samples for NO−3 ).

Table 4.1: Results (p values) of the paired difference (Wilcoxon signed-rank) test between

ebb and flood tides for different nutrient fractions at all 8 sites. Values of p < 0.05 are

shown in bold.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8

NH4 0.031 0.438 0.844 0.688 0.844 0.400 0.003 0.625

NO3 0.787 0.059 0.156 0.207 0.094 0.290 6e-09 0.062

PO4 0.588 0.141 0.248 0.134 1.000 0.002 0.532 0.188

TN 0.812 0.063 0.438 0.438 0.563 0.219 0.062 0.812

TP 0.812 0.418 0.410 0.141 0.438 0.104 0.062 0.058
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Figure 4.4: Ebb and flood concentrations of NH+
4 at sites 6 and 7, at approximately fort-

nightly sampling intervals from southern hemisphere winter 2012 over summer to winter

2013. Top panel shows daily rainfall in mm.
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Figure 4.5: Ebb and flood concentrations of NO−3 sites 6 and 7, at approximately fortnightly

sampling intervals from southern hemisphere winter 2012 over summer to winter 2013. Top

panel shows daily rainfall in mm.
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Figure 4.6: Ebb and flood concentrations of PO3−
4 at sites 6 and 7, at approximately fort-

nightly sampling intervals from southern hemisphere winter 2012 over summer to winter

2013. Top panel shows daily rainfall in mm.
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4 at sites 6 and 7. The

dashed horizontal line indicates a ratio of one for comparison.
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4.3.3 Seasonal spatial concentration and flux patterns

The bimonthly seasonal nutrient survey results separated into 4 groups of sites are

shown in Figure 4.9 for the ebb tides. For group 1 close to surface freshwater

inputs, a clear seasonality with summer minima is observed for NH+
4 , NO−3 and TN,

although especially for NO−3 the values are much higher in the first compared to the

second winter, consistent with the fortnightly observations at site 7. PO3−
4 and TP

have no clear seasonal signal, with TP showing even less variation over the year,

but with slightly higher values in summer. Group 2 with lower freshwater inputs

shows a strong seasonal signal for NH+
4 but with generally lower values than group

1, with larger differences in summer, and with the exception of the second date

where a single very high value at one site leads to the second highest average value

for all groups and dates. With the exception of the third date, NO−3 again shows

a similar but weaker seasonality, and generally lower values than group 1. PO3−
4 ,

TN and TP show no clear seasonality, but both TN and TP show increasing average

values for dates 1 to 4. Group 3 shows a strong seasonality for NH+
4 at overall lower

values than groups 1 and 2, again with the larger relative differences in summer.

NO−3 shows a slightly weaker seasonality since date 3 has higher values than dates 2

and 4. PO3−
4 is on average lower than for groups 1 and 2, but of similar magnitude,

has the lowest values over all groups and dates on date 2, and overall no strong

seasonality. TN and TP show no seasonality and similar average values as group 2,

but lower than group 1. Group 4, containing only S6, is the only group in which

NH+
4 values in summer (dates 3 and 4) are higher than at dates 2 and 5, although still

lower than at dates 1 and 6. Dates 3 and 4 are higher than in group 3 but lower than

groups 1 and 2, while all other dates are lower than in all other groups. For all other

nutrient fractions, no strong seasonality is visible, partly due to the fact that date 3

has higher values than both dates 1 and 2. Across all groups, date 2 had the lowest

PO3−
4 values of the year. The corresponding flood tide grouped survey results are

shown in Figure 4.10. Differences between groups are in most cases smaller than

for the ebb tides, and in several cases, group 2 has higher values for one of the

inorganic fractions than group 1.

Corresponding plots for both ebb and flood tides for all 8 individual sites are

shown in Appendix 4.B.
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Figure 4.9: Outgoing / ebb tide water column nutrient concentrations at 4 groups of sites.

Each bar within a group shows data from a single date (southern hemisphere winter to

winter, from left to right: 2012/07/18, 2012/09/27, 2012/12/12, 2013/02/08, 2013/04/08,

2013/06/06). Group 1 has high surface freshwater inputs (sites 2, 5 and 7), group 2 lower

freshwater inputs (sites 4 and 8), group 3 covers deep channels within the harbour (sites 1

and 3) and “group” 4 includes only site 6, the main harbour entrance. Except for group 4 /

site 6, the height of the solid bars indicates mean values, and short horizontal lines indicate

individual values (not to be confused with “error bars”).
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Figure 4.10: Incoming / flood tide water column nutrient concentrations at 4 groups of

sites. Each bar within a group shows data from a single date (southern hemisphere winter

to winter, from left to right: 2012/07/18, 2012/09/27, 2012/12/12, 2013/02/08, 2013/04/08,

2013/06/06). Group 1 has high surface freshwater inputs (sites 2, 5 and 7), group 2 lower

freshwater inputs (sites 4 and 8), group 3 covers deep channels within the harbour (sites 1

and 3) and “group” 4 includes only site 6, the main harbour entrance. Except for group 4 /

site 6, the height of the solid bars indicates mean values, and short horizontal lines indicate

individual values (not to be confused with “error bars”).
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To facilitate the interpretation of connections between sites and corresponding

subregions, the average ebb and flood concentrations as well as mass fluxes of each

nutrient fraction at all sites are shown as directional bar plots superimposed on

the hydrodynamic model’s bathymetry grid in Figures 4.11 to 4.15. Downstream

exports or upstream imports with p-values less than 0.05 according to Table 4.1 are

mentioned explicitly as statistically significant in the following.

For NH+
4 (Figure 4.11), the south-western, landward sites 7, 8, 2 and 5 feature

prominently in terms of concentrations, and especially sites 7 and 2 also in terms

of difference in concentration between ebb and flood tides. Although an export is

visible at sites 1 and 2, this is not apparent at the downstream site 3, but is again

present at the main harbour entrance site 6. Site 5 which is located downstream of

the largest river tributary also does not show a clear export, and site 4 bordering on

the seaward barrier island shows a small import. Downstream export is statistically

significant at sites 1 and 7. In terms of mass flux, of the aforementioned south-

western, landward sites only site 8 shows ebb and flood fluxes similar in magnitude

to those seen at the central deep channels of site 3, both somewhat larger than at

site 1. Sites 2, 5, 7 and 4 show very small fluxes relative to the other sites, and no

obvious net import or export. Net export is clearly visible only at site 1 as well as

the at the main harbour entrance site 6.

For the second DIN fraction, NO−3 (Figure 4.12), concentrations on the ebb tide

are higher than on the flood tide for all four landward sites (2, 5, 7 and 8, with

statistically significant downstream export at site 7), and also higher than at all four

remaining sites. In terms of mass flux, of the landward sites only site 8 remains with

a sizeable downstream export. Site 3 shows an upstream import while the remaining

sites including the harbour entrance at site 6 show no clear import or export.

PO3−
4 concentrations (Figure 4.13) vary less between sites than either of the DIN

fractions. Site 6 at the harbour entrance shows a statistically significant downstream

export that also remains clearly visible in terms of mass flux. The mass flux at

the landward sites 2, 5 and 7 as well as site 4 on the Matakana Island side seem

negligible compared to the other sites.

TN and TP (Figures 4.14 and 4.15) show overall similar behaviour, with higher

concentrations on the ebb tide especially apparent at site 7, and downstream export

in terms of mass flux at site 6.
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Figure 4.11: Average concentrations (top panel) and mass fluxes (bottom panel) of NH+
4 for

the ebb (green bars in downstream direction) and flood (orange bars in upstream direction)

tides as well as the difference between ebb and flood or “net” values (darker shaded bars

in direction and colour of the tide with the higher value) at 8 sites, based on one year of

sampling (from winter to winter) at approximately bimonthly (sites 1-5 and 8) or fortnightly

(sites 6 and 7) intervals.
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Figure 4.12: Average concentrations (top panel) and mass fluxes (bottom panel) of NO−3 for

the ebb (green bars in downstream direction) and flood (orange bars in upstream direction)

tides as well as the difference between ebb and flood or “net” values (darker shaded bars

in direction and colour of the tide with the higher value) at 8 sites, based on one year of

sampling (from winter to winter) at approximately bimonthly (sites 1-5 and 8) or fortnightly

(sites 6 and 7) intervals.
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Figure 4.13: Average concentrations (top panel) and mass fluxes (bottom panel) of PO3−
4 for

the ebb (green bars in downstream direction) and flood (orange bars in upstream direction)

tides as well as the difference between ebb and flood or “net” values (darker shaded bars

in direction and colour of the tide with the higher value) at 8 sites, based on one year of

sampling (from winter to winter) at approximately bimonthly (sites 1-5 and 8) or fortnightly

(sites 6 and 7) intervals.
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Figure 4.14: Average concentrations (top panel) and mass fluxes (bottom panel) of TN for

the ebb (green bars in downstream direction) and flood (orange bars in upstream direction)

tides as well as the difference between ebb and flood or “net” values (darker shaded bars

in direction and colour of the tide with the higher value) at 8 sites, based on one year of

sampling (from winter to winter) at approximately bimonthly (sites 1-5 and 8) or fortnightly

(sites 6 and 7) intervals.
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Figure 4.15: Average concentrations (top panel) and mass fluxes (bottom panel) of TP for

the ebb (green bars in downstream direction) and flood (orange bars in upstream direction)

tides as well as the difference between ebb and flood or “net” values (darker shaded bars

in direction and colour of the tide with the higher value) at 8 sites, based on one year of

sampling (from winter to winter) at approximately bimonthly (sites 1-5 and 8) or fortnightly

(sites 6 and 7) intervals.
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Table 4.2: Southern Tauranga Harbour subregions’ (SR) area, volume at mean high and

low water and volume of the tidal prism.

SR name area volume high volume low tidal prism

(106 m2) (103 m3) (103 m3) (103 m3)

1 Omokoroa 34.69 47714 10928 36786

2 Te Puna 1.76 1293 101 1192

3 Western Channel 28.37 80798 46857 33940

4 Hunter’s Creek 5.70 6017 1092 4925

5 Wairoa 4.01 4441 473 3967

6 Harbour entrance 15.46 82921 61827 21094

7 Waikareao 2.33 1858 56 1802

8 Town Reach 20.04 29200 8301 20898

9 total 112.36 254246 129638 124608

4.3.4 Passive tracer transport modelling

The loss over time of tracer injected in the six subregions at high tide is shown in

Figure 4.16. The minima of tracer mass remaining after an outgoing tide occur at

different times for each subregion, with subregion 6 being the first and subregion 7

being the last. At consecutive high tides (integer multiples of the M2 period after

injection), relatively low dilutions are observed for subregions 1, 7, 8 and 4, with

between approximately 85 and 50% of initial tracer mass returning or remaining

after one M2 tidal cycle. The rank of these four subregions with respect to dilution

also does not change over the simulation period of six M2 tidal cycles. Higher

dilution is observed for subregions 4, 2, 5 and 6, with between approximately 40

and 15% of initial tracer mass returning or remaining after one M2 tidal cycle.

Subregion 5 shows a further small but marked increase in dilution compared to

the other subregions over time. When ranked by increasing dilution, subregion 5

advances from rank 4 after one M2 tidal cycle to rank 1 after six M2 tidal cycles.

Subregion 3 shows an early peak in tracer mass just before each high tide, followed

by a second, smaller peak just after high tide before dropping off towards low tide.

A similar pattern, although less pronounced, is also apparent for subregion 4.

The concentration of tracer originating in each of the eight upstream subregions

to the water mass at the harbour entrance is shown over six M2 tidal cycles in Fig-

ure 4.17. From tracer injection until the first low tide, losses at the coastal ocean

open boundary have no upstream influence, and dilution by landward freshwater
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Figure 4.16: Modelled passive tracer dilution over time for Tauranga Harbour subregions

for high tidal range conditions and tracer injection at high tide. The initial concentration was

constant over each entire subregion, resulting in different total masses in each subregion.

Shown is the ratio of each subsequent mass divided by the corresponding initial mass.
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Figure 4.17: Modelled passive tracer concentrations at the main harbour entrance for high

tidal range conditions and tracer injection at high tide. The initial concentration was con-

stant for each subregion.
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inflows is negligible. Until this time, the sum of all tracer concentrations at the

harbour entrance is consequently close to or equal to one (data not shown), and

the tracer concentrations can therefore be interpreted as percent of the water mass

originating in the corresponding upstream subregion. For the first part of the out-

going tide after injection, only tracer originating from the adjacent subregion 6 is

present. After a little less than half of the outgoing tide (0.25 M2 cycles), tracer

from subregions 3, 8 and 4 start to contribute, with subregion 3 quickly replacing

subregion 6 as the highest contributor. After exactly half of the outgoing tide, sub-

region 3 dominates slightly with 47% contribution, followed by subregion 6 with

43% and subregions 8 and 4 with approximately 5% each. At the first low tide after

injection, subregion 3 clearly dominates with 65%, followed by subregion 6 with

16%, subregion 8 with 9% and subregion 4 with 5%, while at this time all other

subregions contribute less than 1%. Examination of the time series of the vertically

integrated 2D fields of tracer concentrations (data now shown) shows that a large

part of tracer originating in subregion 6 is lost to the northern coastal ocean open

boundary towards the end of the first outgoing tide.
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To emphasise the importance of keeping sampling times constant relative to

local M2 phase, the contribution of upstream subregions to the water mass at the

harbour entrance (site 6, directly downstream of SR6) was interpolated from the

data shown in Figure 4.17 at ±0.25 and ±0.5 hours around the target sample time at

mid-tide, and the results are shown in Table 4.3. The initially highest contributor,

SR6, decreases from 68% to 26% within 1 hour, while the initially second highest

contributor, SR3, increases from 27% to 54% in the same time, and during the

central 0.5 hours within this period, SR6 decreases 20% from 52% to 32%. SR8

increases from 3% to 15% within 1 hour.

Table 4.3: Contributions (in %) of upstream subregions to the water mass at the harbour

entrance (site 6, directly downstream of SR6) at ±0.25 and ±0.5 hours around the target

sample time at mid-tide (t0).

contribution of upstream subregions (%)

time SR1 SR2 SR3 SR4 SR5 SR6 SR7 SR8

t0-0.50h 0 0 27 2 0 68 0 3

t0-0.25h 0 0 38 3 0 52 0 7

t0+0.00h 0 0 47 3 0 39 0 11

t0+0.25h 0 0 51 4 0 32 0 13

t0+0.50h 0 0 54 4 0 26 0 15
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The connectivity matrices for exchange of water between all subregions are

shown over five M2 tidal cycles for high and low tidal range conditions in figures

4.18 and 4.19, respectively. Data shown in the diagonal elements of the matrices

(excluding the additional rightmost column ’9’) are identical to those shown in fig-

ure 4.16. Subregion 1 shows the highest retention, with only 25% in subregion 3

after 5 M2 tidal cycles, and only 1% in subregion 6 as well as lost to outside the

harbour after 3 M2 tidal cycles. Subregion 2 shows low retention, with 20%, 37%

and 10% in subregions 1, 3 and lost to outside the harbour after just 1 M2 tidal

cycle. Only the loss to outside the harbour increases clearly to 28% after 5 M2 tidal

cycles. After 1 M2 tidal cycle, subregion 3 loses 6% upstream to subregion 1, twice

that amount downstream to subregion 6 and already 26% to outside the harbour.

After 2 and more M2 tidal cycles, the losses to subregions 1 and 6 become more

similar, reaching 7% and 6% after 5 M2 tidal cycles, with losses to outside the har-

bour of 58% at that time. Subregion 4 after 1 M2 tidal cycle looses 25% indirectly

upstream to subregion 2, only 12% downstream to subregion 6, and already 28% to

outside the harbour. Subregion 5 after just one M2 tidal cycle already looses 43%

to subregion 3, followed by 8% to subregion 8, 6% to subregion 6 and just 2% lost

to outside the harbour. The loss to subregion 3 stays at least a factor of 3 higher

than that to subregion 6 during the entire 5 M2 tidal cycles examined, although be-

tween 1 and 3 M2 tidal cycles, the loss to subregion 6 still slightly increases, while

that to subregion 3 already decreases. The loss to subregion 8 increases slightly to

10% after 3 M2 tidal cycles before starting to decrease. Losses to outside the har-

bour increase steadily, leading to 48% after 5 M2 tidal cycles. Subregion 6 looses

73% to outside the harbour after 1 M2 tidal cycle, with only further 7% and 5% to

subregions 3 and 8 and no noticeable losses to any other subregions. Up to 5 M2

tidal cycles, only the loss to outside the harbour increases, mirrored by decreases in

subregions 3, 8 and the origin subregion 6 itself, while no other subregions receive

noticeable input.
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Figure 4.18: High tidal range, high tide tracer injection “connectivity” matrix: in each ma-

trix, tracer originating in subregion i (“origin”) and currently present in subregion j (“tar-

get”) is shown in the i-th row, j-th column. Values are given in percent of mass originally

present in the origin subregion, additionally colour-coded according to the colourbar. Tar-

get subregion ’9’ shows the percentage of tracer unaccounted for within the 8 subregions.

From left to right, the matrices in the top row show values after 0 (shown only to ease visual

interpretation), 1 and 2 M2 tidal cycles, in the bottom row after 3, 4 and 5 M2 tidal cycles.
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Figure 4.19: Low tidal range, high tide tracer injection “connectivity” matrix: in each ma-

trix, tracer originating in subregion i (“origin”) and currently present in subregion j (“tar-

get”) is shown in the i-th row, j-th column. Values are given in percent of mass originally

present in the origin subregion, additionally colour-coded according to the colourbar. Tar-

get subregion ’9’ shows the percentage of tracer unaccounted for within the 8 subregions.

From left to right, the matrices in the top row show values after 0 (shown only to ease visual

interpretation), 1 and 2 M2 tidal cycles, in the bottom row after 3, 4 and 5 M2 tidal cycles.
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4.4 Discussion & conclusion

4.4.1 Probability density function estimates

An accurate description of nutrient concentration PDFs is valuable for both mod-

elling as well as observation-based studies, and our findings show that these are

highly variable both between nutrient fractions and between sites. Although some

of the PDF estimates for NH+
4 , NO−3 and PO3−

4 do show shoulders that potentially

indicate mixture distributions (especially when combining data from several sites),

a unimodal family of distributions could still be assumed as a first approximation.

Due to the high differences in skewness from almost symmetrical for PO4 to highly

positive at site 6 for both NH+
4 and NO3, the two-parameter family of gamma distri-

butions seems the best choice to approximate these empirically observed distribu-

tions. Site- and nutrient-specific gamma distribution fits could be calculated based

on these data to improve sensitivity analysis of models with nutrient forcing, which

are often based on uniform, triangular or other distributions not directly related

to observed data (Li et al., 2015; McCallum, 2000). This is of particular interest

in cases where the model’s sensitivity with regard to both model parameters and

model forcing variables is examined (chapter 2; Aveytua-Alcázar et al., 2008). Us-

ing distribution fits from a single family would facilitate the comparison between

nutrient fractions, sites or studies, as well as their application to mechanistic model

sensitivity analyses.

For some cases where high probability densities are observed close to concen-

trations of zero (e.g., NO3 at site 6), the PDF estimate approaches that of an expo-

nential distribution. Further investigations are necessary to unravel the combined in-

fluence of potentially high uncertainty of individual measurements near the method

detection limit together with potential “boundary bias” (Jones, 1993; Zhang et al.,

1999) in the kernel density estimation in these cases.

4.4.2 Tidally-dominated nutrient transport

In tidally-dominated estuaries with complex geometry, such as Tauranga Harbour,

hydrodynamic advection due to tidal currents and freshwater inputs alone already

leads to complex horizontal transport patterns (Tay et al., 2013). Often, these pat-

terns are counter-intuitive and can not be explained by or reduced to the relatively

simple upstream/downstream effects more prevalent in for example fjord-like or

river delta estuaries. Especially the constrictions between the main harbour water

body (subregions 3 and 6) and well-defined upstream sub-estuaries (subregions 1,
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2, 4, 7 and 8), as well as sandbanks and islands diverting the flow (especially within

subregions 3 and 6) greatly influence the transport and mixing processes.

Tauranga Harbour experiences partly mixed semi-diurnal tides, with the tidal

range of two consecutive M2 tides regularly differing by up to 0.3 m, and the high

tide water level by up to 0.2 m. Especially in subregions with extensive shallow

intertidal areas, such differences may influence the transport patterns observed for

two or more consecutive tides. Further study is needed to examine whether this

effect is substantial with respect to the behaviour under high, low and “average”

tidal range conditions, which are usually interpreted to correspond to high, low and

“average” tidal mixing conditions.

Analysis of the fortnightly data of ebb/flood ratios of the inorganic nutrient frac-

tions NH+
4 , NO−3 and PO3−

4 at sites 6 and 7 revealed that although the annual aver-

age indicates downstream export, all three fractions frequently fluctuate between

import and export. NH+
4 showed the strongest seasonal signal with almost only ex-

port at both sites in summer. This may be related to the temperature dependence

of autochthonous production, especially benthic remineralisation (Herbert, 1999),

or other ecosystem processes (MacKenzie, 2004; Zeldis, 2004). Sharp changes be-

tween dates with less of a seasonal dependence in NO−3 ebb/flood ratios could be

caused by allochthonous sources, especially rapid changes in river and stream input

due to rainfall events (Arhonditsis et al., 2002). Both mechanisms could be fur-

ther explored by statistical analysis of the corresponding physical environmental

conditions, e.g., air temperature (or if possible water temperature), solar irradiance

(especially in connection with subregions with a large proportion of intertidal areas)

and precipitation over the watersheds.

The variety of pathways taken by the waterbodies in a tidally-dominated estuary

with complex geometry make it difficult to trace sources. The average downstream

mass flux (export) of NH+
4 at the main harbour entrance site 6 can not easily be

explained by contributions from the upstream sites surveyed in this study. Site 7

shows high concentrations and also net export, but at very small volumes of water,

and while site 8 shows high concentrations at a much larger volume of water, no

net export is apparent. Several mechanisms to explain this difference are conceiv-

able. Although site 5 is downstream of the largest freshwater input, the shallow

and forked bathymetry in this area may lead to the larger volume of riverine water

sometimes or always flowing into the deeper channel just downstream of site 3, but

passing west of site 5. In this way, large fluxes into subregion 6 could go undetected

by the current survey sites. At both sites 5 and 8, which were only sampled in the

bimonthly surveys, the small number of samples over a single year may have led to
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misleading results. In the exploratory (in contrast to confirmatory) study carried out

here, only very few combinations of sites and nutrient fractions showed statistically

significant differences between ebb and flood concentrations. Lastly, the subre-

gion 6 itself, although having only a relatively low proportion of intertidal areas

compared to all other subregions except subregion 3, may itself be contributing a

sizeable mass flux of autochthonous NH+
4 .

In shallow estuaries, both circulation and resuspension is strongly influenced

by local wind effects, and this effect has also been demonstrated for Tauranga Har-

bour (Tay et al., 2013). Weather station data shows that daily precipitation is pos-

itively correlated with daily wind run in Tauranga Harbour (data not shown), as is

frequently the case in temperate coastal environments. Since the catchments are

relatively short, events of high input of nutrients from increased river, stream and

surface runoff are therefore likely to coincide with both increased mixing and direct

sediment resuspension caused by wind generated waves (Corbett, 2010). A more

detailed passive tracer hydrodynamic modelling study analysing typical precipita-

tion and wind events could show to what extent this leads to increased horizon-

tal transport and subsequently flushing of nutrients from the harbour. Ideally, a

coupled hydrodynamic-biogeochemical model should be used to include benthic-

pelagic fluxes of nutrients in addition to watershed-estuary fluxes and examine their

respective contributions (Arhonditsis et al., 2002). Beyond that, event-driven sam-

pling of water column nutrients during and after high-rainfall events from rivers

entering the estuary out to the tidal mixing plume outside of the harbour entrance

would help to quantify the influence of changes in the properties of short-term ex-

treme events compared to potential trends in the more frequently encountered mod-

erate conditions (Verity, 2002).

4.4.3 Passive tracer transport modelling

Shallow, tidally-dominated estuaries are frequently characterised by networks of

meandering channels (van Maanen et al., 2013), which pose unique challenges to

the application of numerical hydrodynamic models. In the hydrodynamic model

setup used for this study, the shallow regions are generally more problematic due to

the fact that the calibration and validation of Tay et al. (2013) was focused on deeper

areas. In some areas, for example the narrow meandering channel in Hunter’s Creek

/ subregion 4, the horizontal and vertical discretisation leads to overly sharp drop-

offs and “holes”. For example, depth may increase from +0.5 m to -1.2 m from one

grid cell to the next and subsequently decrease again a few grid cells further along

the axis of tidal flows. Whether based on natural features or artefacts of the bathy-
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metric data processing (McGrath et al., 2007), the corresponding flow behaviour

in the discretised model seems unrealistic. Examination of time series of the 2D

fields of vertically integrated tracer mass (data not shown) suggests that water bod-

ies may become “trapped” in these features. Although the influence on larger-scale

velocities and water levels is negligible, this trapping of tracer is likely to markedly

increase retention of tracers where such bathymetry features are common. The

straightforward solution to this problem is an increase in spatial resolution either

for the entire uniform grid or the use of a non-uniform grid. Alternatively, a de-

tailed examination and possibly improvement of how such high gradients in the

bathymetry are handled in the hydrodynamic model could be considered.

Defining high or low tide injection times that will lead to comparable results for

all subregions is difficult due to the large tidal phase shift within the harbour. For

example, examination of the time series of 2D fields of vertically integrated tracer

mass (data now shown) reveals that at the chosen high tide injection time, the tide is

already going out at the border between subregion 3 and the downstream subregion

6, while it is still coming in at the border between subregion 3 and the upstream

subregion 1.

The two consecutive peaks observed for subregion 3 are most likely due to tracer

advected further upstream into subregion 1, which then re-enters subregion 3 early

on the outgoing tide. There is no obvious explanation for the similar pattern ap-

pearing for subregion 4, since there should be no further upstream subregion, but a

similar mechanism may be in action here due to the unclear delineation of the wa-

tershed in the very shallow area between subregions 4 and 3, which in fact connects

only during above average high tide water levels. Uncertain watershed boundaries

(“topographic flow divides”) are common in intertidal areas, where water is often

exchanged between watersheds at high tide levels (Novakowski et al., 2004). A

similar problem arises around the branched and meandering outflow of the Wairoa

River in subregion 5 towards subregions 3 and 6, which makes it difficult to exactly

delineate the most sensible boundaries between these subregions for the desired

analysis.

In the current implementation, freshwater inputs do not carry any tracer. When

analysing contributions of tracer from different upstream subregions, for example

at the harbour entrance, such inputs will consequently appear simply as dilutions.

Since the average total volume of freshwater inputs to Tauranga Harbour is rela-

tively small, this is unlikely to have a large effect, especially not for the first tidal

cycle after a high tide tracer injection. Nevertheless, differences in tracer contribu-

tion especially for the smaller subregions with similar volume but large differences
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in freshwater inputs (especially subregions 2, 5 and 7) cannot be ruled out. To anal-

yse this difference, an improved implementation could assign an additional tracer to

each subregion’s surface freshwater inputs, distinct from that injected once into the

subregion volume.

A somewhat similar issue arises at the open boundary towards the coastal ocean,

where tracers may leave the model domain, but the incoming water volume has no

tracers assigned. The total mass of tracers could be balanced by keeping track of

all tracers lost at the open boundary, and assigning corresponding concentrations

to the water volume entering the domain again at the same boundary. This would

imply that no mixing is taking place outside the model domain, i.e., the ebb tidal

plume re-enters the model domain without having been diluted by the coastal ocean

water body. This assumption could at least be relaxed by assuming a fixed mixing

ratio, so that concentrations of tracer re-entering the domain are diluted by coastal

ocean water at a fixed ratio. Alternatively, the model domain could be extended

seaward up to a point where the influence of the tidal plume is negligible, but due

to the high horizontal velocities of the ebb tidal plume, this would require a much

larger domain than in the current implementation. In this case, an unstructured

grid would be especially well suited since the velocities in this outer part of the

model domain would be much lower than in the estuary itself, so that high accuracy

could be achieved even with much lower local grid resolution than in the current

implementation.

Tay et al. (2011) observed marked differences between sites in the change of

nutrient concentrations over a tidal cycle. For example, nitrate concentrations at a

winter sampling date showed an increase before, plateau at and decrease after low

tide with a smooth change in slope resembling a sinusoid at a site near S2, but in

contrast an almost exponential increase until low tide, lack of plateau and disconti-

nuity in slope at a site near S7. This kind of difference in behaviour between sites

could be examined with a refined implementation of the hydrodynamic model, re-

quiring higher horizontal resolution to resolve the flooding and draining through

the constricted channels at these sites, which in the current implementation intro-

duce flow restriction artefacts due to low grid resolution and orientation in these

channels.

4.4.4 Nutrient sampling strategy

Our results highlight the critical importance of timing when collecting nutrient sam-

ples in tidally-dominated estuaries. Apart from site locations, another major differ-

ence between the previously available, historical as well as ongoing monitoring
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samples on one hand and the survey and fortnightly samples collected in this study

on the other hand is exactly this timing. For the first, there is a high variation in local

M2 phase at the time of sampling, while for the latter this was minimised. The pas-

sive tracer transport modelling confirmed that even small changes in local M2 phase

can have a large influence on the composition of the water body and consequently

the nutrient spot sample.

The decision to take samples at mid-tide was based on the assumption that due

to the high horizontal velocities at this point in the tidal cycle, the confounding in-

fluence of horizontal heterogeneity (especially patchy distribution) in nutrient con-

centrations could be minimised. Although this influence could not be quantified

due to the lack of simultaneous sampling, visual observations of the surface cur-

rents during the sampling process do indicate high rates of horizontal mixing at

most sites at this time in the tidal cycle. Exceptions do exist, such as sporadically

occurring fronts on the outgoing tide at S3 (convergence of two upstream channels),

and on the incoming tide at S7 (changing contributions of the downstream channel

in comparison to the adjacent shallow tidal flats to the northwest). Such fronts were

indicated by foam and scum lines on the water surface, and are most likely caused

by a combination of temperature and salinity differences between several upstream

waterbodies. Overall, given the constraint of having only a single boat available

and aiming to sample at similar local tidal phase at all sites, the current timing and

extent (six to eight sites) is an efficient strategy to examine both net fluxes as well

as differences in average concentrations between subregions from the same set of

samples. A mix of sites accessible by boat and from land seems optimal, so that

those sites accessible from land may either be sampled more frequently or simply

aid in keeping sampling times within the desired short time windows of local M2

tidal phase by being sampled concurrently by a second team.

Analysis of modelled mid-tide tracer concentrations at the nutrient sampling

sites indicate that the relative contributions of different upstream subregions vary

quickly at this time of the tidal cycle. Decreasing the influence of spatial variabil-

ity by sampling at mid-tide, when both vertical and horizontal mixing is intense,

may thus increase the influence of small changes in sampling time which are of-

ten unavoidable. This trade-off could maybe be examined further using a refined

implementation of the hydrodynamic model, but requiring higher spatial resolution

to resolve the horizontal heterogeneity in nutrient concentrations, especially where

sampling sites are located in narrow tidal channels in close vicinity to intertidal

flats. The results also show that even within a relatively small time window such as

30 minutes around a “target” or optimal sampling time at mid-tide, large changes
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in the relative contribution of different upstream subregions may occur that ideally

should be taken into account when comparing samples from different dates. This

is especially relevant when, as in the present study, a number of sites are sampled

in sequence from a single vessel, so that possible delays will add up and make a

sample from a later local M2 phase more likely to occur at the last sites.

The number of potential upstream contributions to a site naturally increases in

the downstream direction until reaching the harbour mouth. For the case of sites

with several upstream subregions, in this study sites 6 (harbour entrance) and 3

(central deep channel approximately 5km upstream), the model results also clearly

show that due to the high tidal currents, a single downstream sample taken at mid-

tide will in most cases give a mixed signal from several upstream water bodies

instead of just one. Care must be taken when interpreting these data, but results

from passive tracer modelling could help in determining upstream concentrations

based on the relative contribution of each water body at the time of sampling.

For the calculation of net fluxes, a critical assumption is that both the ebb and

flood samples are equally representative for the corresponding entire outgoing or

incoming tide when taken at mid-tide. Tay et al. (2011) examined hourly samples

over two tidal cycles at two sites in Tauranga Harbour close to S2 and S7. Although

their results do not indicate a systematic asymmetry in the temporal change in nu-

trient concentrations between the ebb and flood tide, they do show the most rapid

changes in concentrations around mid-tide, similar to the modelled changes in tracer

contributions in this study. This emphasises the need for consistent timing based on

the tidal phase both between consecutive ebb and flood samples as well as between

sampling dates. It is crucial that the local tidal phase at each sampling site is deter-

mined to avoid spurious differences in net fluxes between sites. Furthermore, small

but possibly systematic asymmetries between the evolution of nutrient concentra-

tions for ebb and flood tides still cannot be ruled out. This issue could be examined

further with tracer modelling, in which case especially the constricted channel ge-

ometries between sub-estuaries and the main harbour would probably require higher

horizontal resolution, possibly indicating the use of an irregular horizontal grid.

4.4.5 Conclusion

Based on one year of approximately fortnightly samples at two sites, we have es-

timated probability density functions (PDFs) for inorganic N and P nutrient frac-

tions. PDFs are highly variable in shape both between fractions and between sites,

but might best be approximated and parameterised by gamma distribution func-

tions. Average annual ebb/flood ratios show downstream export at both sites on an
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annual time scale, but frequent fluctuations between import and export on shorter

time scales, indicating the possible relevance of sporadic events. A seasonal shift

towards export in summer is most pronounced for NH+
4 , less for NO−3 and not ap-

parent for PO3−
4 . The inorganic N/P ratio shows a seasonal signal for an upstream

subregion, with winter values regularly exceeding 16:1 and in many cases also 30:1,

while at the harbour entrance, a clear seasonality is not apparent, and the N/P ratio

only rarely exceeds 16:1. Approximately bimonthly samples taken at eight sites

indicate high variability between subregions within the harbour, both in terms of

nutrient concentrations and resulting mass fluxes, but the small sample size does

not allow for a clear comparison between all subregions. Passive tracer transport

modelling shows that the contribution of distinct upstream waterbodies to a nutrient

sample taken at mid-tide varies quickly, emphasising that to obtain nutrient samples

that are comparable between sites and dates, the local dominant tidal phase must be

taken into account.
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4.A Appendix: sites 6 and 7 PDF plots ebb vs. flood
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Figure 4.20: Probability density function (PDF) estimates for NH+
4 , NO−3 and PO3−

4 based

on fortnightly samples from site 6, ebb vs. flood tides. PDFs were estimated as in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.21: Probability density function (PDF) estimates for NH+
4 , NO−3 and PO3−

4 based

on fortnightly samples from site 7, ebb vs. flood tides. PDFs were estimated as in Figure 4.3.
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4.B Appendix: ebb and flood bar plots for all sites
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Figure 4.22: Outgoing / ebb tide water column nutrient concentrations at 8 sites over 6

approximately bimonthly sampling dates from southern hemisphere winter to winter. Each

group (1-8) of bars shows data from one site, and each bar within a group data from a sin-

gle date (from left to right: 2012/07/18, 2012/09/27, 2012/12/12, 2013/02/08, 2013/04/08,

2013/06/06).
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Figure 4.23: Incoming / flood tide water column nutrient concentrations at 8 sites over 6

approximately bimonthly sampling dates from southern hemisphere winter to winter. Each

group (1-8) of bars shows data from one site, and each bar within a group data from a sin-

gle date (from left to right: 2012/07/18, 2012/09/27, 2012/12/12, 2013/02/08, 2013/04/08,

2013/06/06).
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Chapter 5

General discussion

5.1 Summary of findings

In Chapter 2, we presented an algebraic short-term equilibrium solution for Ulva tis-

sue nitrogen quota dynamics, derived from the ordinary differential equation form

of a classic Ulva growth model using a computer algebra system. The low compu-

tations cost of using the derived equilibrium solution in contrast to the numerical

integration of the system of ordinary differential equations allowed us to apply sen-

sitivity analysis and calibration algorithms requiring a large number of model eval-

uations. The global Sobol’ sensitivity analysis showed that the tissue nitrogen quota

is influenced to the same order of magnitude by the dominant environmental forcing

variables (especially dissolved inorganic nitrogen fractions) as by the uncertainty

in physiological model parameters. Accurate measurements of the environmental

conditions, especially inorganic nutrient fractions, are therefore equally important

as accurate estimates and ranges of the physiological parameters. While the former

were subsequently provided by dedicated fieldwork and are described in Chapter 4,

the latter would have to be addressed using detailed laboratory studies which are

outside the scope of this thesis. Repeatedly running calibration algorithms with

a random component on the same datasets resulted in broad and in some cases

multimodal distributions for some model parameters. A single calibration deemed

“successful” in terms of model performance should therefore not be relied upon to

give a realistic estimate of the system’s (in this case physiological) properties.

A zero-dimensional, dynamic simulation model of Ulva tissue nitrogen quota,

tissue phosphorus quota and biomass was reimplemented in Chapter 3 to determine

which of the environmental forcing variables are likely to control the development

of seasonal blooms. Continuous simulations over a period of 14 years proved sta-

ble and were able to reproduce major patterns in both biomass and tissue nitrogen
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quota at the same time, but underestimated the seasonal variability in tissue phos-

phorus quota. Different calibration approaches using data from either individual

state variables or a combination of all three led to variations in model output for

those state variables as well as for the uncertainty in calibrated parameter values.

A calibration aimed at minimising the normalised sum of the cost functions of all

three state variables was chosen as the best compromise. To derive realistic sea-

sonal scenarios representing years of above and below average conditions in the

environmental forcing variables, we fitted annual cosines to the 5th (“low”) and 95th

(“high”) percentiles of historical observation data aggregated in monthly bins. Sce-

nario simulations calculated for average, high and low conditions of each of the

environmental forcing variables point to NH+
4 and NO−3 having the largest influence

both on peak biomass of a seasonal bloom as well as the timing of its occurrence,

while PO3−
4 , temperature, irradiance and turbidity had much smaller effects.

Both Chapters 2 and 3 showed, among other things, that accurate observation

data of the inorganic water column nutrients are crucial for any application of an

Ulva growth model. Although monitoring data of these nutrients is available for

Tauranga Harbour, the existing data were collected only at sites close to shore and

and with at highly variable times of the local tidal phase. To address these issues,

a one-year survey programme was designed and the fieldwork carried out to col-

lect nutrient data at a number of sites representative for distinct subregions within

the harbour, and always at mid-tide of two consecutive ebb and flood tides. Ap-

proximately bimonthly samples taken at eight sites throughout the harbour indi-

cated substantial differences in ambient concentrations between subregions, but the

small sample size prevented a conclusive interpretation. Fortnightly samples taken

at the harbour entrance showed significantly higher concentrations of PO3−
4 on the

ebb compared to the flood tides. Fortnightly samples taken at a second site fur-

ther upstream, in contrast, showed this behaviour for NH+
4 and NO−3 , but not for

PO3−
4 . Probability density function estimates were derived from the fortnightly data

and showed clear differences between nutrient fractions, sites and tides. For com-

parison and further use, these different estimates might best be described by two-

parameter gamma distribution functions. To examine the influence of small changes

in the timing of samples taken during an ebb or flood tide, we simulated the trans-

port of passive tracers representing water column nutrients using a hydrodynamic

model. Simulations showed that especially around mid-tide, the contribution of dif-

ferent upstream water bodies may change rapidly at a sampling site, emphasising

the need to standardise the sampling time relative to the local dominant tidal phase.

Subregions within the harbour also showed different degrees of connectivity, and
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sometimes counter-intuitive mid-term upstream transport of waterbodies entering

the main harbour at a point relatively far downstream. This behaviour is likely to

be common in estuaries with a complex geometry such as Tauranga Harbour, and

passive tracer hydrodynamic modelling could help both in the design of and inter-

pretation of data collected in nutrient monitoring programmes.

5.2 Conclusions

Of the environmental factors for which historical observation data are available (in-

organic nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations in the water column, temperature

and irradiance), the inorganic nitrogen concentrations dominate the modelled de-

velopment of seasonal Ulva tissue nutrients and biomass accumulations (blooms)

in Tauranga Harbour. The relatively simple, zero-dimensional growth model im-

plemented and applied in Chapter 3 paves the way for scenario analysis of future

developments or management options. Although the description of tissue phospho-

rus quota dynamics still leaves room for improvement, research progress is currently

unlikely to be limited by the lack of applicable models. Rather, this research high-

lights the importance of comprehensive and accurate, long-term observation data

on Ulva abundance (or preferably biomass), environmental forcing variables (espe-

cially nutrients), and well-constrained estimates of the physiological parameters of

Ulva growth.

5.3 Suggestions for future research

For routine monitoring of low intertidal and especially subtidal Ulva abundance,

the “dropcam” employed in this study is a cheap and simple option, but requires

substantial time to record images from only a few stations along each transect. This

is in part due to the difficulty of settling the dropcam frame on the seafloor from a

boat that is usually still moving slightly, even if actively driven against any current

present. Alternatively, a digital camera mounted on an underwater towed or re-

motely controlled platform that never touches the seafloor could be used for faster,

routine monitoring e.g., Morris et al., 2014. Knowledge of the exact distance from

the seabed would not even be required to determine the percentage of cover, but

if desired, an absolute length scale could be determined from parallel laser beams

mounted on the glider and visible on the seafloor in the pictures obtained, as rou-

tinely used in AUV/ROV applications. Artificial lighting would be advantageous,

and could especially simplify the development of image processing algorithms to
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determine percentage of cover from a large number of images automatically.

An extensive spatial sampling of Ulva tissue for genetic analysis could help de-

termine the number of genotypes actually present in Tauranga Harbour (building

on the findings of Heesch et al., 2007). Preferably, sampling should occur at dif-

ferent seasons, since it is likely that the relative contribution of individual species

to the total abundance (and therefore also the probability of sampling individual

species) will vary between seasons (Guidone and Thornber, 2013). Subsequently,

the variability between the observed genotypes in terms of the physiological pa-

rameters included in growth models should be examined by laboratory experiments

to determine whether a single-species model approach is justified, or whether a

multi-species approach should be taken instead.

Recent advances in hyperspectral remote sensing have made it possible to dif-

ferentiate between groups of macrophytes (Abrams et al., 2002). Satellite or low-

altitude aerial acquisition could provide spatial abundance data on both benthic

macroalgae (e.g., Ulva spp.) as well as spermatophytes (e.g., Zostera spp. Lim-

ited coverage, resolution and in the case of some sensors also spectral resolution

remain a problem (Alexander et al., 2008), and accurate determination of absolute

biomass becomes difficult with increasing percentage of cover. Nevertheless, rel-

atively successful classification of macroalgae cover has been reported (Karpouzli

and Malthus, 2006), and should be explored further.

One of the marked differences in the process descriptions between the two mod-

els used in Chapters 2 (based on Solidoro et al. (1997)) and 3 (based on Guimaraens

et al., 2005) is the influence of temperature on growth. Solidoro et al. (1997) use a

sigmoid formulation, which saturates and therefore does not produce an inhibition

at very high temperatures, while Guimaraens et al., 2005 use a Gauss formulation,

which has clear optimum at intermediate temperatures and then inhibits growth as

temperatures rise further. In Tauranga Harbour, water temperatures are relatively

high in summer, especially so in the large shallow areas of most of the upstream

subregions. A more detailed analysis could compare these two formulations and

determine whether that chose by Guimaraens et al., 2005 is indeed a better choice.

In addition to absolute biomass, the Ulva growth model could be extended to

account for the life stage and possibly general size structure within the population

(e.g., Martins et al., 2008). The observation data necessary for calibration and val-

idation of this additional variable are easily obtained from manual measurements,

either on samples collected from the supra- and intertidal at low tide or from cage-

mounted nets in the subtidal, or from digital camera images of the seafloor. Al-

though the fragmentation of large tissue pieces is a complex process,
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The growth model used in Chapter 3 could be improved by in addition to tissue

nitrogen and phosphorus also incorporating tissue carbon as a state variable (e.g.,

Ren et al., 2014). The atomic ratios of carbon to nitrogen and phosphorus may be

more reliable indicators of nutritional state than those of nitrogen and phosphorus

to dry weight. The incorporation of carbon as a state variable would also facilitate

the coupling to a biogeochemical or any other closed mass-balance model in which

carbon is likely to be traced.

Several slightly different mathematical descriptions of tissue nitrogen and phos-

phorus quota dynamics have been published and implemented in Ulva growth mod-

els, but currently there seems to be a lack of consensus on a single, best description.

A multi-model study could compare these descriptions by applying all of them to

multiple datasets from laboratory and field observations. Comparisons should be

restricted to the smallest sub-models in which differences in performance and trans-

ferability are likely to be observed, to minimise the potentially confounding influ-

ence of differences in other sub-models (e.g., mortality). To facilitate this, both

observation data and “ready to run” implementations of the relevant model code

such as those presented in this study should be made freely available.

The transport of Ulva could be further examined using a hydrodynamic model

that includes resuspension, advection and settling of macrophyte tissue pieces (Sa-

lomonsen et al., 1999; Oldham et al., 2010; Pattiaratchi et al., 2011). Even without

a coupling between growth and transport models, this could help to evaluate the

current intertidal Ulva abundance monitoring sites, and potentially choose more

diverse or representative sites.

Regular nutrient sampling at the harbour entrance at a constant local tidal phase

seems the most valuable approach to further our understanding of the short-term to

seasonal nutrient dynamics in Tauranga Harbour. The sampling frequency should

be at least monthly, but if possible close to every five to ten days to increase the

chance of observing the influence of episodic events.

Ideally, nutrient sampling within the estuary would be complemented by regular

offshore sampling to quantify the influence of changes in offshore concentrations of

nutrients caused by mesoscale circulation patterns such as seasonal upwelling. If

resources are insufficient to carry out dedicated regular surveys, sampling from pri-

vate (e.g., recreational) or commercial (e.g., ferries or fishing charter boats) “ships

of opportunity” should be considered. Alternatively, if the degree of mixing of the

tidal plume with the coastal ocean waterbody can be determined using a numerical

hydrodynamical model, offshore nutrient concentrations could also be estimated

from the ebb/flood balance of concentrations at entrance. To this end, full tidal cy-
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cles at for example hourly intervals should be sampled first at the harbour entrance

to ensure that individual mid-tide samples are sufficiently representative.

For the nutrient data presented in this thesis, reliable error estimates for individ-

ual data points were not available. Although replicate samples were taken, initial

difficulties with the automatic wet-chemical analysis led to a loss of samples, sig-

nificant delays in the processing and higher than initially estimated costs, so that

limited available sample volume as well as funding prohibited the analysis of repli-

cate samples. Replicate samples should ideally be analysed for at least a regular

subset of samples, and this tradeoff between data volume and data quality must be

kept in mind when planning an improved nutrient sampling design.

Regular comprehensive sampling of all distinct subregions within Tauranga Har-

bour is very labour- and cost-intensive, and unlikely to be feasible for any extended

period of time. A coupled watershed-estuary nutrient model would help by provid-

ing nutrient input estimates for smaller tributaries which are not regularly sampled,

and work supporting the development of such a model for Tauranga Harbour has

already been carried out (Morcom, 2013; Monahan, 2014).
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Appendix A

Macroscopic characteristics of
drifting Ulva populations

Drifting Ulva biomass was determined both in terms of the absolute amount of

unattached Ulva spp. present in the water column as well as the horizontal transport

of this material. For this purpose, cage-mounted nets were deployed at site 7 of the

nutrient sampling programme, in a constricted channel connecting the Waikareao

sub-estuary to the main Tauranga harbour.

A first cage built to collect drifting macrophytes was constructed from welded

steel bars, in three separate but stackable layers of 100 cm width by 100 cm length

by 30 cm height (Figure A.1). It was designed to be deployed both as a vertical

stack of three layers with just under 1 m height in total, as well as three separate

individual cages, e.g., at three sites along a cross-channel transect simultaneously.

Although deployed successfully twice, this design proved rather heavy, bulky and

unstable. Additionally, the simultaneous deployment of individual sections along

a cross-channel transect was deemed impractical after first field tests, given the

very limited time available around slack water in which they could be deployed and

retrieved safely. It was therefore replaced by a second cage constructed in one piece

and from aluminium tubes.

The second rigid metal cage holding four vertically separated nets (mesh width

4 mm) was built to improve on the first design, especially in terms of ease of de-

ployment. The cage’s outer dimensions are approximately 120 cm height by 100 cm

width by 100 cm depth, each net’s dimensions are approximately 30 cm height by

100 cm width by 100 cm depth (Figure A.2). The cage with the nets was anchored so

that the nets’ open sides were oriented perpendicular to the channel. Each deploy-

ment lasted from either a low tide to the next high tide (outgoing / “ebb” samples)

or from a high tide to the next low tide (incoming / “flood” samples). More frequent
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Figure A.1: The first cage constructed to collect drifting macrophytes (three separate but

stackable layers, steel bars, welded).

emptying of the nets was not practical due to the high current speeds at the site.
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Figure A.2: The second cage constructed to collect drifting macrophytes (one rigid outer

frame with space for one to four vertical layers of nets, aluminium tubes, modular screw-

fixed fittings/joints).
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As expected for tissue that on its own is usually slightly negatively buoyant, the

amount of drifting Ulva biomass in most cases decreased with distance from the

seafloor (Figure A.3).

To save time when determining Ulva biomass from bulk samples taken in the

field, a “spin-drying” method was trialled. When weighing bulk samples in the

field, especially those taken from submerged nets / cages, it is difficult to judge how

much excess water should be removed before weighing the “wet” weight. Ideally,

bulk wet weight could be determined in the field after spin-drying, and only a small

subsample retained for dry weight determination in the laboratory. The amount of

weight lost by spin-drying (i.e., the “dripping” wet weight to spin-dried wet weight

ratio, not to be confused with the wet weight to dry weight ratio) on site (spinning

samples at arm’s length in a mesh bag) varied from close to 0% to up to 60% for

small samples, but stayed within the range of 10% to 30% for samples with a total

weight of over approximately 2 kg (Figure A.4). Larger samples were separated into

sub-samples of a maximum wet weight of approximately 4 kg for spin-drying. For

future uses of this dataset that require accurate dry weight values, subsamples were

taken and the wet weight to oven-dried weight ratio determined in the laboratory

(data now shown).

Drifting Ulva biomass caught on the ebb tide was less than on the flood tide on 5

out of 6 dates (Figure A.5). Visual observations from a bridge slightly upstream of

the sampling site did not indicate large cross-channel variation in the overall density

of drifting Ulva.

Subsamples were frozen for laboratory analysis of the macroscopic tissue prop-

erties of size, sporulation and degradation. In four out of five cases where ebb and

flood samples were available from the same date, median tissue size was clearly

larger on the flood than on the ebb tide (boxplots in Figure A.7; beanplots in

Figure A.8). Tissue size showed a fairly strong seasonal signal in the 2012/2013

season, with larger tissue sizes during the summer months and steadily decreas-

ing towards winter, although this seasonal trend was not apparent when comparing

2012/04 with 2012/07. High degrees of sporulation were rare, but were encoun-

tered slightly more often in the warmer months (Figure A.9). Degradation clearly

increased from 2012/07 with almost 50% with no visible degradation to over 80%

with visible degradation in 2013/02, and still over 70% in 2013/06 (Figure A.10).

Although in some cases, the degradation pattern did differ substantially between

consecutive ebb and flood tides, there was no clear overall pattern (Figure A.11).

It should also be noted that the visual estimation of the degree of degradation is by

far the most subjective macroscopic property examined here. Since samples were
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processed in batches corresponding to individual tides and dates (in contrast to ran-

domised processing), it is quite possible that part of the variability in the data stems

from changes in the visual estimate of the degree of degradation, not the actual

degree of degradation itself.
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Figure A.3: Vertical distribution of drifting Ulva spp. biomass caught in 4 nets (height

x width x depth: 30 cm x 100 cm x 100 cm) mounted in a rigid cage at the entrance of

Waikareao estuary, with the open sides oriented perpendicular to the channel length.
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Figure A.4: Loss of weight by spin-drying of Ulva spp. samples caught in cage-mounted

nets, in percent of (“dripping”) wet weight. Data points are labelled with sample date index

and (vertical) net layer, 1 being the bottom layer (e.g., “d1_l3” is the sample from the first

date from the third layer).
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Figure A.6: Histograms of drifting Ulva thallus sizes (semi-major axis of enclosing ellipse)

for the approximately bimonthly surveys between 2012/07 and 2013/06.
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Figure A.7: Drifting Ulva thallus size in two ebb/flood tides at different calendar months

between April 2012 and June 2013. Displayed are the distributions of the semi-major axis

lengths of the visually estimated ellipse enclosing the flattened thallus (in most cases slightly

greater than or equal to the longest linear dimension) as boxplots. Bold horizontal bars indi-

cate the median, hinges the 25th and 75th percentile, whiskers extend to the lowest/highest

data point within 1.5 times the interquartile range from the respective hinge, data outside

this range are indicated by circles. Data for ebb.9 and flood.12 are not available.
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Figure A.8: Drifting Ulva thallus size in two ebb/flood tides at different calendar months

between April 2012 and June 2013. Displayed are the distributions of the semi-major axis

lengths of the visually estimated ellipse enclosing the flattened thallus (in most cases slightly

greater than or equal to the longest linear dimension) as beanplots (estimated probability

density function, Gaussian kernel, Sheather&Jones bandwidth, cutoff at zero). Bold hori-

zontal bars indicate corresponding medians, dotted horizontal bar indicates overall median.

Data for ebb.9 and flood.12 are not available.
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Figure A.9: Histograms of drifting Ulva sporulation (percentage of sporulated tissue area)

for the approximately bimonthly surveys between 2012/07 and 2013/06.
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Figure A.10: Histograms of drifting Ulva degree of degradation (1 = no visible degradation

to 5 = highly degraded) for the approximately bimonthly surveys between 2012/07 and

2013/06.
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Figure A.11: Relative frequency of drifting Ulva degree of degradation (1 = no visible

degradation to 5 = highly degraded) for the ebb (“e.”) and flood (“f.”) tides of the approx-

imately bimonthly surveys between 2012/07 and 2013/06 (only month indicated in axis

labels).
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Appendix B

Inter- and subtidal Ulva abundance
observed by dropcam

While intertidal abundance of Ulva is regularly surveyed by the Bay of Plenty Re-

gional Council (Park, 2011), information on subtidal abundance is scarce. de Win-

ton et al. (1996) carried out subtidal surveys using SCUBA divers in February/-

March of the two consecutive years 1995 and 1996. Alongside the nutrient sam-

pling programme described in chapter 4, we trialled the use of a submersible video

camera (“dropcam”) as a low-cost and easily deployed alternative to survey subti-

dal Ulva abundance. The dropcam was deployed from a boat around high tide at

sites along four transects in the southern basin of Tauranga Harbour (Figure B.1).

The video camera is mounted facing downward on a small rigid frame, and lowered

by hand until it reaches the seafloor. Only a small time window around high tide

is suitable for this kind of deployment, since at higher current speeds, it is diffi-

cult to deploy the frame in an upright position on the seafloor, and the image quality

quickly degrades due to resuspended sediment. Additionally, for cross-channel tran-

sects required to survey sites at a range of depths in the same area, navigation also

quickly becomes difficult at higher current speeds. Still images were later extracted

from the video recordings to visually estimate abundance as percent coverage of

the sediment by Ulva. Three of the four transect locations were chosen to overlap

with sites surveyed by de Winton et al. (1996): Otumoetai corresponding to site F,

Wairoa to site I and Te Puna Beach to site K. The fourth transect, Hunter’s Creek,

was chosen to be located in a sheltered sub-estuary not previously surveyed. Sites

were spaced at a distance of approximately 200 m along each transect, leading to

between 6 and 10 sites per transect and date. At each site, the dropcam was lowered

to the seafloor, and three individual spots recorded within a few metres distance by

repeatedly slightly raising and lowering the frame while the boat was drifting. The
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visually estimated percentage of cover from the corresponding three still images

was then averaged.
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Figure B.1: Map of the southern basin of Tauranga Harbour (inset: location of Tauranga

Harbour on the North Island of New Zealand) and location of dropcam survey transects.

Map projections are NZTM2000, main map with coordinates in metres, inset map with

coordinates in degrees.
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B. Inter- and subtidal Ulva abundance observed by dropcam

Ulva abundance dependent on depth is shown in Figure B.2. The mean abun-

dance over all stations was 5%, with no values above 5% at depths of 9 m or more.

Sites in shallow areas are more numerous, but first calculating the mean over bins

of 1 m depth to alleviate this bias still results in an overall mean of 5%.
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Figure B.2: Ulva abundance as observed by dropcam dependent on depth. Depths given

relative to mean sea level (MSL) are approximate since no tidal correction has been applied.

In addition to individual transect station values, mean values are given for bins of 1 m depth

from 0 to 12 m.
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B. Inter- and subtidal Ulva abundance observed by dropcam

The seasonal evolution of abundance is shown in Figure B.3, showing a clear

summer peak in 2012/2013, with both mean values over 10% and maximum values

over 70%, while the trial study in the summer of 2011/2012 (January 2012) shows

abundance more similar to autumn or winter of the 2012/2013 season.
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Figure B.3: Ulva abundance as observed by dropcam dependent on time from a pilot study

(2012/01) and approximately bimonthly surveys between 2012/07 and 2013/06 (data from

2013/09 not available). In addition to individual transect station values, mean and median

values are given for each survey date. Dashed vertical lines show the 1st of July of each

calendar year to indicate average winter minima timing of temperature and irradiance.
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